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PREFACE 

This syllabus is a burxile of reports of lectl.D"'eS delivered at the "Mark Kac 

seminar on probability and physics" during the academic years 1985-i 987. This 

seminar is a monthly meeting in Amsterdam, held between probabilists and 

statistical physicists wro discuss topics in their common field of interest. As 

such this booklet shows a cross-section of the activities in the Netherlands in this 

area of interaction. 

Two reports deal with the sequences of lectl.D"'eS delivered by prof. G. 

Grimmett from Bristol on interacting-particle systems and on random networks, 

and by prof. J.T. Lewis from Dublin on large deviation techniques in statistical 

mechanics. The other reports are aCC01J1ts of single lectl.D"'eS and treat the reader 

to a variety of specialized topics. 

We would like to thank the speakers for their contribution to this syllabus. 

Frank den Hollander (Delft) 

Hans Maassen (Nijmegen) 

November 1987 
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ON A MODEL OF SPATIALLY HOMOOENEOUS POLYMERIZATION WITH A 

PHASE TRANSITION 

E. Hendriks, Koninklijke/Shell-Laboratorium, Amsterdam 

This contribution is about a simple model describing condensation polymeriza

tion(!) or coagulation(Z). Consider a fixed volume containing M basic building 

blocks (monomers), which combine to produce clusters(3-6l. We assume spatial 

homogeneity, such that the state of the system can be described by the vector 

variable x = (xi'x2, ... ,xM), where xk is the number of clusters containing k basic 

mits (k-mers). Conservation of mass implies 4 kxk = M, for each possible state 

x. Under a "detailed balarce" condition for the transition rates between the dif

ferent states of the system (S), the equilibrium probability of the state x equals 

(1) 

where q is a control parameter (like temperature) and ak is a degeneracy factor. 

The degeneracy factor may depend e.g. on the structure of the monomers and on 

the degree in which "steric hirxlrarce" limits the construction of a k-mer out of its 

constituent monomers. Eq. (1) can be derived from the master equation(S) or from 

statistical mechanical considerations. The numbers 8k are assumed to show the 

following asymptotic behaviour for large k: 

arxl completely characterize the model. The so-called classical model of polymeri

zation, introduced by Stockmayer(4), is the special case where akk! just equals 

the number of ways a k-mer can be built out of its constituents (11=3/2). 

In the range 1 <P<2 assumed here, the model shows a phase transition in the 

thermodynamic limit M-kx>, q fixed. There is a critical value qc such that for 

q)qc a finite part of the total mass is in a single large cluster (the gel), which is 

not present for q(qc. This can be shown by locating the most probable state (using 

Lagrange's multipliers method(4,5l) and investigating its behaviour for M-+m, or 

by studying the ensemble averaged size distribution 



where the Sl.Dllmation ls over all possible states. From eqs. (1) am (3) am the 
mass conservation requirement, the following integral representation for (xk) can 
be derived: 

where 

(5) 

is the generati~ fl.llCtlon of the ak. The integration path in eq. (4) must be chisen 
Sl.dt that it erx:lrcles the origin of the complex plane orx:e, COl.l'lterclockwlse, am 
does not erx:lose singularities of F(z). From eq.(4) a recursion relation for (xk) 

follows, whose numerically obtained solution ls displayed in flg.1, for two values 

of M. The preserx:e of the "bump" imlcates the occurrerce of a ~le large 

molecule: the gel. (Note that for k)M/2, (xk) ls simply the probability of occur

rence of a cluster of size k.) The distribution is bimodal: it consists of a sol part 

am a gel part (the particular val1.e of q L5ed here exceeds qJ. The average 
number of molecules present in the gel phase equals 1. 
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fig. 1 

Through application of the method of stationary phase (7) to the integral in 
eq. (4), the followi~ results are obtained (3,S): 
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(1) The essential properties of the system are all embodied in the generating 

flJ'lCtion F (z) of the degeneracy factor ak for k-mers. Of particular importance 

for the properties of the phase transition is the asymptotic behaviour of this factor 

for k-4<x>. 

(2) The control parameter q plays a role analogous to that of temperature in 

statistical mechanics. It goes through a critical value q =z F' (z ) wren the sys
c c c 

tern passes from the sol to the gel phase (zc is the radius of convergence of F (z)). 

(3) In the sol phase (q(qc)' the ensemble averaged cluster size distribution 

decays exponentially for large values of k (except for an algebraic factor) and is 

determined by the numbers ak and by the "fugacity'' z* that is the solution of the 

equation zF' (z) = q closest to the origin: 

(6) lim (xk) /M = akz* k /q. 
M-4a> 

At q=qc' the exponential factor disappears (Ztc=zc) and the decay becomes purely 

algebraic. Critical exponents of the phase transition in this model are derived in 

ref.S. 

(4) In the gel phase (q)qc), the ensemble averaged size distribution has a 

clearly bimodal character. It is the ~rposition of a distribution of sol species, 

which ls still given by eq.(6) (with z*=zc), and of a distribution of gel species, 

which ls characterized by a maximLDn near k=Mg, wrere g=i-qcfq is the gel 

fraction of the system (for M--ko). Hence the gel consists of a single large 

cluster. 

(5) For M-4m, the distribution of gel species is described by an asymptotic 

distribution depending only on the asymptotic behaviour of ak. The width of this 

distribution is proportional to Mi/P, and the distribution is such that the 

scaled random variable y=(q/AM)i/P(kg-Mg), with kg the size of the largest 

cluster, has limiting distribution G(y) which depends only on p and is found from: 

(7) lim <xk> = (q/ AM) 1/P G( (q/ A) 1/Py) . 
M4oo 
y fixed 

k=Mg+M 1/Py 

(Recall that for k/M large, (xk)=Peq(kg=k).) An explicit integral representation 
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for the scaling function G(y) is derived in ref.3. It is essentially the Fourier 
transform of the fll'X:tion h(s)=exp{r(-p)(-is).B}. It is highly nonsymmetrlc and its 
second moment diverges (see fig. 2). 

The above results are a generalization of similar results in ref.8, valid for the 

classical Stockmayer model. 
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The equilibrium probability distribution in eq. (1) is the stationary solution of 

the master equation(5,9l. From this equation, by taking the limit M-+oo, the 

Smoluchowski coagulation equation(G,9l can be derived (l.ilder certain conditions). 

A complete proof, valid for all choices of the transition rates in the master 

equation, has not yet been given. The coagulation ~lion is the stbject of ml.di 

recent research in the field of growth phenomena ( • 1O•1 1). The occurrence of a 

(dynamical) phase transition and the values of corresponding critical exponents can 

be derived from this equation, but oot the detailed shape of the gel distribution 

(which requires M(oo). 
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POSITIVE FORMS ON NUCLEAR *-ALGEBRAS AND THEIR INTEGRAL 

REPRESENTATIONS 

E. Thomas, Mathematisch Instituut, RU Groningen 

Both in Harmonic analysis .and in Field theory one encounters nuclear *-algebras, 

positive forms on them, and integral representations of these forms. We attempt a 

synthesis of these two cases, which up to now seem to have been developed almost 

entirely disjointly. In such an attempt the analogy with positive states on C*

algebras (which are nuclear in the sense intended here only if they are finite 

dimensional) obviously imposes itself; for the present summary this aspect will 

be left aside however. 

* Let A be an algebra over C, equipped with an involution <P -+ <P and a locally 

convex Hausdorff topology with respect to which it is a nuclear space in the sense 

of Grothendieck(S), such that the product is separately continuous, and the involu

tion continuous; briefly: a nuclear *-algebra. 

The two most important examples for the present purpose are: 

Harmonic analysis: Let G be a unimodular Lie group, and let A = D(G) = Cc 00 (G) 

be the space of test functions equipped with the usual inductive limit topology, 

with the convolution product 

(1) -1 <j>·l/J(g) = f <j>(x)l/J(x g)dx 

and with the involution: 

(2) * -:-;-:r. 
<I> (g) = <j>(g ). 

(This is the global approach. In the infinitesimal approach A would be the universal 

enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra.) 

Field Theory:(6 ,10l Here A is equal to the tensor algebra S = C + i=1S(R411) 

composed of sequences (c/> 11) 1,-20, having only a finite number of terms different 

from 0, such that <Po is a complex number, and <P is, for 112: 1, a function 

belonging to the Schwartz space of infinite! y diffe~ntiable functions on R 411 

which, together with all their derivatives, are rapidly decreasing at infinity. The 

topology is the direct sum topology. The product is defined as follows: 
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(cfJ'\jJ)n(xl'""xn) = 2 <f>n(x1,. .. ,x l1J!)x +1•···•xn) 
µ+v=n µ µ 

and the involution is defined by the formula: 

(4) 

The term tensor-algebra is appropriate because S (R 4v) can be identified with the 

completed tensor product of v copies of S (R 4). 

In both examples A is a nuclear IF-space satisfying the further condition 

(C) The map p from the inductive tensor product A@A to A, defined by p(qi@lJI) = 

qi·lJI, is a surjection. 

and having an identity 1 or an approximate identity (Xn) nEN such that limn Xn·qi = 

qi for all qiEA. 

A positive functional on a *-algebra A is a continuous linear form won A such 

* that w(qi·qi J;;>;Q for all qi E A. The set A'+ of all positive forms is a closed convex 

cone in the dual space A'. 

A functional w E A' is called central (or abelian) if w(qi·lJI) = w(lJl·qi) for all 

qi,lJI E A. The central elements of A'+ obviously form a closed convex sub-cone. 

Other closed sub-cones of A'+ may play an important role. 

An element w of a convex cone r is called extremal, briefly w E ext(r), if 

every decomposition w = w1 + w2, with wi E r, is trivial, in as much as wi is 

proportional to w, for i = 1,2. 

Theorem 1. Let A be a nuclear *-algebra which is an IF-space satisfying the 

condition (C) . Let r be a closed convex sub-cone of A'+. 

(A) Every element ~ in r has at least one integral representation by means of 

extreme elements:~= f ext(f) wdm(w). 

(B) The element ~ E r has a unique integral representation by means of extremal 

elements if and only if the face r(~ generated in r by ~ is a lattice with respect 

to its own order. 

The proof of this theorem can be given by showing that r has bounded order 

intervals, and then applying the nuclear integral representation theorem (l l, 12) 
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In the case where A = D(G), positive forms are normally called positive 

definite distributions. The sub-cone of all central positive definite distributions 

plays a particularly important role in Harmonic analysis. It is known to be a 

lattice cone. Thus one has a theorem analogous to the theorem of Bochner-Schwartz 

in the case of Rn: Every central distribution of positive type has a unique integral 

representation 

(5) T = J x dm(rr) 
1T 

by means of extremal elements. In the case of type I Lie groups (e.g. semi-simple 

or nilpotent) these can, after appropriate normalisation, be identified with the 

characters of irreducible unitary representations. In the particular case where T=o 
the measure m is the Plancherel measure, and (5) becomes the Plancherel 

decomposition, or "inversion formula": 

Another type of sub-cone is the cone of H-invariant positive definite distri

butions, H being a closed subgroup of G. These are important in the harmonic 

analysis on the homogeneous space G/H. The cone of positive definite H-invariant 

distributions is a lattice cone if and only if (G,H) is a generalised Gelfand 

pair(1J). In that case the extreme generators are the spherical distributions. 

In the case of the tensor algebra S, the cone of positive forms has been 

extensively studied, especially by H.J. Borchers(i-J) and J. Yngvason(14l, who 

interpret Field theory from the point of view of positive functionals on the 

algebra S. One particularly considers the sub-cone of Wightman functionals. 

These are the positive functionals which are invariant under the natural action of 

the (comected) inhomogeneous Lorentz group, and satisfy the so-called spectrum 

and locality conditions. 

Now consider the well known GNS construction, which to every cu E A'+ asso

ciates a Hilbert space H . According to L. Schwartz's theory of reproducing 

kemels(9), Hw can be can~nically embedded in the dual A'. In the case of Field 

theory this is not generally done (though it may turn out to be very useful). In the 

case of Harmonic analysis it is very natural. Thus the Hilbert space associated to 

o is nothing but the space L 2(G), which is of course regarded as a space of 
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distributions. The equation (5') then turns into a direct integral decomposition of 

L 2 (G) into minimal translation-invariant Hilbert spaces H C D' (G}. 
* w 

If TE A' it is convenient to define <T,ip> = T(ip ), and to define the product ip.T 
* and the element T by the formulas 

(6) (ip·T)(l/J) = T(ip·IJ!), * * T (1>) = T(ip ), 

just as one does in distribution theory. The space H C A' then contains the set 
w 

as a dense subspace, the inner product (anti-linear on the right) being defined on Ow 

by the formula: 

(7) * (ip·wllji·w) = <w,ip ·IJ!>. 

On Ow one can define the operator rrw(cp) by the assignment T---+ cp·T. The map cp 

---+ rrw(ip) is just the usual *-algebra representation associated to the GNS 

construction. 

In the case of Field theory the GNS construction, and the representation of the 

algebra S, amounts to the reconstruction of a field in terms of vacuum expectation 

values: the operators rr (cp), cpES, are just the field operators. When in (7) 
w 

lj/=1=(1,0,0, ... ) we in fact obtain: 

(8) w(cp) = (rr(cp)Q I Q) 

where Q is the cyclic vector corresponding to the GNS construction (if we view the 

space Hw as a Hilbert space of A', Q=w). In particular, if ip1'qi2, ... ,ipn belong to 

S, we have: 

The locality condition insures that the operators rr(cp) and rr(lji) commute when 

it>,l/IES have spacially separated supports. The invariance of w under the natural 

action of the homogeneous Lorentz group gives rise to a representation of this 

group in Hw in which the element Q is fixed. The spectral condition on w just 

expresses the assumption that the spectral measure corresponding to the 
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representation of the translation subgroup is concentrated on the forward light 
cone. Those field theories in which there is a unique vacuum (i.e. for which the 
space of vectors fixed under the action of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group is one
dimensional) are certainly extremal in the cone of all Wightman flD1ctionals. 
Conversely, however, a field theory correspondin1 to an extremal Wightman 
fl.lllCtional does not necessarily have a LD1ique vacuum ( ) . 

In the case of Harmonic analysis the operators Trw(<P) are bolD1ded in Hw 
(smoothing convolution operators). In general, e.g. in the case of Field theory, they 
are not bounded. It can ha~pen, however, that the representation Yr w is self-ad joint 
in the sense of Powers (7 ' ) , in which case we will simply say that the element w 

is self-ad joint. 

We can now formulate an extension of the Bochner-Schwartz theorem to the 
general framework discussed in this lecture: 

Theorem 2. Let A be a nuclear *-algebra which is an .ff-space satisfying the 
condition (C), and having an approximate identity. Let r be the cone of central 
positive forms. Then every self-adjoint element ~ of r has a LD1ique integral 
representation by means of extreme elements of r. 

By theorem 1 one only has to prove that the face rt~ is a lattice in its own 
order. The idea is to prove that it is isomorphic to the positive part of a 

* commutative C -algebra, which by Gelfand's theorem is a lattice. For FED we 
* ~ have Trw(<P)f = q>·f. Similarly let pw(<P)f = f·<P . Then Trw and Pw are - * - - -

representations of A. Also let J(f) = f . Then J is an anti-LD1itary involution in the 
space H and p = l7r J. Consider the weak commutant {Yr (A)}'. This in the case w w w w 
of a self-adjoi; rep~tation is known to be a von N;umann algebra (B) (the 
proof of lemma 4.6 in ref. 8 does not appear to make use of the LD1it). Thus the 
weak commutant {p (A)}' = J{rr (A)}'J is also a von Neumann algebra. The w w 
intersection M of two commutants is a von Neumann algebra stable under 
conjugation by J. Now r(~ is isomorphic to the positive part of M. In fact wff(~ 
iff w(1p*·qi) = (T qi·~ I IJ!·~, with TEM+. It suffice5 therefore to prove that Mis 
commutative. This can be done in the same way as in the bounded case, by showing 

* that for AEM, A =JAJ (cf. refs. 4 and 13). 
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Theorem 3. Let ~be a positive self-adjoint Wightman functional on the algebra S. 

Then w has a LD1ique integral representation by means of extreme Wightman 

fLD1ctionals. 

Here again one can show that the face r(~ in the cone of all Wightman 

functionals is isomorphic to the positive part of a commutative von Neumann 

algebra, in the case {7r (A)}'. The fact that this commutant is commutative is a 

consequence of the PCGymmetry, as explained in the work of H. J. Borchers(2). 

A priori one would have to consider the subalgebra of {7r (A)}' composed of 
w 

operators commuting with the action of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. Actually, 

it is shown in ref. 2 that, thanks to the spectrum condition, every operator in the 

commutant commutes with the group action. 

In this same article, and later in more detail in ref 1, the existence of the 

integral decomposition has been proved. The uniqueness statement, based on 

theorem 1, appears to be new. 
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HOW OOES ONE CHARACTERIZE MACROSCOPIC DIFFUSION? 
H. van Beijeren, In.stltuut voor Theoretische Fysica, RU Utrecht 

Urxler what conditions can a microscopic process be characterized macros

copically as a diffusion process? 

It is oot enough to require that the mean square displacement is asymptotically 

linear in time: any superposition of diffusion processes with different diffusion 

constants has this property. In such a case the Einstein or the Green-Kubo-formula 

for the diffusion constant just gives the mean of the diffusion constants 

associated with the separate processes. 

A stronger requirement is that l.l'lder the scaling transformation (r-et,p:e!~ 
and in the limit as e-kx> the microscopic process tends to Brownian motion in the 

variables ' and i1. This, however, does oot suffice to ensure the existence of the 

diffusion constant according to the Einstein-formula. Such may be illustrated by a 

model in which a particle combines a simple random walk with occasional jumps 

over a large distance immediately followed by the same jump backwards. In such 

a situation the process does scale to Brownian motion, but the mean square 

displacement may diverge for all times so that the diffusion coefficient does oot 

exist. 

This leads to several "physical" consequences: although some properties, like 

e.g. the spectrun of light scattered from jumping particles, may be almost the 
same as for oormal diffusion, other properties, like e.g. the stationary flow 

between two reservoirs, may be different in an essential way. 

To characterize diffusion macroscopically one should require both that the 

process scales to Brownian motion and that the diffusion coefficient exists. 
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RANDOM FIELDS IN THE ISING MODEL 
J. Villain, IFF der KF A, Jillich (BRO) 
(Abstract made by the organizers) 

The model discussed here consists of a d-dimensional lattice of Is~ spins with 

Hamiltonian 

H = -2 J sisj - 2 Hi si , 
(i,j) i 

where si is the spin at site i, J is a positive constant (the ~li~ constant) and 
the Hi are i.i.d. random variables of mean zero and variance H (the random 

field). The notation (.,.) denotes nearest neighbours. This "random field Isi~ 

model" has a wide ra~e of applicability: it describes reasonably well e.g. solid

state systems with impurities, spin glasses, and ferromagnetic materials 

Sli>jected to a random magnetic field. Most of the recent experimental interest 

has concentrated on the latter. The main characteristic of the model is that a 

competition takes place between the J-term, havi~ a temerq to align the spins, 

and the random H-term, tend~ to destroy this l~ ~e order. We discuss 

several aspects of the model and some recent theoretical developments. 

1. The lower critical dimension. 

The lower critical dimension ls the dimension d 1 below which l~ ::ft order 
is destroyed by the field, no matter how weak thee field is. Imry and Ma 1) have 

given the followi~ qualitative argtment why dcl should be 2. 

Consider a large domain of size R in which all the spins are up, Sllmlll1ded by 

a region of downspins. Flippi~ all the spins inside this domain would yield a gain 

in energy which, for large R, behaves like 

(1) cSW .. -gRd-1 + H (Rd)( 

Here g is the surface tension, to which we shall return shortly. For d(2 the field 

term dominates, so that flippi~ the spins is not energetically fa110rable, and no 

l~ ~e order is established. For d)2, on the other hand, the surface term 

dominates (provided g)O), so that the domain is t.mtable. 
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2. Domain wall roughening. 

The above argument, being heuristic, has been criticized, but more detailed 
considerations and calculations srow that it is essentially correct <2-4l. The 

main point of the criticism ls that, as a result of the erratic influence of the field, 

the domain walls may become quite rough, so that their surface area may in fact 

become much larger than is assumed in eq. (1) while the energy lost in abolishing 

them becomes much less. This may be taken into account by letting g depend on R. 

Whether or not this roughening indeed takes place can be fC>l.ni out, again 

heuristically, by comparing the energy of a flat domain wall with that of one 

developing a bump: 

R 
For r( (R the difference goes like 

(2) OW~ gRd-1(r/R)2 - H (Rd-ir)!. 

(To understand the first term, put e.g. d=2. If r((R then the length of the arc ls 

f(dx2+dz2) :!: f(1+Hdz/dx) 2)dx::: R+!R(r/R)2.) Minimization of OW leads to 

(3) r~ (H/g}2/3R(5-d)/3. 

For d)2 this is consistent with r((R and hence no roughening takes place for d)2. 

Eq. (2) may be used to give an estimate of g(R), srowlng that for d)2 indeed g(R) 

remains strictly positive, while for d(2 it collapses and becomes negative (for 

large R). The case d=2 requires a more refined analysis. 

3. Metastable states. 

For d)2, large domains with very rough walls, though not stable, are fenced off 
from the grolfld state by an energy barrier of the order of H(H/g)i/3R(d+i)/3 , 

obtained by stbstitution of eq. (3) into eq. (2). As their relaxation times become 
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exceedingly large at low temperatures, trese domains then will seem stable for 
all practical purposes. Experimental investigations and computer simulations meet 
with great difficulties because of the existence of such metastable states. 

4. Breakdown of the (dru-d)--expanslon. 

The upper criUcal dimension is the dimension d above which all mean-field 
CU 

results for the critical exponents are exact. For the random field Ising model 
dru=6 (i.e., 2 higher than the ordinary Ising model). In the standard theory of 

critical phenomena one probes the region below dru by an expansion in dru -d. 

However, for the random field Ising model this expansion turns out to yield 

irx:orrect results, which is believed to be due to the occurreoce of metastable 

states. For instance, one of the outcomes of this expansion is that dcl lies 2 above 

the value of the ordinary Ising model, i.e., dci=3 instead of 2. 

5. Expansion in powers of d-dcl. 

Bray and Moore(5) have obtained results based on a (d-dcl)-expansion, on 

scaling assumptions and on renonnalization methods. No field renormalization 

occurs, but the line tension is renormalized. The correlation length { is found to 

behave near Tc like 

(4) { .. IT-T 1-3/2(d-2). 
c 

However, the exponent in eq. ( 4) is controversial. In the ordinary Ising model the 
exponent equals 1/(d-2). 
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SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND PROBLEMS IN THE THEORY OF SPIN 

GLASSES 

H. Hilhorst, Instituut-Lorentz voor Theoretische Natuurkunde, RU Leiden 

One of the most important developments during the last five years in the theory 

of random lattice systems has been Parisi 's work on the Ising spin glass. This 

work, and its ramifications, were the subject of this lecture. 

In 1 980 Parisi gave a "solution" of a mean field model of the Ising spin glass. 

In subsequent years this solution turned out to lead to a m.onber of fascinating 

conclusions: 

(1) below the critical temperature such a spin glass has infinitely many 

thermodynamic phases (as opposed to the usual ferromagnet which has only two: 

spinup or spin-down); 

(2) these phases are not related via symmetry transformations but can only be 

discussed as statistical objects; 

(3) the order parameter is a fl.U1Ction. 

In this lecture the derivation of these results was discussed in detail, and 

several mathematical gaps in the argument leading to Parisi's "solution" were 

pointed out. Finally, it was indicated how one is currently trying to find 

alternative routes to give the theory a better mathematical foundation. 
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DISTRIBUTIONS WITH THE LEE-YANG PROPERTY 
J. Nal.K!ts, Departement Natuurkunde, Universitaire lnstelling Antwerpen (Belgium) 

In statistical mechanics phase transitions are described as non-analyticities in 

the free energy density f as a furv::tion of some model parameter. For example, in 

the 2-dimensional Ising-model at low enough temperature the first derivative of/Ch 
with respect to the magnetic field h shows a discontiruity at h=O. Our t.rderstan

ding of the origin of SLCh non-analyticities is partially based on the Lee-Yang 

theorem (i), which states that for a certain class of polynomials all zeros lie on 

the unit-circle in the complex plane. Since the pli>lication of this theorem in 1952 

many generalizations have appeared in the literature and new applications have 

been fOtnd. Of particular interest here is the work of Newman (2) and of Lieb and 

SokaP>, in which a generalized Lee-Yang theorem is formulated in terms of 

probability distributions. Following ref. 2, one says that a probability distribution 

µ on R has the Lee-Yarg property if the moment-generating flB'lCtion given by 

f µ(z)=f exp(zx)dµ(x) is analytic in the halfplane Re z )0 and has no zeros in this 

halfplane. The generalized Lee-Yang theorem can be formulated as a constru:tion 

theorem, stating that if certain probability distributions have the Lee-Yang 

property then so do certain other probability distributions derived from these (see 

refs. 2 and 3). 

In the present approach a further generalization is obtained by formulating the 
Lee-Yang theorem in terms of moment sequences. Given any sequenceµ= {µJ~ 
of complex ra.onbers the moment Mµp of a polynomial p(z)=4Js:mS:n amzm equals 

2os:ms:n amµm (convention µ0=1). 

Definition 1. The~ Dµ (in C) of a sequence µ={µJn:i:o is the intersection of 
all closed sets D with the property that for each polynomial p there exists a point z 

in D SLCh that Mµp=p(z). 

Proposition 2. The zeros of the polynomials 

p~(z) = 2os:mS:n ( ~) (-z)m µn-m 

are dense in the Sl4>P0rt of D µ· 
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Proposition 3. Consider the probability distributionµ of the total magnetization of 

a ferromagnetic Ising-model and let µ=(µJ n~O be the corresponding sequence of 

moments ofµ. Then the support Oµ is a subset of the imaginary axis Re z = 0. 

Let µ be a probability distribution for which the generating function f µ is 

analytic in the halfplane Re z ) 0 and in a neighborflood of the origin. If the support 

0 µ is a subset of the halfplane Re z S: 0 then it follows from Hurwitz's 

theorem that f µ does not vanish on the halfplane Re z > 0, which means that µ has 

the Lee-Yang property. Hence proposition 3 is a ~ Lee--Yang theorem in the 
sense that the result of the original Lee-Yang theorem, when applied to the Ising 

model, can be obtained as a consequence of the present result. 

An important tool in the derivation of the above results is a theorem of 

Grace(4). A closed subset 0 of the complex plane is called a "circular region" if it 

is the inside or outside of a circle or if it is a halfplane. Grace's theorem can be 

formulated as follows. 

Theorem 4. Given a circular region 0 and a sequence µ of complex numbers, then 

the following two statements are equivalent: 

(a) for each polynomial p there exists a point z in 0 such that Mµp=p(z); 

(b) OlO. 
This theorem is the essential ingredient in the proof of proposition 2 (S). 

Let us now fix a finite subset /\ of the lattice zd and let 

0 = { zEcA : Re zj S: 0 for all jE/\ }. 

Let Go- denote the set of all multi-index sequences µ={µm}mEN" with the 

property that for each polynomial p on cA there exists a point z in 0 such that 

M p=p(z). In the proof of proposition 3 the following construction theorems are 

~(similarly as in Newman's proof of the Lee-Yang theorem):(6) 

(i) If a sequence µ over N has support 0 in the halfplane Re z S: 0, then the multiµ 
index sequence v.={v } EN/\ with elements v =TI 'E/\ µ belongs to Go-· mm m J mj 
(ii) If J.iEG0_ and p is a polynomial which does not vanish on 0, then the multi-

index sequence p={pm}mEN/\ with elements pm=Mv(z-+zmp(z))/MyP belongs to 
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GD"'' 

(iii) If pEG0 .. , then the sequence CJ over N with elements CJ n :::Mp(z4{2jEt\ zj)n) 

has its support D(J in the halfplane Re z ~ 0. 
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INTERACTING-PARTICLE SYSTEMS AND RANOOM NETWORKS 

G. Grimmett, School of Mathematics, Bristol University (United Kingdom) 

I. Interacting-particle systems. 

Principal reference: Thomas Liggett, "Interacting particle systems", 

Grundlehren der mathematischen Wissenschaften 276, 

Springer, 1985. 

Set S of sites (usually S=Zd, d~1). 
Set W of local states, each site xES being in some member of W at each time t 

(usually W={0,1}). 

State space X = vf' = { 1) : S --4 W } , so that the composite state of S at any time 

may be described as a mapping 1) : S --4 W. 

We aSSlDTle henceforth that W=(0,1}, the states 0/1 representing directions of 

spins or vacancy/occupancy of the site in question by a particle. 

Topological considerations: X is compact, metrizable space, with product discrete 

topology. 

Let { 'It : t:?:O } be a Mari<ov process on X with infinitesimal changes given by 

P( 1Jt+0(x) = 1-TJ(x) I 1lt = ri ) = c(x,1)) o + o(o), 

P( 1)t+0(x) = q(y), rit+0(y) = q(x) I flt = ri ) = c(x,y,1)) o + o(c:S), 

where c is the speed function of the process, and we aSSl.UTle that c(x,y,q)=O lB'lless 

one of T)(X) and q(y) equals 0 and the other 1. 

Case 1. 

Case 2. 

Examples. 

c(x,y,q)=O for all x and y: 

c(x,q)=O for all x: 

spin system. 

particle system. 

Voter model: c(x,1)) = ~ p(x,y) I( q(x) f. q(y) } , 

where p(x,y)~O, ~ p(x,y) = 1, p(x,x)=O. 
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Antivoter model: c(X,lf) = ts p(x,y) I{ ry(x) = ry(y) } · 

Contact process: 
c(x,ry) = { ~ I{ yEA : ry(x+y) = 1 }I 

where A is a finite set. 

Stochastic Ising model: c(x,T)) = exp(-p }: x(x)x(y)) , 
y~x 

if ry(x) = 1 

if ry(x) = 0 , 

where p~o. x(x)=211(x)-1, and~ is a relation ons. 

Simple exclusion process: 
{ 

p(x,y) if T)(X) = i, T)(y) = 0 
c(x,y,T)) = 0 the i o rw se, 

where p(x,y)~O, ~ p(x,y) = 1, p(x,x)=O. 

Principal questions. 

(1) For a given speed fl.D'lCtion, when does there exist a corresponding Markov 
process with uniquely determined transition probabilities? 
(2) Identify the set I of invariant probability measures. 

(3) Identify the set /e of extremal invariant probability measures. 

(4) When is it the case that 111 = 1? 
(5) If vE/, identify all measures µ such that µS(t) __. v as t __.ID, where S is the 
l.l'lderl ying semigl"'Ol.p. 

(6) Under what condition is the process ergodic, in that I = {v} and µS(t) __. v as 
t __. ID for all µ? 

We discuss the answers to these <JU!Stions in general, begiming with an account of 
the Hille-Yosida theory of interacting particle systems, leading to Liggett's 
theorem that the process is uniquely determined if, in the case of a spin system for 
example, 

1. 

2. 
3. 

0 :S c(x,17) :S M for all x and '1• 
c(x,1)) is continoous in '1 for all x, 

~ ~S s~ lc(x,,YJ - c(x,T)) I < ID , 

where ,Y is the composite state T) except for a spin flip at y. 
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We discuss general properties of ergodicity. 

I.A. Spin systems. 

A spin system with speed flJ'lCtion c ls attractive if, whenever l')S{ (i.e. l')(X) S ~(x) 

for all x), then 

c(x,I')) ~ c(x,{) if l')(X) = {(x) = 1, c(x,I')) S c(x,~) if l')(x) = ~(x) = 0 . 

We discuss the COlJ)ling of pairs of spin systems, particularly for attractive 

systems, and indicate the value of C0l4>ling two realizations of the same attractive 

process on a single probability space. 

Theorem. If a spin system with speed function c ls attractive, then there exists a 

coupled pair (T)t,{t) of spin systems defined on the same probability space slrlt that 

1lt and {t both rave speed flJ'lCtlon c and 

P( 1lt S {t for all t) 

D 

Two processes 1lt and {t with state spaces X and Y are called dual with respect to 

the bot.n!ed measurable flJ'lClion Hon XxY if 

E1lH ('lt ,{) = E{H (1),{t) for all 'l and ~, 

where 1)=1lo• {={0. We discuss dtelity for spin systems, with particular referen::e 

to the voter model, srowing that 'lt ls dtel to a system of finitely many coalescing 

random walks, when 

H(l},A) = Il (1-l}(x)) 
xf.A 

for IJEX and finite St.bsets A of S. As an application of duality we prove the 

following theorem for the voter model. 

Theorem. Let U and V be continwus-time random walks on S with generator 

{p(x,y) , x-f.y }, and let cS0 and cS8 be point masses for 1) on the composite states 
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I')= 0 and I')= 1, ~spectively. Then /0 = { 6~,6s} if and only if 

P( Ut = Vt for some t ) = 1 for all starting positions U0 and V 0. 0 

We discuss applications of this theorem to nearest-neighbour voter models on zd, 
d:<!:L Finally, we discuss the biased voter model, and the ~problem thereof, 
and the antivoter model together with an application to the problem in 
computational complexity of determining 'Whether or not a given finite graph has a 
k-coloring. 

I.8. Exclusion processes. 

Exclusion process with speed change: 

c(x,y,71) = q(x)c(x,71)p(x,y) + 71(y)c(y,71)p(y,x). 

Simple exclusion: 

{ 
p(x,y) if 71(x) = ! , 71(y) = 0 

c(x,y,71) = p
0
(y,x) if 71(x) = 0, 71(y) = 1 

otherwise. 

When p(x,y) = p(y,x): symmetric simple exclusion. 

Symmetric simple exclusion. This process is self-dual in that 

for all ACS and finite subsets F of S, where At and Ft are exclusion processes 
with initial sets A0=A, F0=F (the sets represent the positions of the 1 's). This 
selfduality leads to a complete categorization of the invariant probability 
measures of such a process through the following theorem. 

Theorem. Let H be the set of functions a : S-+ [0,1] which are p-harmonic in that 

a(x) = 2y p(x,y) a(y) for all x. 

For aEH, let µa be product measure on X with µa( 71 : 71(x)=i } = a(x). Then 
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v a = limt-kX> µaS(t) exists, 

I e = ( v a : aEH } • 0 

Let \ and Y t be independent continuous-time random walks on S with generator 
{ p(x,y) : x:/:y }. Let 

g(x,y) = pX•Y( Xt = Yt for some t ), 

where x=Xo and y=Y 0. 

Case 1: g(x,y) = 1 for all x and y. In this case H contains constant functions only, 

and le contains only "uniform" product measures. This is the situation when X is 
recurrent. 

Case 2: g(x,y) < 1 for some x and y. In this case H may contain non-constant 

functions. This is the situation when X is transient, but there exist also recurrent 
X with this property. 

General simple exclusion. The general process is not self-dual. Under certain 

circumstances straight calculations show some invariant measures. 

DoublY:Stochastic. If p is doubly-stochastic then the product measures µa with a 

constant are invariant. 

Time-reversible. If there exists 1f ~ 0 such that n(x)p(x,y) = n(y)p(y,x) for all x 

and y, then a(x) = 7r(x)/(1+n(x)) defines an invariant product measure µa. 

Coupling techniques are available also, to show for example the next theorem. 

Theorem. If p is irreducible, positive recurrent and time-reversible, then 

le= ( µn: O~n~m }, 

where µn is the unique invariant measure of the n-particle exclusion process and 

µm=6s. D 

Motion Q[_~tagged particle. Suppose that p is translation invariant and S=zd. A 

particle is placed at the origin at time t=O, and its position at time t is denoted by 
Xt. The sites in S\(O} are occupied at t=O according to product measure µa with a 

constant. The motion of the tagged particle is retarded by the presence of the other 
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particles, but by oow mtrll? 

Theorem. Seen from )\. the larxlscape is statistically invariant. Heoce 

E)\ = (1-a) ~ yp(O,y)) t 

and limt-<X> t-1)\ exists a.s. · 

Theorem. If d=1, p(x,x+1)=p and p(x,x-1)=1-p, then 

( )\ - EXt) I Vari)\ -+ N(0,1). 

0 

If p=1, then )\ is a Poisson process with rate 1-a. Furthermore, Var )\ =< 

(2t/tr)!(a-1-1) if p=!, while Var )\ .. t if !<p~i. 0 

II. First-passage percolation. 

Refel"el'aS: 

(1) Smythe R. T., Wierman J. C., "First-passage percolation on the square lattice", 

Springer Lecture Notes in Mathematics 6 71. 

(2) Grimmett G. R., Kesten H., "First-passage percolation, network flows arxl 

electrical resistances", 'ZWG 66 (1984) 335-366. 

(3) Kesten H., "Aspects of first-passage percolation", to appear in Proc. St. Flour 

meet~, 1984, Springer Lecture Notes in Mathematics. 

Underlying lattice zd, d~1. each edge e having an associated time coordinate t(e), 

thought of as the time required by disease/rumour/fluid to traverse e (in either 

direction). We assume that { t(e) : eEzd } are indepelxlent non-negative random 

variables with common distribution fl.l'lCtion F. The passage time between two sites 

xandyis 

a(x,y) = inf { 2 eEtr t(e) : paths 1r from x toy}. 

Basic question: What is the behaviour of a(x,y) when lx-yl is large? 

Theorem. If d=2, there exists a constant µ=µ(F) su::h that 

n-i a((0,0),(n,0)) -+ µ(F) as n4a>, 
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the convergence bei~ in probability. Convergence with probability 1 tl.D'TlS out to 
oold if arxl only if 

f (1-F(x))4dx (ex>. D 

We discuss: 

(a) the relationship between this theorem arxl the ergodic theory of subadditive 

stochastic processes; 

(b) limit theorems for other passage times, su::h as: 

bon = infimum passage time from (0,0) to line x=n, 

An = infimum passage time accross opposite sides of a nxn square; 
(c) large arxl small deviation theorems for passage times; 

(d) properties of the time constant µ(F) as a fin:tion of the ll'lCierlyi~ distribution 

fin:tion F; 

(e) limiti~ shape arxl height problems; 

(f) the spatial dual to first-passage percolation, viz. network flows through 

rarxlomly capacitated media. 

III. Rarxlom electrical networks. 

References: 

(1) Cha~ J. T .• Cha~ L., "Percolation arxl rarxlom media", Les Houches Lecture 

Notes, 1984. 

(2) Grimmett G. R .• "Rarxlom flows", in Surveys in Combinatorics, L.M.S. 

Lecture Notes 103, 1985 (arxl references therein). 

Electrical network: finite graph G with source at 0 arxl sink at ex>, each edge e 

havi~ some resistance r(e). We ~ that { r(e) : eEG } is a collection of 

irxlependent rarxlom variables with some common distribution fin:tion. 

Basic question: What can be said about the effective resistance R(G) of the 

network? 

We discuss limit theorems for R(G) for large networks G which are trees, 

complete graphs, or &bsections of crystalline lattices. 

Complete &!'.!Ph· Si..wose G is the complete graph on n vertices arxl each edge-
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resistance r has distribution 

P( r~x) = p(n)F(x), P( r=m) = 1-p(n), 

where F is a prescribed distribution fl81Ction concentrated on [0,ro) and O<p(n)<L 
Let y(n) = ll'(n), having the order of magnitt.rle of the mean number of conducting 
edges incident to any given vertex. 

Theorem. If limn4Ct> y(n) = ro, then the effective resistance Rn between a pair of 
sites on the graph satisfies 

y(n)Rn---+ 2( f [O,ro) x-1dF(x) f 1 in probability. 

If limn--+ro y(n) = y, then 

(i) if y<i: limn4Ct> P(Rn=ro) =1, 
(ii) if y~ 1 : R __.. R' + R" in distribution, where R • and R" are independent n 

random variables, each being distributed as the resistance between the 

root and oo of a brarx:hing process with Poisson-distributed family sizes 
with mean y. 0 

Lattices. In two dimensions, let G be a nxn section of z2, with the left- and right
hand sides as source and sink. Let Rn be the effective resistance when the edge
resistaoces are i.i.d. 

Theorem. If each edge-resistance r satisfies P(a<r<fJ) = 1 for some real a and fJ 
satisfying O<afJ<ro, then limn4Ct> Rn exists in mean square. 

Theorem. If P(r=a) = P(r=/J) = ~ for some a and fJ satisfying O<afJ<ro, 
limn-4-<» Rn = (a{J) ~ in mean square. 

Theorem. In the special (percolation) case when 

P(r=1) = p, P(r=ro) = 1-p, 

for some given pE[0, 1], we have the following: 

(a) p<~: lim P(R =oo) = 1 · n4Ct> n ' 
(b) p=~: P(limn4Ct> Rn = oo) = 1; 

(c) p)~: 0 < liminf Rn~ lim~ Rn < oo a.s. 

0 

then 

D 

0 

We discuss extensions of this result to higher dimensions, together with the 
relationship of part (c) to the existence of "open paths" in the percolation model. 
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STATISTICAL COOLING: A GENERAL APPROACH TO COMBINATORIAL 

OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS 

E. Aarts, Philips Research Laboratorium, Eindhoven 

Many combinatorial optimization problems belong to the class of NP-hard 

problems. Consequently, for large-size problems exact solutions require prohibitive 

computational efforts. Less time-consuming optimization algorithms can be con

structed by applying tailored heuristics striving for near-optimal solutions. These 

tailored algorithms, however, often depend strongly on the structure of the 

problem to be solved. This is a major drawback since it prohibits fast and flexible 

implementation and application. Furthermore, there is a growing number of com

binatorial problems, originating from different fields (e.g. the design of computer 

hard- and software), for which no adequate (heuristic) optimization methods are 

known at all. It is for the above reasons that the need arises for a generally 

applicable and flexible optimization method. Statistical cooling(*) can be viewed 

as such a method (l): it is a general optimization technique for solving combinato

rial problems. 

The method originates from the analogy between the annealing of solids, as 

described by the theory of statistical physics, and the optimization of large com

binatorial problems. Randomization techniques are used to model this analogy. 

The salient features of the algorithm are its general applicability and its ability to 

obtain near-optimal solutions. The quality of the final solution is determined by 

the convergence, which is governed by a set of parameters: the cooling schedule. 

The most important parameter in the cooling schedule is the cooling control 

parameter, which plays the role of temperature in the physical annealing process. 

The statistical cooling algorithm can be formulated in terms of a set of (time

homogeneous Markov chains (the homogeneous algorithm) or in terms of a single 

inhomogeneous Markov chain (the inhomogeneous algorithm) (Z,3). It can be shown 

that with probability 1 the algorithm converges asymptotically to globally optimal 

solutions, provided the transition matrix associated with the Markov chain 

satisfies a number of conditions. Additional conditions on the control parameter 

are required if the formulation based on the inhomogeneous Markov chain is used. 

The asymptotic convergence of the homogeneous algorithm to a global minimum 
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requires a number of transitions that is exponential in the size of the input of the 
problem ( 1) , resulting in an exponential-time execution. For the inhomogeneous 
algorithm we conjecture a similar complexity result (Z,3l. On the other hand, near-

optimal solutions can be obtained in pal ynomial time by choosi?Y an appropriate 
(time-)dependence for the parameters that control the convergence( ) . 

The relation between combinatorial optimization and statistical mechanics has 

been addressed by many authors, because of interest either in a phenomenological 

analogy or in a possible framework to model the convergence and the corresponding 

control of the algorithm. Most authors focus on global aspects such as entropy, 
ensemble averages, phase transitions, and the relation between spin-glass 

Hamiltonians and cost functions. More specific studies, based on relations with 

physics, are e.g. studies on ultra metricity and on the replica analysis. 
The statistical cooling algorithm has been applied to diverse combinatorial 

optimization problems, both practical and theoretical, in a wide range of 

disciplines (3). The. list of applications includes optimization problems related to 

VLSI design, image processing, code design and neural networks. The general 

conclusion emerging from these applications is that near-optimal solutions can be 
obtained in nearly all cases, but that some problems require large computational 

efforts. For randomly generated problem instances the performance of the 

algorithm is found to be especially excellent. 

Researchers believe that the statistical cooling algorithm may evolve more 
and more into a technique that can be applied successfully to a wide range of 
combinatorial optimization problems. There is also scepticism, however, 

especially when the computational effort becomes a critical factor. For some 
problems there exist worthy competing tailored algorithms and it is therefore 

believed that the strength of the statistical cooling algorithm lies primarily in 
application to problem areas where no such tailored algorithms are available. 
Further research on large-scale applications and on means to speed up the 
algorithm by parallel execution, possibly using dedicated hardware, has to be 

carried out in order to provide more insight into the practical use of the method. 

(*) Footnote: Other names to denote the method are "simulated annealing, "Monte 

Carlo annealing" and "probabilistic hill climbing". 
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ON A NONCOMMUT ATIVE APPROACH TO EQUILIBRIUM ST ATES IN 

THE q-STATE POTTS MODEL 

R. Kuik, Instituut voor Theoretische Natuurkmde, RU Groningen 

In classical statistical mechanics one is interested in properties of probability 
measures (states) which describe equilibritnn for a particular type of interaction. 
The interaction depends on parameters with a physical interpretation, such as 

temperature and coupling constants. 

The method we will discuss shortly is useful when one considers the set of 
equilibritnn states at a fixed interaction, i.e., at fixed temperature and coupling 

constants. The method consists of a variant of the standard transfer-matrix method. 

By this method one identifies classical states in d dimensions with states for 
noncommutative systems in d-1 dimensions. Decomposition theory of states on 

noncommutative algebras is used to provide decompositions of the classical states 

into states which describe pure thermodynamic phases. There are two main steps: 

(1) a Markov chain constru::tion leading (together with (2)) to a global Markov 

property for equilibritnn states; 

(2) a reformulation of the standard transfer-matrix formalism which can deal 

with all bomdary conditions. 

The main point in the first step is to show that the constru::tion yields ~uilibritnn 

states. The proof uses the variational principle. In the second step we consider 
only translationally invariant nearest-neighbor interactions on zd. 

Let fk be a function depending on finitely many variables in the plane 

Pk={ xEzd: x1 =k }, kEZ. 

The transfer-matrix formalism tells us that the expectation value <.>N in a Gibbs 
ensemble on the volume 

AN= { xEzd: lx11 s: N, i=l., ... d} 

can be written, e.g. for a product f_ 1r0r1' as 

<f_1fof1>N = Ln( (VN)N T(N)(f_1fof1l (VN)N ). 

Here 
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~ 

where VN arrl fk are matrices and ~ is a linear functional~ on the space of 

matrices. The matrix VN is the transfer matrix arrl the matrix fk depends only on 

the function fk. Write lN(.) = LN((VN)N(.)(VN)N). (Note that when one considers 

periodic boundary conditions, lN(.) is proportional to Trace{(.)(VN)ZN+i}.) We 

extend T(N) linearly to all c0 (= set of functions dependi~ on finitely many 

variables). The map T(N) takes values in Ao (= algebra of matrices) and, 

moreover, T(N) (0 for fEC0 becomes irrlependent of N for N sufficiently large. 

The value for large N is denoted by T(O. Hence, if µ is the thermodynamic limit 

of the sequence {<.>N}N::e:o• one obtains 

(*) µ = lµ o T. 

Here 1 µ is the linear functional on A0 that is the limit of lN, N~. The 

important observation to make is that I_ does not ~on g arrl, moreover, 

for every Gibbs state µ we can firrl a ll'l.lque 1 µ Sl.Ch that (*) holds. 

In case µ is, for instance, translationally invariant the functional lµ is a state 

on A0 and one can use step ( 1) to go from l', a linear functional on A0 which 

appears in a state decomposition of l , to a Gibbs measureµ' which satisfies (*), 
' l' T µ i.e.,µ = o , 

For a translationally arrl reflectionally invariant nearest-neighbor interaction 

the above is applicable whenever the transfer matrix is invertible. Invertibility of 

the transfer matrix holds for the standard q-state Potts model whenever there is 

nontrivial coupli~. 

Some results: 

(A) Every Gibbs state is lniquely determined by its restrictions to neighbori~ 

planes. 

(B) Every Gibbs state that is extremal am~ the (ZeJd-invariant states 

is st~ly clusteri~ of all orders for nontrivial ~of (ZeJd which are 

generated by one element parallel to a coordinate axis. Here (ZeJ d is the ~ of 

all translations over an even number of lattice spacings al~ each coordinate 

axis. 
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(C) There exists an infinite-voh.one transfer operator when µ is zd-invariant, 
also in the multiple-phase domain. This operator is in the von Neumann algebra 
generated by the observables and by the unitaries which implement translations 
orthogonal to the transfer direction. 

A transfer-matrix method, like the one discussed, is used by Fredenhagen, 
Comml.Bl. Math. Phys. .!Qi ( 1985), to prove the existence of dynamics in lattice 
gauge theories. 
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RANDOM FIELDS ON TREES 

C. Scheffer an:I M. Dekking, Faculteit Wiskt.nie en Informatlca, TU Delft 

Part I. Correlations of a Markov rardom field on a tree (C. Scheffer) 

Let T be the set of vertices of a tree with nearest-neighbour relation (.,.). An 
E-valued rardom field on T ls a probability distribution on the set ET of (E-) confi

gurations on T. Here we specialize to E = {-1,+1} so that 

O=ET 

is a compact ~ (l.l'lder coordinatewlse multiplication) with dual 

A 

n = { D C T I IDI (m } 

A 

(an:I with duality (wlD) = IltED w(t) (wEO, DEO)). Th.is, if P is a ran:lom field, the 

correlations 

J l\Eo w(t) P(dw) 
A 

are nothing but the values of the Fourier transform P of P an:I hence determine P 

completely. 

If P ls a Markov rardom field specified by a 2x2 matrix 

-(p 1-p) 
Q - 1-q q ( p,q E [0, 1) ) , 

i.e. P is determined by its marginals PS for any finite comected Slbset S of T as 

follows: 

P[ w(s)=e(s), sES) = 'II" e(s ) I1 s,s'ES Qe(s),e(s') 
O (s,s') 

where 
1-q 1-p 

11' = (11"_1'11' 1> = ( 2-p-q. 2-p-q ) • 

which we take, moreover, to be symmetric: 

p= q. 
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A 

in which caec 1'" = (!,i), then we can compute P explicitly. 

Thflorem. There is a f1i1elion D 14 ko: Q4 N with the following properties: 

(1) k0 depeOOs only on the least Sl.btree U of T containing D; 
(2) k0 = 0 if IOI ls odd; 

(3) if 0' ls the t.nl.on of D with a two-point set {s,t} for which there exists uED 

su:h that (u,s) and (s,t>. then k0, = k0+1; 

(4) if 0" is the t.nl.on of D with a two-point set {s,t} for which there exists uED 

st.dl that (u,s) and (u,t), then kon = ko+2; 
A ko 

(5) P(D) = (2p-1) • 

Corrolary 1. The produ::t (in terms of the ~ operation on Q) of two irdependent 

symmetric Markov random fields Pp and Pp' on Q is again a Markov random field 

with parameter p" = p p' + (1-p) (1-p'). 

Corrolary 2. A symmetric Markov rarmm field with parameter p ls infinitely 

divisible iff ~i. 

Part II. Bermulli percolation on the b-ary tree and branchi11t processes in rardom 
environments (M. Dekking) 

The b-ary tree is the graph with a distinguished node p, the root, which is 

comected to b nodes, the first level oodes; gererally, there are b" nodes at level n, 

each comected to a single node at level n-1 and to b nodes at level n+i ~2 is an 

integer). A Bernoulli process on the b-ary tree is a process of i.i.d. random 

variables X11, indexed by the nodes II ofththe tree. Let (110 ,llp••••llrl be a chain on 

the tree, i.e., v0=p, and the 111 are l -level nodes su:h that 111 and 11i+i are 

comected. We consider the random set 

Wn = { X X ... X : (110 ,111 , .• . II I a chain } 
110 111 11n n' 

of all words of length n+ 1 occurring on the tree, star'.ling at the root. 

Theorem A. Let Card Wn be the rumber of different words of lqth n+1 occurring 

on the b-ary tree with Bernoulli process (XJ given by P[X11=0]=1-p, P[X11=1]=p, 
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pE[0,1]. Then ap::: limn-1-<» { EP Card Wn }1/n exists, and a0:::a1=1 an:! 

{ 2 if p(i-p):?: b-2 

ap= expH(.8) ifO<p(i-p)<b-2 

where H(p) = -p log p - (1-Pl log (1-Pl amp= { 1- log (bp)/log (b-bp) f 1. 

Note that ap has the interesti~ property that dap/dp = a> at p=O arxl p=L 
Theorem A can be proved as an application of the followi~ theorem on the extinc

tion probability of branchi~ processes in a two state i.i.d. random environment. 

Theorem B. Let (Zn) be a critical or subcritical B.P.R.E. in a two state i.i.d. 

environment with offspri~ distributions f 0 and f 1 havi~ finite second moments, 

am environmental probabilities Po and p1=t-p0, p0E(0,1). Let m0=fo'(i) arxl 
m1=f1 '(1). Suppose that: (a) O<m0 <1 <mi' (b) p0m0log m0 + p1 m1 log rn 1 > O. 
Tren 

~ P[Zn>o11ln = (pifyJY(po/(1-y))i-y, 

where y = { 1- log rn1/log mo r1. 
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Remark (November 1987). Theorem B has been generalized to finite state i.i.d. 

environments (see ref.3). Theorem A has the followl~ extension: (Card Wn) 1/n 

converges to ap as n-1-<» a.s. am in L1 (see ref.4). 
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A MODEL FOR CRYSTALLIZATION: A VARIATION ON THE HUBBARD MODEL 

E. Lieb, Departments of Mathematics an:I Physics, Prireeton University (USA) 
(Abstract made by the organizers) 

A deep ll'lSOlved problem in mathematical physics is to derive crystallization 

from fll'ldamental principles. A modest aim going in this direction is to construct 
some caricature model based on free particles only, and to prove the onset of some 

spatial ordering as temperature is lowered. One of the models believed to possess 
these characteristics (witrout having been proved to do so) is the Gutzwlller

Hlbbard-Kanamorl model (1-J). We have stCCeeded in proving that a still further 

simplified version of this model does display crystallization(4,S). 

The Hl.bbard model itself is defined by the Hamiltonian 

HHt.b = * 2 2 txy cxu cyu + 2U 2 ~.1 nx,-1 · 
u=±l x,yEA xEA 

Here A is a finite lattice an:I ex ls the (fermion) annihilation operator for an 
q * 

electron at site x with spin u. The operator nxu := cxu cxu COlris the runber (0 
or 1) of spin-u electrons at x. The symmetric AxA matrix T = (tx-) gives the 
amplitules for quantum ropping between the points of A. The positive runber U is 

the potential due to the electric repulsion between electrons at the same site. The 

cru::ial assumption will be made that A ls the disjoint l.11.lon of two stblattices A 

and B Slrli that t = 0 as soon as x an:I y are in the same stblattice. The 

simplification v1n1Ji we shall make is the asst.mption that one kind of electrons 

(say u = -1) does rot hop. The Hamiltonian then becomes (we may now omit the 
index u) 

* H = 2 tx ex c + 2U 2 W(x) "x·, 
x,yEA y y xEA 

The firetlon W takes the values 0 and 1, indicating the locations of the fixed 

* electrons. Siree ~ = ex ex , H is now a quadratic form in the creation an:I 
annihilation operators, so that the analysis redlces to the single particle space, 
where the single particle Hamiltonian h' = T +V+UI governs the dynamics. Here V 

is the diagonal matrix with entries U(2W(x)-1) an:I I ls the identity matrix. Let us 
put h = h'-UI. 
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Henceforth we shall call the movable particles "electrons" and the fixed ones 

"ru:lei". This terminology becomes most appropriate if we also put U < 0, trus 
replacing repulsion by attraction. (Note, however, that the Hamiltonian with the 

sign of U changed is related to the original one through the symmetry operations 
* ex -4 ex , T -4 -T and W -4 1-W.) The grouid state energy E(Ne,NJ. when there 

are N electrons and N ru:lei, is defined as e n 

E(Ne,Nn) = min { (l[J,Hl[J) : 1fJ E !(Ne) } 

4w(x)=Nn 

where !(Ne) ls the Ne-th eigenspace of the electron n..onber operator 4 nx. 

Our results are of two kinds. The first concerns the grot.nd state, which we 

prove always has perfect crystalline ordening (and an energy gap). The second 
concerns the positive temperature grand canonical state. For low temperature the 

long range order persists in dimension d ~ 2. For high temperature it disappears, 

and there is an exponential clustering of the ru:lear correlation fll1Ctlons. 

Here we give only the first result in some detail. 

Theorem. (a) For U<O the minimum 

min E(Ne,NJ 

Ne+Nn~21AI 

is taken for Ne = Nn = IAI in the ntdear configuration W = 1 A' The same holds 

for B. If A is cornected, these are the only grot.nd states, i.e., if IAI ) IBI the 

grmnd state is lJ'lique, while if IAI = IBI it is dotbly degenerate. 

(b) For U)O the minimum 

min E(Ne,Nn) 

Ne+Nn~IAI 

is taken for two grot.nd states: Ne= IAI, Nn=IBI, W=18 , and Ne=IBI, Nn=IAI, 

W=i A' If A is connected, these are the only grot.nd states. 

Proof. Let >.. 1 ~>..2~ ... ~>..IAI be the eigenvalues of h. Then 
N 

E(Ne,Nn) - UNe = 2: e A. 
j=i J 
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Now, tr h = tr V = U(2N -!All and lhl = (T2+U2+UJ)!, with J the matrix with 
elements Jxy = 2txy(W(x)+W(y)-1). Since x-... x! is concave on [0,CD), the ft.n::tion 

f(y) = tr(T2+u2+yUJ)2 is corx:ave on (0,1]. But fH) = f(i) (since the spectrum of 
h ls invariant tn:ler T-t- -T), so f(i) ~ f(O) with equality if and only if J=O. Tf"l.is 

E(Ne,Nn) ~ U(Ne+Nn) - ! U IAI - 2 tr(T2+u2) . 

If A is connected, the only way to have J=O is either W=i A or W=iB' If U(O and 
Ne +Nn :S: 21AI, then from the above, 

If W=i A' then h has precisely IAI negative and IBI positive eigenvalues. Tf"l.is, if 
W=i A and Ne=IAI, equality oolds. The case U)O ls similar. 
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The theory of large deviations and its applications 
in statistical mechanics 

J.L. van Hemmen 

Sonderforschungsbereich 123 der Universitiit Heidelberg 
6900 Heidelberg 

Federal Republic of Germany 

This is a summary of two extensive talks presented at the Mark Kac Seminar (Amsterdam, 1986). 

As such, it cannot be a substitute of the lectures themselves. I, therefore, concentrate on the main 

ideas and refer the reader to the literature at the end of this paper for details and further references. 

Contents: I. Theoretical considerations 

II. Neural nets and spin glasses 
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I. Theoretical considerations 

The philosophy of large deviations has contributed substantially to the solution of certain spin-glass 

models [1-4] and the understanding of a large class of nonlinear neural nets [5-12]. The underlying 

mathematics can be described succinctly as follows. 

Let {WN, µN} be a sequence of pairs of random variables WN and probability measures µN. We 

require the sequence { WN, µN} to be such that the corresponding c-function, 

1 tWN 
c(t) = lim N- In ~ (e ), (1.1) 

N-700 

exists and is differentiable. It will be shown that under these conditions 

Pr b {N-1 W } -Ne* (E) o N ,,.e -e (1.2) 

where c* (e) =sup {et - c(t) } is the Legendre transform of c(t). To verify (1.2) we use a key 
t 

lemma. 

Lemma [13]: If c(t) in (1.1) is differentiable at t = 0, then whatever B > 0 there exists a constant 

a(B) > 0 such that, as N ~ oo, 

(1.3) 

Let us now consider a small open interval (a,b) surrounding [e, e +de). We have 

( 
tWN 

-1 e -tWN 
µN(a<N WN<b)=µN e 

tWN 
~(e ) 

(1.4) 
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Since Na< WN <Nb, we can easily estimate exp (-tWN) in (1.4) and obtain 

where ... comprises the probability (1.2) we are interested in. We will show shortly that 

µ*N (a< N-1 WN < b) converges to one as N ~ oo. Taking this for granted, applying logarithms, 

and dividing by N, we then get from (1.5) 

-1 tWN -1 -1 -1 tWN 
tb - N In~ (e ) ~ N In Prob { a< N WN < b } ~ta - N In~ (e ) (1.6) 

a E b 
0 • () 

contracting (a,b) 

tE - c(t) = c* (E) (1.7) 

where (1.7) holds provided t is chosen in such a way that c' (t) = E. By the lemma, 

µ*N (a< N- 1 WN < b) ~ 1. To see this, we calculate the c-function corresponding to 

{WN,µ*N}, 

-1 sWN 
c1 (s)= lim N In µ*N(e )=c(s+t)-c(t), (1.8) 

N~~ 

and note that c'1 (0) = c'(t) =E. So we are done. 

The upshot of the above considerations is that to estimate the probability of a large deviation which 

is a rare event with respect to the original measure, you shift or "translate" this measure so that your 

large deviation gets probability one with respect to the new measure. This is the translation 

principle. 
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A typical application of (1.2) is the evaluation of a free energy f([3), 

-[3f([3)= lim N-llnµN(exp{[3NF(N- 1 WN)} ), (1.9) 
N ~co 

for some reasonably smooth function F. For instance, µN may be a normalized trace over N Ising 

spins - or the like. By (1.2) and a Laplace argument we can write 

-13 f ([3) = lim N-1 1n J dm exp { N ([3F(m) - c* (m)) } 
N ~oo 

= sup { [3F(m) - c* (m) } , (1.10) 
m 

which solves the problem. An extension of this argument to vector spins is immediate. Furthermore 

[5], one need not evaluate the Legendre transform c*(m) explicitly. 

II. Neural nets and spin glasses 

Some years ago I proposed an exactly soluble spin-glass [1-4], whose predictions turned out to be 

in excellent argument with both experiments and large-scale Monte Carlo simulations [14]. As a 

random-site model with frustration it is a prototype of a large class of neural network models. Since 

"neural" computing has aroused a great deal of attention, I would like to concentrate here on this 

new development in computational and biophysics. 

One of the most fascinating aspects of the brain is its function as an associative memory with a 

surprising fault tolerance to both input data errors and internal failures. Since this fault tolerance is 

global (not just a response to a local modification), collective features are expected to play a 

dominant role. The study of collective aspects of the brain dates back at least to the mid-forties (von 

Neumann, McCulloch and Pitts) but only recently a true revival of the subject was initiated by a 

seminal paper of John Hopfield [15] . Two of the main issues are: How do we recall a memory- a 

question which can be reformulated in terms of pattern recognition - and how can we solve certain 

problems more efficiently by using the notions of neural computing [16] ? For the moment we will 

concentrate on pattern recognition aspects. 

A neuron can be modeled formally - a la McCulloch and Pitts - by a two-state element or, 

equivalently, by an Ising spin S(i) with S(i) = + 1 for firing and S(i) = - 1 for quiescent. In this 

language patterns are specific Ising spin configurations. 

The data are stored in the synapses, which transmit information between neurons - and not in the 

neurons themselves. Under suitable conditions, the dynamics of the network can be represented as 
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a Monte Carlo dynamics or down-hill motion in a (free-) energy landscape associated with a 

Hamiltonian 

HN = - ~ L Jij S(i) SU), 
i, j 

which is nothing but a function on the Ising phase space. See Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1: (A) Energy landscape. In the picture, the phase space is two-dimensional and the 

(2.1) 

contour lines indicate the height of the energy surface. Solid lines indicate a hill and 

dashed lines a valley. 

(B) A dynamics which only allows that the energy decreases induces a flow ("down-hill 

motion") in the landscape of the previous figure A. 

So the (free-) energy landscape induces a flow. The art of neural computing partially consists in 

choosing the Jij in such a way that the stored patterns are (free-) energy minima of the Hamilton 

function (2.1 ). 

Hopfield's original choice [15] was 

-1 Liq l 
JiJ.=N ~. ~. = N- ~· • ~· 

ia 1a .....,1 ,....J 
(2.2) 

U=l 

where the { ~icx ; 1 ::::; i ::::; N } are the patterns, i.e., N-bit words labeled by 1 ::::; a ::::; q, and 

~i = (~icx; 1 ::::; a ::::; q) is a q-vector which represents the local information to which neuron i has 

been exposed. The ~icx are independent, identically distributed random variables which assume the 

values ± 1 with a probability which is usually 1/2. 
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Locality is an important ingredient of (2.2). For the type of model under consideration locality 
means that Jij is determined by ~i and ~j only and, thus [6], 

J .. = N-1 Q (l' .. i:.) 
IJ ~I' ::;J (2.3) 

for some function Q (x ; y) = Q (y ; x) on R q x R q . As before, q denotes the number of 
patterns. For example, 

Q (x ; y) = vlq <!>(x · y I vfq) (2.4) 

defines the important class of inner-product models [6, 10 - 12]. The original Hopfield model has 
<j>(x) = x and is therefore called linear . The so-called "clipped" synapses have <j>(x) = sgn (x). 
Clipping is extremely important in hardware versions of (2.4). It is highly nonlinear. 

For finite q the free energy of the model (2.1) - (2.3) can be computed exactly [ 6, 10], whatever the 
nonlinearity. Hence the (free-) energy valleys (ergodic components) can be obtained explicitly [11 ]. 
Using a replica Ansatz [8,17] and exploiting a weak invariance condition [6,10] I have derived f 12) 
the free energy and thus determined the (stability of the ) ergodic components related to the stored 
patterns in the case of extensively many patterns where q = aN. 

Specializing to inner-product models, I could show [12] that, whatever the synaptic function <j> in 
(2.4), there exists a critical ac::; ac Hopfield which is such that for a > ac the system has lost its 
memory completely. Physiologically this does not seem completely satisfying. However, the class 
of soluble models also comprises memories which gradually forget. Their synaptic efficacies are 
defined via an iterative procedure which allows enough nonlinearity to be physiologically plausible, 

(2.5) 

The Jij (a - 1) contains the information related to the patterns 1,2, ... , a - 1. Furthermore, <j> (x) is a 
function of the type <j> (x) = tanh (x), and EN is at our disposal as a function of the system size N. 
The special case 

<j> (x) = { -1 
x 
1 

x::; -1 
-1 ::; x::; 1 
x~l 

(2.6) 

with EN = f/YN was proposed by Hopfield and studied numerically by Parisi. The present theory 
has opened up the way to an understanding of forgetful memories with general synaptic function </J. 
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ON THE UNIQUENESS OF THE INFINITE CLUSTER IN PERCOLATION 
A. Gandolfi, Department of Mathematics, Delft University of Technology 
(Report made by the organizers) 

Consider the probabilistic situation in which each of the sites of the lattice zd, 
d~ 1, is either occupied or vacant according to a probability measure µ on the set of 
all such configurations. If nearest-neighbour sites are regarded as connected, then 
the set of occupied sites in any given configuration falls apart into maximal 
connected components which are called occq>ied clusters. The theory of percolation 
deals with the description of these clusters. 

In this lecture we are concerned with the number N of occupied clusters which 
contain an infinite number of sites. Clearly, N is a random variable invariant 
under the g~ of "rigid" transformations of zd, i.e. translations, rotations and 
axis reflections. Therefore, if µ is ergodic Lnder this gl"0l4', then N ls constant 
with probability one. If N)O we say that percolation occurs. 

The simplest example is Bernoulli percolation, which arises when each site is 
occupied with probability p and vacant with probability 1-p, independently of the 
other sites. It is known that for this case there is a critical value pcE(0,1) for the 
parameter p such that N=O when p<pc and N)O when p)pc. For d=2 it has been 
known since the 1960's that N=i above Pc· For d~3, on the other hand, the same 
was anticipated for a long time, but a proof was given only recently by Aizenman, 
Kesten and Newman [1]. Their proof is one of the major breakthroughs that 
percolation theory has seen in recent years. The situation at Pc is still open: N=O 
in d=2, but it is not known whether N=O also for d~3. 

With these facts established one may inquire what the value of N is for non-
Bernoulli measures. Newman and Schulman [2] have shown that Lnder minor 
additional restrictions on µ the only possible values for N are 0, 1 or co. This 
suggests that for all "reasonable" µ one should have N= 1 whenever there is 
percolation, but attempts to exclude N=co on general grounds have failed so far. 
For d=2, Coniglio et al. [3] proved that indeed N=i when µ describes a 
percolating Ising model with no external field. This result was extended in a paper 
by Gandolfi, Keane and R= [4], which was the subject of the talk. The following 
theorem describes the conditions on µ. 
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Theorem. Let d=2. Suppose that: 

(1) µ is invariant l.B'lder horizontal and vertical translation and reflection. 
(2) µ is ergodic with respect to horizontal an:! vertical translation separately. 
(3) µ has the FKG-property (i.e. increasing events are positively correlated). 
(4) N)O. 

Then N=i with probability one. 

In the lecture an outline of the proof was given. The main idea ls to show that 
any finite set of sites is surrounded by an occtpled circuit with probability one. An 
important element in the proof ls a 3-mlxlng theorem by Furstenberg [5]. The 
proof depends heavily on topological properties of z2 an:! cannot be exten:led to 
d~3. 

None of the conditions of the theorem is redundant: there are COU'lterexamples 
as soon as any of the conditions is dropped. 

Note: In a more recent paper [6], the speaker has extended the ml.queness result to 
arbitrary dimension for measures µ which are stationary Gibbs states with an 
interaction that ls either finite range or decreases sufficiently rapidly with 

distance. The techniques used in this setting are based on large deviation theory. 
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APPLICATIONS OF DYNAMICAL SEMIGROUPS 
A. Verbeure, Institwt voor Theoretische Fysica, Universiteit Leuven (Belgium) 

Dynamical semigroups are semigroups of completely positive, lnity preserving 
* maps from an algebra (generally a C -algebra) into itself. 

States of a dynamical sytem are positive linear forms on the algebra of 
observables which are normalized to one. 

Dynamical semigroups have the interesting property of mapping, by duality, the 
state space of a system into itself. Therefore they can be used to describe 
perturbations of a state or they can be used to describe irreversible evolutions of 
the state of a system. An illustration of both these applications will be given 

below. 

1. Thermodynamic stability. 

An equilibrium state w f3 at inverse temperature f3 for a system described by a 
Hamiltonian H satisfies the variational prirciple of statistical mechanics, i.e. 

for all states w, (1) 

where F is the free energy given by F(w)=w(H)-{3-1S(w), with S the entropy 
finction. Using Lirxlblad's explicit formula for a generator L of a dynamical 
semigroup {exp .AL I .A)O}: 

* * L(Y) = X [Y,X) + [X ,Y)X , 

where X is an arbitrary observable, one derives from the variational prirciple in a 
straightforward way the following correlation inequality: 

(2) 

This expresses the energy-entropy balan::e of an equilibrium state. Conversely, 
one may show that if a state w satisfies (2) for all observables then the state w 
also satisfies (1), i.e. it is an equilibrium state. Therefore one gets a characteri
zation of the equilibrium states by means of the energy-entropy expression (2). 
Furthermore, the correlation inequality (2) turns out to be a powerful technique 
for proving or disproving the occurrence of spontaneous symmetry breaking. 
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Here we want to mention aoother application of (2), namely an equipartltlon 

theorem for quantlJTl systems. One proves that 

<P 2) v -lim -- - 3kTp , (3) 
V---+oo 2m 

provided that the equilibrium state satisfies certain clusterl11t conditions. In (3), 

<·> stands for the thermal average, Py is the bulk momentum of the system, V the 

volume, and p denotes the density of the particles. Equation (3) yields an intrinsic 

definition of the absolute temperature which neither depends on the type of 

interaction nor on the statistics (Bose or Fermi) governing the system. However, 

contrary to the classical mechanical equipartition theorem the above equality 

breaks down in the presence of a phase transition, which ls always accompanied by 
lO'lt r'a'lte order, and tOOs violates the clusterl11t condition. 

2. Critical slowi'lt down. 

Dynamical semlgroups can also be used to describe irreversible time evolutions 

of quantum systems. In particular one might consider those semlgroups 

{exp tL I t~O } which satisfy the so-called detailed balance condition, i.e. for all 

observables X and Y the following symmetry property holds: 

tL - tL wµ(e (X)Y) - wp(Xe (Y)) • (4) 

For all evolutions {exp tL I t~O} satisfying (4) as well as a locality property one 
proves that the spectral gap of the operator L ls majorized by the inverse of the 

fltrtl.Btlon of a certain observable. This implies that if the fl~tl.Btions diverge 

the spectral gap of L vanishes, in other words the lifetime diverges. This ls 

essentially the phenomenon of crltlcal slowing down. 
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Renormalization and the Continuum Limit * 

T. C. Dorlas. 

Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, 
10 Burlington Road, Dublin 4, Ireland. 

Abstract 

It is explained how the renormalization transformation can be used to take 
the continuum limit of a lattice field. It is shown that, by rescaling, the problem 
can be formulated on a fixed lattice zd. The procedure is illustrated by two 
examples: the one-dimensional Euclidean free field and a hierarchical model with 
</J4 -interaction. 

* Talk given at the Mark Kac Seminar, Amsterdam, 5 December 1986. 
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1. The general renormalization procedure 

In the following we shall adopt as a definition of a (Euclidean) scalar field 
theory a generalized random field on some space F of functions, i.e. a linear 
mapping <P: F--+ L0(E,µ), where L0 (E,µ) is the set of random variables on 
a topological space E with probability measureµ . We do not concern ourselves 
here with the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms. In the case of a cl-dimensional lattice 
field Fis a class of functions f : zd --+ C, and in the case of a continuum field 
F is a class of functions f : Rd --+ C. 

We want to study the continuum limit of a lattice field <P on zd . We therefore 
rescale the lattice zd with a factor 8 > 0 to obtain fields <po on finer and finer lat
tices 5zd ,and hope to be able to give a meaning to the limiting field c.p = limoto c.p 0. 
In general it will be necessary to rescale the parameters defining the fields c.p0 in 
order to obtain a meaningful limit. This defines a transformation of parameters 
which is called the renormalization transformation. As a function of 8 > 0 these 
transformations obviously form a multiplicative I-parameter semigroup, which is 
(erroneously) called the renormalization group. 

In order to arrive at a suitable procedure to obtain a continuum limit let us 
assume for the moment that the continuum field c.p is already given. Then we can 
obtain lattice fields c.p 0 by coarse-graining, i.e. by averaging over lattice blocks 

Do(£) = fa; - ~8 :::; Y.; < £; + ~8, i = I, ... , d} (1.1) 

for £ E 5zd . 
Explicitly, 

'Po(£) = 5-dc.p(Io6c~» 
where IA is the indicator function of the set A. 
For f E Fo this becomes 

The lattice fields c.p0 satisfy 

'PLo(£) = L-d 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(I.4) 

Conversely, given a sequence of lattice fields 'Pn on L-nzd , we can define c.p 
by the limit 

c.p(f) = lim 'Pn(f) = lim °'"' L-d f(£)c.pn(£). 
n-+oo n-+oo L-J (1.5) 

£EL-nZd 
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If the <pn satisfy (1.4) then this limit certainly exists for functions f of the form 

f = L f(~)lom(£> (1.6) 

£EL-mz• 

for some positive integer m. 
Although it is desirable that this limit exist for a class of smooth functions f , 
we do not go into that problem here and concentrate on obtaining a sequence <pn 
satifying (1.4). Rescaling we can reduce the latter problem to a fixed unit lattice 
zd . Indeed, given fields cPn on zd satisfying 

with 

we can put 

cPn(x) = L-d L cPn+1(y), 
yEBL(x) 

BL(x) = {y E zdl- ~::;Yi -Lx; < ~,i = 1, ... ,d}, 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

We shall obtain cf>n by averaging a field cf> on zd with a restricted number of 
parameters that can vary with n. The eventual continuum field then also depends 
on a finite number of parameters and thus, in principle, has predictive power. We 
define the averaging procedure by 

(Mcf>)x = L-d+u L (1.10) 
yEBL(x) 

where a is an adjustable parameter, to be fixed later. 
We denote the original field c/>, but with parameters depending on m, by cP(m) 
The fields cf>n can be defined by 

(1.11) 

One easily checks that these fields satisfy (1. 7). Notice also that the limit depends 
on a ,so that this is not a superfluous parameter. In fact only one particular choice 
of a leads to a non-trivial limit. 

2. The one-dimensional Euclidean free field. 

Let us now illustrate the above procedure by a simple example : a one
dimensional Euclidean free field. We can define a Gaussian measure /M on S'(Z) 
by its covariance 

(2.1) 
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where 8.,(</J) = <f>(x). We put 

where 6.1 is the lattice Laplacian, 

(6.if)(x) = f(x + 1) + f(x - 1) - 2/(x). 

By Fourier transformation we find 

1 jrr eip(x-y) 
- dp 
2n -rr 4sin2 ~ + Af2 

with 

The field <P is simply given by 

e-wjx-yj 

2M Jl + (M/2)2 

. hM w = 2 arsm 2 . 

if x-=!= y, 

</>(f)(F) = (F, f) ; f E S(Z), FE S'(Z), 

where (., .) are the duality brackets. 
Heuristically, 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(Because of the simple defining relation for the field we write <P instead of F with 
an abuse of notation ). Z is a normalization factor. 

Let us calculate the covariance C' of the renormalized field </>' = M </J. 

c~y = j </>~.</>~ 1(d<P) 

= L -2+2 " 2: L Cuv 

uEBL(x) vEBL(y) 

= L-2+2a 2 
. e-wLjx-yj { sinh wL }2 

2M Jl + (M/2)2 sinh !j 

Clearly (J..1ht = MLn , so that 

(x-=/=y). 

c<n) = L-2n+2na e sm - 2-
-wLn Jx-yj { • h wLn } 2 

xy 2M Jl + (M/2)2 sinh !j 
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Obviously c~;> -t 0 unless we let w = Wn depend on n so that WnLn -t canst. 
We shall take Mn= L-nMo, so that, by (2.5), WnLn -t Mo. Formula (2.9) then 
contains a factor L-2n+2na+n+2n ,so that we have to take u = -i· 
The covariance Cn of the field ef>n defined by {1.11) thus becomes 

C _ L2na li (c<m-n)) n;xy - m M 
m-+oo n zy 

= e-MoL-"lx-yl {sinh~M0L-n} 2 

· 2Mo 2Mo 

(2.10) 

Rescaling we find the covariance of the fields 'Pn on L-nz , 

e - - sm 2.1v.10 J -Molx-yl { · h 1 ~,,. L-n }2 
'Pn(.f.)cpn(JL)'y(dcpn) = 2Mo iMo (2.11) 

Taking the limit n-+ oo of 

j 'Pn(f)cpn(g hn( dcpn) = L L-2n f(:£.)Y(JL) j 'Pn(:£.)cpn(]l)/n( dcpn) 
~ • .!!_eL-nZ 

we find the covariance of the continuum field, 

ii ii e-Mol~-yl 
C(f,g) = d;£. dyf(:£.)g(y) 2M - . 

R R - - o 
(2.12) 

The kernel 
_ e-Mol~-.!!.1 _ _!_loo eip(~-.!!.) 

C(:£., JL) - 2M - 2 2 M2 dp 
0 71' -oo p + 0 

(2.13) 

is the usual Euclidean free field "propagator" or Green's function. 

In d dimensions one finds u = d22 • This is called the canonical dimension of 
the scalar field cp. If one considers fields with (self-)interaction it may be necessary 
to change u. One then speaks of an anomalous dimension. 

All this may seem like a complicated way of replacing ~1 by 

and taking the limit 

L L-n f(:£.)((-~n + MG).g )(:£.) --> 

~eL-nZd 
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For models with interaction, however, i.e. models with non- quadratic terms in 
the Hamiltonian or in other words a non- Gaussian measure µ instead of 'Y , 
serious singularities appear. By the renormalization group method described above 
these singularities are broken up into contributions from different scales, which all 
have approximately the same form. We illustrate this by a hierarchical model in 
which the massless quadratic part of the Hamiltonian is replaced by a hierarchical 
analogue. 

3. The hierarchical model. 

We replace the massless quadratic part -6.1 of the Hamiltonian by the ex-
pression 

00 

Ho = L L-<2+d)krk 
k=O 

The kernels r k are defined by 

with 
r(x,y)=l-L-d ifx=y 

= -L-d if x ¥- y but x< 1> = y<1> 

= 0 if x<l) f. y< 1> 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

x<l) is the label of the block containing x , i.e. x E BL(x<1>), and more generally, 
x(k+l) E BL(x<k>). 
The corresponding covariance is 

00 c:;,, = LL-2ukr(x<k),y(k)) (3.4) 
k=O 

with a= d- 2 
2 . 

One easily shows that 

(3.5) 

Heuristically one can define a measure µ by 

(3.6) 
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with the quartic interaction potential 

(3.7) 

It can be shown that there actually exists a Gibbs measure for the Hamiltonian 

(3.8) 

if g ~ 0. For details see [1]. Alternatively one can work in a finite volume AN but 
prove the convergence independently of N. (Cf.[2] ). 

The simplifying property of the hierarchical model is that </>' can be described 
on a measure space with a measure µ' of the same form as µ : 

with 

µ'(d</>') = ~'exp[- L v'(</>~)]'yH(d</>') 
xeZd 

e-v'(</>~) = J exp[- EuEBL(x) v(L-0"</>~ + eu)lfI'(de) 
f exp[- EueBL(x) v(eu)lfI'(de) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

The integrals appearing in formula (3.10) are finite dimensional. Nevertheless this 
transformation is far from simple. However, one can make a Taylor expansion in 
g. Replacing v by the Wick-ordered expression 

and retaining terms up to second order one finds 

with 

where 
a= 1- L-d 

r' = L 2 (r - 3arg - 6cg2 ) 

g' = L4-d(g - 9ag2) 

c = 3L2-d(l - L-d)(</>2 ) + (1 - L-d)(l - 2L-d + 2L-2d) 

For d = 3 one finds that vg;:)n) converges as m --+ oo if we put 

Tm= L-2m(ro + 6mcg~) 
Um= L-mgo 
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Apart from the scaling factors L-2m and L -m there appears a non-trivial mass
renormalization term 6mcg5 . It corresponds to the primitive divergent Feynman 
diagram e 

A closer look at (3.13) shows that the substitution (3.15) might well be suf
ficient to all orders of perturbation theory. Indeed the mass-renormalization term 
appears because gm= O(L-m) while rm = O(L-2m). Using techniques developed 
by Gawedzki and Kupiainen (2] , this can actually be proved to be the case: see 
(1]. 
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ALGEBRAIC DUALITY OF MARKOV PROCESSES 

1. Introduction 

Wiin Vervaat 

Catholic University, Nijmegen 

The following notion of duality has been exploited successfully in specific cases of interaction 
processes (see Liggett (1985) + references therein). Let YJ = (q,),.,0 and s = (s,),.,0 be 
Markov processes with measurable state spaces Y and Z, and let H be a real- or complex
valued measurable function on Y x Z. Then Y/ and s are said to be dual with respect to H if 

(1.1) E~o=Y H(q,,z) = E?:0=z H(y ,s1) for y E Y, z E Z, t;;:. 0. 

If Q~ and Q?; are the infinitesimal generators of Y/ and s, so 

Q~f(y) := limrtol- 1 (E~0=yf(YJ1 ) - f(y)), 

then (1.1) implies 

(1.2) Q,1H(·,z)(y) = r.i,H(y,·)(z), 

provided that H (-, z) and H (y , ·) belong to the domains of the generators. 
The notion of duality is useful because of the following result, a special case of a more 

general theorem of Cox & Rosier (1983) on entrance and exit laws. 

Theorem I. Let ri and s be dual Markov processes with respect to H. Suppose that H is non
negative or uniformly bounded, and that (H(y, · ))yeY determines probabilities on Z. Let v be a 
probability measure on Zand set h := fzH(·,z)v(dz). Then vis an invariant distribution for 
s iff h is a harmonic function for ri. 

Proof. By (1.1) we have 

fz E'10=y H(rJ 1 ,z )v(dz) 

fz E?:o=z H(y 's,)v(dz) = Elaw?;o=vH(y, s,). 

Now h is q-harmonic iff E~o=yh(ri,) = h(y) for y E Y iff Elaw?;o=vH(y,s,) 
for y E Y iff lawlaw?;o=vSt = V iff V is s-invariant. D 

f z H(y ,z )v(dz) 

Corollary. Zo is an absorbing state for s iff the Dirac measure at Zo is s-invariant iff H(·,zo) is 
I)-harmonic. In particular, z 0 is absorbing for s if H (-, z 0) = 1. 
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This result enables us to relate ergodicity of 17 to recurrence of ~ in case ~ has an absorbing 
state. In this way, duality has been applied successfully in specific cases. 

2. Interpretation of duality 

A question that arises naturally with the notion of duality is whether we can interpret (1.1) 

intuitively, for instance by constructing 'f/ and ~ on one probability space. 

Although dual 'f/ and ~ have been constructed on one probability space in specific cases 

(Liggett (1985, §III.6), Clifford & Sudbury (1985)), it seems hard to find such a construction in 

general. 

To understand what duality means, let us start with a Markov process 17 with state space 

Y, and let (H (·, z ))zez be a 'base' in some sense of a sufficiently rich space of functions on Y. 

To determine thoughts, let Z = N and (H(·,z))zez be an orthonormal base of L2(Y) (w.r.t. 
some a-finite measure on Y). Suppose the mapping y >-> E'10=.v H('f/,,Z) belongs to the function 

space generated by (H(· ,z ))zez, i.e., there is some signed bounded measure v'(z, ·) on Z such 

that 

E'10=rH('f/1,z) = J2 H(y,z')v'(z,dz') for y E Y. 

From the Chapman-Kolmogorov identity applied to the left-hand side it follows that 

v'+"(z,·) = J2 v'(z,dz')v"(z',·). 

If there is a y 0 E Y with H (y 0, ·) = 1, then it follows that v' (z, Z) = 1. So ( v'),,,.0 turns out to 

be the transition kernel of a Markov process ~ with state space Z, provided that the v' (z, ·) are 

positive measures. 

This interpretation fails if the measures v'(z ,·) are not positive. However, in certain 

cases positive v1 (z, ·) can be obtained by first enlarging the space Z in a suitable way ( cf. 

Section 9). 

3. The choice of the auxiliary function H 

Another question is the choice of the auxiliary function H. Is there any recipe? In view of 

the previous section, one desired property is that (H (-, z ))zez and (H (y, · ))yeY generate 
sufficiently rich classes of functions on Y and Z respectively. 

One general recipe could be: ((H(·,z))zez is a system of linearly independent vectors in a 
topological vector space of functions on Y, whose linear span is dense in this vector space. 

We did not pursue research in this direction, because we discovered that many examples in the 

literature have the following form (occasionally after simple transformations like H---> 1 - H 
which do not affect duality). 

The spaces Y and Z are commutative semigroups. We denote the product in these 
semigroups by +, which need not be addition. The function H is a bihomomorphism from 
Y x Z into R or C with multiplication, i.e., 

(3.1) 
H(y1+Yz,z) 

H(y,z 1+ Zz) 

H(yi.z) H(y 2,z), 

H(y ,z1) H(y ,z2). 
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Whenever this situation occurs we say that H is a duality between the semigroups Y and Z. 
We call duality of Markov processes with respect to such an H algebraic duality. 

Convenient additional properties of H are that H separates points in Y and Z, i.e., if 

y 1 '* y 2, then H(y1>z) '* H(y 2,z) for some z e Z, and vice versa. We assume that Y and Z 
have zeros (if not, they can be added to them), so that H(O,·) = 1 and H(-,0) = 1. From the 
corollary at the end of Section 1 it follows that the zeros of Y and Z are absorbing states for 1J 

and~. 

4 Examples of semigroups in duality 

In (semi)group theory, a character of a commutative semigroup G is a homomorphism x from 
G into C with multiplication: x(x +y) = x(x )x(y) for x, y e G. We exclude X = 0. The 
characters form itself a semigroup under pointwise multiplication. Note that in the situation of 
(3.1) the H (-, z) are characters of Y and the H (y, ·) are characters of Z. 

If G is a topological group, then all bounded characters have values in the unit circle of 
C, are continuous if they are measurable, and form a group on their own. This group is 
indicated by a·, the dual group. If G is locally compact with countable base, then G .. = G 
(Pontryagin's duality theorem). The theory of characters of semigroups is Jess smooth and Jess 
established. The best reference for probabilists is Berg et al. (1984). 

A semigroup G is called idempotent if x + x = x for all x e G . In this case we can 
define a partial order <:;; in G by x <:;; y := x + y = y. It turns out that 0 <:;; x for all x and 
that x + y = x v y : = sup {x ,y}. We introduce the notation 

tx := {yeG:y<:;x}. 

From x(x) = x(x+x) = (x(x))2 it follows that all characters of G have values in {0,1}, so 
x = lA for some A c G. One easily checks that lA is a character of G iff A is an ideal in G, 
i.e., A is decreasing ( t x c A for x e A) and closed for finite suprema (see Berg et al. (1984, 
p.119), and Gierz et al. (1980) for ideals in lattices). In particular, the sets t x are ideals, and 
the corresponding characters 1 tx separate the elements of G. Suppose that G is a lattice, 

i.e., the order allows an infimum besides the supremum. Then ltxlty = ltxnty = lt(xAy)· 

So the collection of characters 1 t x is a semigroup isomorphic to G, but with + = A rather 
than v. We have found the duality Y = (G, v), Z = (G, A), H(y ,z) = 1 iz(y). 

Here is a list of examples of semigroups in duality. 
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# y + z + H(y,z) 

R + R + eiyz 

2 z + [O, l} +mod 1 e2"iyz 

3 {0,1} +mod 1 {O, l} +mod 1 -lify=z=l 

1 else 

4 [0,oo] + [O,oo] + e-yz 

5 {0,1, ... ,oo} + [0,1] x zY 

6 lattice L v L /\ lih) 

7 .m(E) + C/(E} + exp -fez dy 

8 LJ ;;;=ci>K(Em) ® U :=oCi(E") ® hmnz®nd(y®m} 

if y e :Jll(Em) 

and z E Ck+(En) 

Comments and explanations. 

1. If H; is a duality between the semigroups Y; and Z; for j = 1, 2, then H 1@H2 is a duality 
between Y1 x Y 2 and Z 1 x Z 2• Here 

We write H®'i : = H ®H ® ... ®H ( d times). Then H®d is a duality between yd and zd if H is 

between Y and Z. 

2. Groups occur in rows 1, 2 and 3. 

3. Important examples of lattices are [O, 1] with v, [O, l]d with v componentwise, the closed 

subsets of a topological space E with U , the upper semicontinuous functions on E with v 

pointwise. 

4. In row 7, :Yll(E) is the set of (positive) Radon measures on a locally compact space E with 

countable base; C/(E} is the set of positive continuous real-valued functions on E with 

compact support. 

5. Notations in row 8. Ifµ e :Yll(Em) and v e :JTl(Ek), then µ®vis the product measure and 

belongs to :Yll(Em+k). If f E C/(P) and g E C/(£1), then f ®g(s,t) := f(s)g(t) for s E en 
and t e E 1, and f 0g belongs to C/(Ek+t). Finally, µ®n := µ0µ0 ... 0µ (n times) and 

f®m := f 0f 0 ... 0! (m times). The spaces Y and Z with their duality can be extended in an 

obvious way to linear combinations: ~~=0a,.µ,,. with µm e :Jll(E"') and am e R+, and 

~:=obnf11 with fn E ck+(En) and bn E R+. 
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5. Examples in the literature 

Here we list which pairs of state spaces Y and Z and auxiliary functions H occur in the 

literature about Markov processes in duality. For examples treated in Liggett (1985) we do 

not mention the original source. We ignore possible extensions to larger state spaces in order 

to make speed functions positive (cf. end of Section 2). They will be considered in Section 9. 

1. Holley & Stroock (1979): Y = zd, + = addition componentwise; Z = [O, l)d, 

+=addition mod 1 componentwise; H(y,z) = e2" 1Yz (cf. row 2). 

2. Liggett (1985, §III.5): Y = [0,1], + = v; Z = [0,1], + = !\; H(y,z) = 1 ify :S; z, 0 else 

(cf. row 6). 

3. Liggett (1985, §III.4, case H 1): S is a countable set; Y = {subsets of S}, + 

+ = n ; H (y , z) = 1 if y c z , 0 else ( cf. row 6 and comment 3). 

U; Z = Y, 

4. Liggett (1985, §111.4, case H 2): S is a countable set; Y = {0,1} 5 , +=addition mod 1 

componentwise; 

Z = {(zs)seS E Y: z, = 0 for all but finitely many s}, 

+=addition mod 1 componentwise; H(y,z) = (-l)#{seS:y,~z,~l} (cf. row 3). 

5. Dawson & Hochberg (1982): Y, Z and H as in row 8, or as in the last clause of the 

previous section. 

6. Characteristic functions 

In the next three sections we assume H to be a bounded duality between semigroups Y and Z 

(so IHI :S; 1: consider H(my,nz) for natural m and n). Provide Y with the smallest a-field 'Y 
for which all functions H(·,z) are measurable, and Z with the smallest a-field Z for which all 

H(y, ·) are measurable. 

Ifµ is a bounded measure on ·y, then its characteristic function is the function ;1: Z --'> C 

defined by /i(z) := fyH(y,z)µ(dy). Similarly, we set v(y) := f2 H(y,z)v(dz) for bounded 

measures v on Z. We do not know to which extentµ is determined byµ, but such results are 
known (including intrinsic characterizition of characteristic functions by positive definiteness) 

under additional conditions, for instance that Y consists of all bounded characters of a 
semigroup (cf. Berg et al. (1984)). 

If .; is a random variable with values in (Y, 'Y) and with probability distribution µ, then 

µ = EH (.;, ·) is called the characteristic function of .; . If £1 and £2 are independent random 

variables in (Y, '!}),then 

so the characteristic function of £1 + £2 is the product of the characteristic functions of £1 and 

£2. 
Checking the examples in the table of Section 4 we find in row 1 for Y = R with addition 

the classical characteristic function Ee1z<, in row 4 for Y = [O,oo] with addition the moment 
generating function Ee-z<, in row 5 for Y = N U {oo} the probability generating function Ez~, 
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in row 7 for Y = Radon measures on E with addition the Laplace transform Eexp - f E z d !; , 
and in row 6 for lattices Y with supremum the distribution function P[l;,,;:; z ]. 

7. Random walks in semigroups 

In the present section we introduce random walks in semigroups. A modification of them will 
embody in the next section our major example of Markov processes in duality. 

Let ( /;1 ),~=O be a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables in 
(Y, 'Y)- Set 

17( := Y + L£=1 /;k for y E Y and t = 0, 1, .... 

Then (17{),00= 0 is a discrete-time random walk in Y with steps distributed as /;i, starting at y. 
Let tp be the characteristic function of l;i, and suppose that characteristic functions determine 
probability measures. Then the system (17{),x=O for varying y is a Markov chain with state 
space Y and transitions determined by 

(7.1) Eqo=y H(171 ,z) = H(y,z) (cp(z))1• 

A continuous-time random walk in Y is a Markov process 17 that satisfies (7.1) for real t ;;,, 0. 
Then the characteristic function tp must be infinitely divisible, i.e., tp1 is a characteristic 
function for all real t > 0. For general results about infinitely divisible characteristic functions 
on semigroups, see Berg et al. (1984, Ch.4). 

From now on all random walks are continuous-time. We call tp the characteristic 
function of the steps. The random walk 17 has infinitesimal generator determined by 

(7.2) QqH(-,z) (y) = H(y,z) logtp(z), 

provided that the functions H (-, z) belong to the domain of Qq· 

Well-known examples of random walks in semigroups that are not groups, are random 
walks in idempotent semigroups, for instance [-oo, oo] with supremum. These random walks 
are known as extremal processes. 

8. Tempered random walks 

We now modify random walks by introducing a state-dependent clock c(y) that moderates the 
speed of transitions from state y. This means that we replace (7 .3) by 

(8.1) QqH(·,z) (y) = H(y,z) c(y) logcp(z) 

for some nonnegative function c on Y. We call 17 a tempered random walk. Suppose that 
there is an infinitely divisible characteristic function 1/! of a probability measure on Z such that 
c(y) = -logip(y). Then (8.1) takes the form 

(8.2) Q,1H(.,z) (y) = -H(y,z) logl/J(y) logcp(z). 

We now obtain the duality in (1.2) with ~ a random walk in Z with ip as characteristic function 
of the steps and - log tp as clock speed, provided that - Jog tp is nonnegative and finite
valued. We have found: 
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Theorem 2. If <p and 1/J are infinitely divisible real characteristic functions without zeros of 
probability distributions on Y and Z repectively, then the tempered random walk r1 in Y with 
step characteristic function <p and clock speed -log 1/J and the tempered random walk ~ in Z 
with step characteristic function 1f! and clock speed -log <p are algebraically dual. 

From <p(O) = 1/1(0) = 1 we find, in accordance with the corollary in Section 1, that the clock 
speeds at state 0 are 0, so the zeros of Y and Z are absorbing states. 

Examples. 

1. Y = Z = R with addition, <p(y) = 1.f!(y) = exp -1/2y 2. We find that tempered Brownian 
motion with clock speed 1/2y 2 is algebraically dual to itself. 

2. Y = Z with addition, Z = [O, 1) with addition mod 1, <p(z) = exp (cos 2nz - 1), ip(y) = 
exp -y2 . This example, or rather its d-dimensional version, is treated in Holley & Stroock 
(1979). 

3. Y = [0,1] with supremum, Z = [0,1] with infimum, F and G are distribution functions on 
[O, 1], <p(z) = F(z ), 1/J(y) = 1- G (y ). The tempered sup-extremal process with step 
distribution function F and clock speed -log (1-G) and the tempered inf-extremal process 
with step distribution function G and clock speed -log F are algebraically dual. 

The major examples related to spin processes in Liggett (1984, §III.4) cannot be brought into 
this form. 

9. Extension of state space 

In the present section we only assume that Z is a semigroup and that H (y , ·) is a character of 
Z for each y E Y. Consequently, Y is a subset of the semigroup of all characters of Z, but 
we do not assume that Y is a semigroup itself. 

Suppose the infinitesimal generator Q~ has the form 

(9.1) Q~H(-,z) (y) = fyc(y,dy')(H(y',z)-H(y,z)), 

where c(y,·) is a positive bounded measure for each y E Y. In view of (1.2) one may try, in 
specific cases, to bring the right-hand side into the form 

(9.2) f2 b(z,dz')(H(y,z')-H(y,z)) - V(z)H(y,z) =: Q1;H(y,·)(z), 

often to find that the measures b (z, ·) and the numbers V(z) are not positive, as they should 
be. We ignore here additional problems of boundedness and convergence. 

It may be helpful to extend Z to the semigroup Z := Z x {O, l}, and H to the collection 
of characters of Z 

H(y,(z,c)) := H(y,z)(l-2E) 

in case His real-valued, or to Z := Z x Rand 
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(9.3) fi(y,(z,r)) := H(y,z)eir 

in case H is complex-valued. 

Suppose we are given a class L of measurable function a: Y --> Y such that r1 has no 
transition from y to outside {a(y): a EL}, i.e., (9.1) can be rewritten as 

(9.4) Q,7H(.,z)(y) = [/(da)y(a,y)(H(a(y),z)-H(y,z)), 

where A. is some fixed a-finite measure on L and y is a nonnegative function. Suppose, 
moreover, that 

(9.5) H(a(y),z) - H(y,z) = a(a,y)/3(a,z)H(y,r(z)) 

for certain functions a: L x Y--> C, {3: L x Z --> C and r: Z --> Z. Instances of (9.5) occur in 
Liggett (1985, p.159), where L consists of the flip operations in spin processes, and in dualities 
Hof groups, where L consists of the translations of Y: 

H(v+y',z) - H(y,z) = (H(y',z) - l)H(y,z). 

Continuing with (9.4), (9.3) and (9.5) we find 

Q,7fi(-, (z ,r)) = e;'Q,1H(.,z) (y) 

eir J~)(da)y(a,y) (H(a(y),z)-H(y,z)) 

eir JLA.(d a)y(a,y )a(a,y )/3(a, z) H (y, r(z )). 

Suppose that (H(.,z ')),·EZ generates a sufficiently rich class of functions m the sense that 
there is a complex bounded measure v0 on Z such that 

y(a,y)a(a,y) = J2 H(y,z')v0 (dz'). 

Then we can continue the calculation by 

Q,1fi (-. ( z , r)) (y) = ... 

eir JLA.(da) J2 v0 (dz')/3(a,z)H(y,z')H(y,r(z)) 

f A.(da) J v0 (dz') l/3(a,z)I fi(v, (z'+r(z),r+arg/3(a,z))). L Z . 

Let I v0 I be the total variation measure of vu- By Hahn decomposition there is a version of 
dvjdl v0 I with values in the unit circle, say 

Then 

Q~fi(-, (z ,r)) (y) [/(da) J2 I v0 ! (dz ') · 

· l/3(a,z)I H(y, (z'+r(z),r+argf3(a,z)+ha(z'))). 

Here the general analysis stops, and actually starts going the wrong way, since the weights of 
fi should not be positive, but occasionally positive and occasionally negative, in order to 
arrive at something like (9.2). This is a delicate choice depending on the case in question. 
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For a successful extension to t = Z x {O, l} with L the flip operators, see Liggett (1985, 
§III.4). It would be interesting to know wether tempered random walks can be handled this 

way. 

If also Y happens to be a semigroup, then it is tempting to extend Y as well, to 

Y := YxR, and to extend H to the duality H((y,s),(z,r)) := H(y,z)e 1" between the 
semigroups Y and t. However, if Markov processes 17 and ~ with state spaces Y and t 
would be algebraically dual, then so would be their restrictions to Y x {O} = Y and 
Z x {O} = Z. So the whole extension operation would have been unnecessary from the 
beginning. This is why we relaxed our assumptions in the first lines of this section. 
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1 Introduction It is one of the distinguishing features of a chaotic dynamical system that 
the time over which it can be predicted is rather limited, the exact time depending for one 
dimensional maps on the Lyapunov exponent and, generally, on the Kolmogorov entropy. 
For one dimensional maps of the unit interval the connection between Lyapunov exponent 
and the time over which the system can be predicted, can be stated informally as follows. 
Suppose we have a map f: [0,1] ~ [0,1] with positive Lyapunov exponent A. It is assumed 
that we can determine the initial state of the system with finite precision only, say within an 
interval of length h; each iteration off magnifies this margin of uncertainty, until it finally 
surpasses 1, which implies that we have completely lost track of the system. Calculation 
then shows that predictions about the system are no longer possible for times larger than the 
"unpredictability time" tu:= -A-1log h. 

In the general case, the role of the Lyapunov exponent is played by the Kolmogorov 
entropy H and we have that the unpredictability time tu is proportional to - ff 1 Jog h, where 
his the volume of a cell in phase space which contains the system initially (see Farmer [7]). 
It should be emphasized that tu is an average and a property of the system, not of individual 
trajectories. 

Below, we investigate a different concept of unpredictability, which results from taking the 
determinism of the system explicitly into account. We may now talk about the trajectory x of 
the system, consisting, say, of outcomes of measurements with finite precision; thus x may 
be taken to be an infinite sequence of numbers in { O, ... ,k-1}, for some natural number k. 
Considering a trajectory x, we may try to measure the difficulty of computing a segment 
x(n) of x of length n, given an initial segment x(m), where m < n. We shall say that x(n) is 
unpredictable given x(m) if a minimal program that would compute x(n) given input x(m) is 
bigger than c, where c is some number too large for practical purposes. 
The minimal nu(m) such that x(n) is unpredictable given x(m) is expressible in terms of m, 
c and the Kolmogorov entropy of the system; but in this case the resulting condition is (at 
least for almost all trajectories) more stringent than the one abtained above for tu. Roughly 
speaking, nu is equal to m + CfH, whereas the average unpredictability time tu would be 
equal to m/H, which 1s usually larger. 

2 Notation 2ro is the set of infinite binary sequences. If x E 2ro, then x(n) is the intial 
segment of x of length n, and xn is the nth term (also called coordinate) of x. The mapping 
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T: 2ro ~ 2ro (called the left shift) is defined by (Tx)n = xn+t · 

2<ro is the set of all finite binary sequences. An finite binary sequence is alternatively called 

a word or a string. The length of a word w is denoted lwl. 2n is the set of all strings w such 

that lwl = n. If m~lwl, then w(m) is the initial segment of w of length m, and w m is the mth 

term of w. If B is a set, 18 denotes the characteristic function of B. Let 2 = { 0, 1} have the 

discrete topology and form the product topology on 2ro. The open sets in this topology are 

then unions of cylinders [w] defined by [w] := {x e 2ro1 x(lwl) = w}. The topology on 

spaces of the form (2ro)m is constructed analogously. 

3 Recursion theory It will be clear from the informal description of the contents of this article given 
above, that we shall state our results in terms of the theory of computable, or recursive, functions. It is out 
of the question to give here even the fundamental definitions, so an intuitive description must suffice. We 
shall take as primitive the notion of an algorithm operating on natural numbers, which yields as output 
natural numbers. It is understood that an algorithm need not terminate on every input. A partial recursive 
function f: ro ~ ro is a function which can be computed by an algorithm. With this intuitive description it 
is more or less clear that there exists an effective procedure which associates to each partial recursive 
function a natural number, its Gode/number. A consequence of the existence of a GOdelnumbering is that 
there exist universal machines, i.e. partial recursive functions which simulate every partial recursive 
function. A recursive function is a partial recursive function which is in fact total. More formal definitions 
of (partial) recursive function and GOdelnumber are possible; see Rogers [23]. The connection between the 
informal concept of an algorithm and the formal definition of a partial recursive function is provided by 
Church's Thesis, which states that every algorithm computes a partial recursive function. Although we 
defined partial recursive functions to have the natural numbers as domain and range, this restriction is not as 
severe as may seem, since many objects can be coded into the natural numbers. In particular, this is true for 
IQ and 2<00• The following concepts thus make sense. A function f: ro ~ IR is called computable if there 
exists a recursive function g: roxro ~ IQ such that for all n,k: lf(n) - g(n,k)I < 2-k. A measure µon 200 is 
computable if there exists a recursive function g: 2<rox ro ~ Q such that for all w, n: Iµ[ w] - g(w ,n)I < 2-k. 

4 Complexity of finite strings There is a vast literature on random sequences 

("typical" outcome sequences of some stochastic process), starting with von Mises' attempt 

[20] to use infinite random sequences as a mathematical foundation for probability theory. 

For a while it was thought that Kolmogorov's axiomatization of probability theory [10] 

dispensed with the need to provide a mathematical characterization of randomness. But 

Kolmogorov himself, in [11], emphasized that such a characterization is necessary to say 

precisely what the frequency interpretation of probability means. Kolmogorov's own 

attempt at a definition of randomness involved a measure of complexity of finite sequences. 

This complexity measure will be our main tool in investigating unpredictability properties of 

dynamical systems. 

The intuition behind the definition of complexity of finite strings can be stated in various 

ways. One might say that if a sequence exhibits a regularity, it can be written as the nutput 

of a (simple) rule applied to a (simple) input. Another way to express this idea is to say that 

a sequence exhibiting a regulruity can be coded efficiently, using the rule to produce the 

sequence from its code. Taking rules to be partial recursive functions from 2<ro to 2<ro, we 

may define the complexity of a word w with respect to a rule A to be the length of a shortest 
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input p such that A(p) = w. Sequences with low complexity (with respect to A) are then 
supposed to be fairly regular (with respect to A). In order to take account of all possible 
rules (i.e. partial recursive functions), we then use a universal machine. One obtains 
different concepts of complexity by imposing additional restrictions on the functions A. We 
begin with Kolmogorov-<:omplexity, where no such restrictions are imposed. 

4.1 Definition Let A: 2«0 ~ 2<co be a partial recursive function with Godelnumber 'A'. 

The complexity KA (w) of w with respect to A is defined to be 

{ 

00 if there is no p such that A(p) = w 

KA (w) = 
lpl ifp is a shortest input such that A(p) = w. 

A universal machine U is said to be asymptotically optimal if it is specified by the 
requirement that on inputs of the form q = 0' A' 1 p (i.e. a sequence of' A' zeroes followed by 
a one, followed by a string p), U simulates the action of A on p. Fix a G6delnumbering and 
an asymptotically universal machine U and put K(w) := K0 (w). K is called the 
Kolmogorov-complexity of w (Kolmogorov [12]). Inputs will also be called programs. 
Clearly, we have 

4.2 Lemma (a) For any partial recursive A: 2<co ~ 2<co and for all w, K(w) ~ KA(w) + 
'A' + 1; (b) for some constant c and for all w, K(w) ~ lwl +c. 

Before we put the above definition to work, let us remark that complexity measures are not 
restricted to finite words over the alphabet { 0, 1}; any alphabet n = { 0, .. , n-1 } will do. We 
only have to replace the functions A: 2<ro ~ 2<ro by functions which have as their range nro. 
Identifying a natural number with its binary representation, it makes sense to speak of the 
complexity of natural numbers. Similarly, given some recursive bijection 2<ro ~ 2<rox2<ro, 
it makes sense to speak of the complexity of a pair of binary strings. 

We now embark upon the promised definition of regular and irregular sequences. First 
suppose that K(w) << lwl; then for some algorithm A and input p such that both A and lpl 
are small compared to lwl, A(p) = w. In this case, we say that w exhibits a (simple) 
regularity. How small K(w) has to be is a matter of taste; we shall not be precise here. On 
the other hand, it is worthwhile to develop a theory of irregularity for finite sequences. 
Recall that for some c, K(w) ~ lwl +c. We wish to say that w is irregular if it is maximally 
complex. Formally: 

4.3 Definition Fix some natural number m. A binary string w is called irregular if lwl > 
m and K(w) > lwl - m. 
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The definition of irregularity is relative to the choice of m, but this is inessential for our 

(highly theoretical) purposes. 

A simple counting argument will show that infinitely many irregular sequences exist. In the 

sequel, the expression "#A" always stands for the cardinality of the (finite) set A. 

4.4 Lemma (a)#{we2n1 K(w) s; n-m} s; 2n-m+l_1; (b) #{we2n1 K(w) > n-m} > 
2n·(l - 2-m+l) 

Proof (a) The number of programs on U of lengths; n-m is s; 2n-m+l_l. Hence (b) at 

least 2n - 2n-m+l = 2n.(l - 2-m+l) sequences in 2n satisfy K(w) > n-m. D 

Note the extreme simplicity of the argument: it can be formalized in any formal system 

capable of handling finite sets of integers. This is to be contrasted with the following 

Fact (Chaitin [3;6]) For any consistent formal system S, there exists a constant c5, such 

that S proves no statement of the form "K(w) > c5". 

In other words, any consistent formal system can prove the irregularity of at most a finite 

number of irregular sequences. See van Lambalgen [16] for a critical discussion of this and 
related results. 

While definition 4.1 captures the basic idea of a complexity measure for sequences, it is 

open to dispute whether it is really the most satisfactory definition. The intuition behind the 

definition is supposed to be that if p is a minimal program (on U) for w (i.e. a program of 

shortest length), then the bits of p contain all information necessary to reproduce won U. 

But this might well be false: U might begin its operation by scanning all of p to determine its 

length, only then to read the contents of p bit for bit. In this way, the information p is really 

worth lpl + log21pl bits, so it's clear we have been cheating in calling lpl the complexity of p. 

Chaitin [4;5] and Levin independently observed that we may circumvent this problem if we 

take seriously the idea of coding used to motivate the definition of K. The essence of a 

coding procedure is that a coded message be uniquely decipherable. In other words, there 

must be a unique way to chop the message up into code words. One way to ensure this 

property is to require that the set of code words is prefi:xfree: no code word may be a prefix 

(i.e. initial segment) of another.We may now introduce 

4.5 Definition A prefix algorithm is a partial recursive function A: 2<ro ~ 2<ro which has 

a prefixfree domain. 
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We may now define a universal prefix algorithm as in definition 4.1: on inputs of the form q 

=a· A 'lp, U simulates the action of A on p, where A is a prefix algorithm. We put 

4.6 Definition Let A: 2<00 --+ 2<00 be a prefix algorithm with Godelnumber •A'. The 

complexity (also called information) IA (w) of w with respect to A is defined to be 

{ 
oo if there is no p such that A(p) = w 

IA (w) = 
lpl ifp is a shortest input such that A(p) = w. 

If U is the universal prefix algorithm constructed above, we let I(w) := min {lpll U(p) = w}. 

This definition is due to Chai tin [ 4;5]; the notation "I(w)" derives from the formal 

similarities of this complexity measure with Shannon's measure of information. Indeed, the 

complexity measure I is not only conceptually cleaner than K, it has also a number of 

technical advantages, as will become gradually clear in the sequel. We first state some 

fundamental properties, parallel to those of K. 

4.7 Lemma For some constant c and for all w: I(w) ~ lwl + I(lwl) +c. 

4.8 Lemma (a) for some constant c: #{WE 2n1 I(w) ~ n + I(n) - m} ~ 2n-m.c; (b) for 

some constant c: #{WE 2n1 I(w) > n + I(n) - m} > 2n-c1- 2-m·c). 

A proof of this lemma may be found in Chaitin [ 4,337] . It should be noted that, whereas 

the corresponding result for K was trivial, the proof of 4.8 is rather involved. This fact may 

add fuel to a nagging suspicion on the reader's part, that Chaitin's definition introduces only 

gratuitious complications. This impression, however, is mistaken; although proofs are 

sometimes more difficult, theorems and formulae generally take on a pleasanter aspect. An 

example will be given below; we shall meet another instance of this phenomenon in 4.13 

where we define conditional complexity. 

4.9 Example The main technical advantage of I lies in the fact that desirable results which 

hold for K only with logarithmic error terms, are now true within 0(1). E.g. for K we have 

only: K(<v,w>)::::; K(v) + K(w) + min[log2K(v),log2K(w)] + 0(1), but the formula for I is 

more intuitive: 

For some constant c, for all v,w: I(<v,w>)::::; I(v) + I(w) +c. 

One immediate application of the above formula for the complexity of a pair will illustrate its 

force: ifT is the leftshift on 200, we have for some constant c and all x in 200, 
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I(x(n+m)) :S: I(x(n)) + I(T0 (x(n+m))) +c. 

The sequence of functions fn(x) := I(x(n)) thus forms a subadditive sequence and by the 

subadditive ergodic theorem1, we have that for any ergodic measure µ there exists a 

constant H such that 

. I(x(n)) 
lirn -- = H µ-a.e. 
n-+00 n 

It is, however, notoriously difficult to identify the limit of a subadditive process; eventually, 

we shall show that H equals the metric entropy ofµ, but via an entirely different route. 

These considerations justify calling the property of I stated above subadditivity. End of the 

example. 

Parallel to definition 4.3 we have 

4.10 Definition Fix a natural number m. A binary word w is irregular if I(w) > lwl + 

I(lwl)-m. 

By lemma 4.8, the great majority of binary strings is irregular in the new sense. 

A very useful property of prefix algorithms, is given by 

4 .11 Lemma (a) If A is a prefix algorithm, then I 2-lpl :S: 1. (b) I 2-I(w)::;; 1. 
A(p) defined WE 2""' 

Proof (a) The cylinders in {[p]I A(p) defined} are pairwise disjoint. (b) Apply (a) to the 

universal prefix algorithm. D 

The following result on the relation between Kand I is due to Solovay [24]. Obviously, for 

all w: K(w) :S: I(w). 

4.12 Lemma For all w, I(w) = K(w) + K[K(w)] + O(log2K[K(w)]). 

The intuitive meaning of this expression is, that it takes K[K(w)] + 0(log2K[K(w)]) bits to 

tum a minimal program for w into a self delimiting program. 

4.13 Conditional complexity In Chaitin's set-up, conditional complexity comes in 

two varieties. The most straightforward definition is the following. We consider algorithms 

B(p,q) in two arguments p and q. Such an algorithm is called a preftx algorithm if for each 

q, the set {pi B(p,q) defined} is prefixfree. We shall use U interchangeably for both the 

one-argument and the two-argument universal prefix algorithm. 
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4.14 Definition I0(wlv) := min(lpll U(p,v) = w}. 

For the second variant, denoted I(wlv), we demand that U is presented, not with v itself, 
but rather with a minimal program for v. 

4.15 Definition I(wlv) := min(lpll U(p,v*) = w}, where v* is some minimal program 
for v. 

It will be seen in the sequel that both notions are useful. Some easy facts (given in Chaitin 
[4]): 

4.16 Lemma For some constant c and all w: I0(wllwl) s lwl +c. 

4.17 Lemma For some constant c and for all w: I(wllwl) s I0(wllwl) +c. 

The main difference between I and 10, however, is that the former satisfies 

4.18 Lemma For some constant c, for all v,w: II(wlv) + I(v) - I(<w,v>)I s c. 

This formula is proved in Chaitin [4,336] and is desirable if we think of I as giving the 
information of a string. 

Conditional complexity is useful in stidying the problem of prediction of trajectories. Let x 
be a trajectory. Suppose we have observed x(m) and wish to predict the state of the system 
at instants m+l, ... ,n. We then look for a program p such that U(p,x(m)) = x(n), where U is 
the universal algorithm defined above. Typically, p contains the instructions for an 
algorithm and the instruction to compute the trajectory at instants m+ 1, ... ,n. There is a 
practical limit to the length of programs, say c. We then say that x(n) is not predictable (in 
the sense of: not potentially predictable) given x(m) if I(x(n)lx(m)) >c. We shall see below 
that, for typical trajectories x, the smallest n such that x(n) is not predictable given x(m) can 
be expressed in terms of m, c and the (metric) entropy of the system. 

We shall need below the following upper bounds on I: 

4.19 Lemma Letµ be a computable measure on zro. Then for some c and all w: 
I0(wllwl) s [-log2µ[w]] + c and I(wllwl) s [-log2µ[w]] +c. 

As a consequence, for some c and all w: 

I(w) s [-log2µ[w]] + I(lwl) +c. 

4.20 Lemma (Kolmogorov [12]) Let x E zro. Fix an integer k and denote by q;(n) the 
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relative frequency of the ith word of length kin x(n·k). Then 

l 
l(x(n·k)) ::;-n·Lqi(n)log2qi(n) + l(n·k) + O(log2n). 

i=l 

It is instructive to compare the preceding lemma with lemma 4.19. Both determine an upper 

bound on l(w) in terms of probabilities; but in 4.20 these probabilities are the relative 

frequencies of small words in w, whereas in 4.19 the upper bound is derived using the 

frequency of w itself 

5 Complexity and randomness for infinite sequences The obvious extension of 

definition 4.3: w is irregular if K(w) > lwl - m, to infinite sequences is of course: x is 

irregular if3m\7'n(K(x(n)) > n - m). However, this attempt foundered upon the following 

obstacle: 

5.1 Theorem (Martin-Ll:if [18]) For all x and for all m, there are infinitely many n such 

that K(x(n)) :::; n - m. More precisely, if f: ro -t ro is a total recursive function such that 

Ln2-f(n) = =, then for all x there are infinitely many n such that K(x(n)) :::; n - f(n). 

Martin-Lofs theorem was considered to be a surprising result. In retrospect, it is somewhat 

difficult to understand why Martin-Lofs theorem should be surprising. After all, results 

indicating that total chaos in infinite binary sequences is impossible were known already. 

One example is van der Waerden's theorem (from 1928), which states that if the natural 

numbers are partitioned into two classes, then at least one of these classes contains 

arithmetic progressions of arbitrary lengths. Another example is a theorem in Feller [8,210] 

which states that if a E (0, 1 ), then for µP -a.a. x, for infinitely many n, xn is followed by a 

run of [a·logqn] l's, where q = p-1. In fact, the latter theorem can be used to give a new 

proof of Martin-Lof's theorem. We now sketch yet another proof (details are given in 

[16]). 

Proofsketch Suppose for some m, {xl \in K(x(n)) > n - m} "# 0. This set is closed, 

hence can be represented as the set of infinite paths through a (recursive) binary tree T. T 

has (at least) two distinguished branches, the leftmost and the rightmost infinite path. Both 

branches are "simply definable", i.e. with an arithmetical formula involving just two 

quantifiers. But if x is "simply definable", its complexity is fairly low; in fact n - K(x(n)) is 

unbounded. Contradiction. 

Similar results on oscillations hold for I, in this case with lower bound n - m replaced by n 

+ I(n) - m. Nevertheless, by weakening the proposed condition of irregularity to: x is 
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irregular with respect to µif ::3m Vn I(x(n)) > [-log2µ[x(n)]] - m, we get a non-vacuous 

condition, as the following theorem shows. 

5.2 Theorem Let µ be a probability measure on 2ro. Then µ{xl ::3m Vn I(x(n)) > 
[-log2µ[x(n)]] - m} = 1. 

Proof It suffices to show that µ{xl ::3nI(x(n)) ~ [-log2µ[x(n)]] - m} ~ 2-m for each m. 

We may write 

µ{xl :::Jn I(x(n)) ~ [-log2µ[x(n)]]-m} ~ L {µ[w] I w E 2<ro, I(w) ~ [-log2µ[w]] -m); 

however, since I(w) ~ [-log2µ[w]] - miff µ[w] ~ 2-m.2-I<w>, the right hand side of the 

above inequality is less than or equal to 

L (2-m-2-l(w) I w E 2<ro, I(w) ~ [-log2µ[w]] -m} and since L2--I(w) ~ 1, this is~ 2-m. 

wez<l" 

5.3 Remark Sequences irregular with respect toµ satisfy all "effective" probabilistic laws 

for µ; e.g. ifµ is a Bernoulli distribution, a sequence irregular with respect to µ satisfies the 

law of large numbers, the law of the iterated logarithm etc. We shall not pursue this matter; 

see Martin-LOf [19]. 

6 Complexity, entropy and unpredictability The purpose of this section is to link I, 

which is a measure of disorder for sequences, with a more traditional measure of chaotic 

behaviour, defined for dynamical systems, namely metric entropy. This problem has 

received some attention in the physics literature (see Ford [9], Lichtenberg and Lieberman 

[17], Alekseev and Yakobson [1] and Brudno [2]), in connection with research on chaotic 

dynamical systems. It is shown here that ifµ is an ergodic measure, then µ-a.a. x satisfy 

lim I(x(n)) = H(µ), 
n~oo n 

where H(µ) is the metric entropy ofµ. We use the theorem o elucidate the meaning of I in 

terms of (un)predictability. 

6.1 Dynamical systems Our set-up is as follows. A symbolic dynamical system on a 

set of symbols n = ( 0, ... ,n-1} is a set X k:: n00 (or nz, as the case may be), together with 

the left-shift (or two-sided shift) T. We assume that X is closed under the action of T. 

Symbolic dynamical systems arise naturally in the study of general dynamical systems, in 

the following way. 

Suppose (r,S) is a dynamical system, where r can be thought of as a phase space, 

equipped with a a-algebra of measurable sets, and S is a measurable transformation on r, 
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which represents the evolution of the system, considered in discrete time. A measurement 

with finite accuracy on (r,S) is represented (ideally) by a measurable partition A0,. .. An-l of 

f', corresponding to "pointer readings" O, ... ,n-1. 

Define a mapping \jf: [' ~ n00 by 'Jf(Y\ = i iff sk(y) E Ai; then 'Jf(Y) represents the sequence 

of pointer readings obtained upon repeatedly measuring { A0, ... An-l} on a system which is 

in state y at time t = 0. 

If the system (f',S) is also equipped with a probability distribution P, this distribution 

generates a measureµ on n00 by µA:= P\tJ1A. 

One may now study the dynamical system (f',S,P) by means of its symbolic representative 

('Jf[f'],T,µ). In particular, the question whether, and to what extent, (f',S,P) displays 

chaotic behaviour can be investigated in this way. Below, we introduce various measures of 

disorder directly for symbolic dynamical systems, where for notational convenience we 

assume that the alphabet consists of just two symbols, 0 and 1. For an overview of the 

theory of dynamical systems, the reader may consult Petersen [21]. 

6.2 Metric entropy Let µ be a stationary measure on 200; that is, for all Borel sets A, µ 

satisfies µ11 A= µA. In other words, T conservesµ. For such measures, we may define 

the metric entropy H(µ) as follows: 

H(µ) := lim _2_""" µ[w]log2µ[w]. (Petersen [21,240]) 
n--?oo nL..J 

we2" 

The interpretation of H(µ) is roughly as follows. w E 2n is a possible series of outcomes if 

we perform n experiments upon the system under consideration. The probabilistic 

information present in w is (by definition)-log2µ[w]; then 

-~L µ[w]log2µ[w] 

we2" 

is the average amount of information gained per experiment if we perfom1 n experiments. 

H(µ) is obtained if we let n go to infinity. A positive value of H(µ) indicates that each 

repetition of the experiment provides a non-negligable amount of information; systems with 

this property may be called random. Obviously, H(µ) is a global characteristic of the system 

(200,T,µ); it depends only onµ and T and reflects the the randomness of the system as a 

whole. We must now investigate how this global characteristic is related to randomness 

properties of individual sequences. 

The measures occurring in 6 will be assumed to be ergodic; that is, if 1 1 A = A, µA is 

either 0 or l. If µ is ergodic, then µ[ w] can be interpreted as the limiting relative frequency 

of win a typical sequence x: 
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6.3 Ergodic theorem (see Petersen [21,30]) Let µ be a stationary measure on 2w, 

f: 2co ~ IR integrable. Then 

* 1 n 
f (x) = Jim - "\:"' f(T' x) 

n---?oo n L.,., 
k=l 

exists µ-a.e., f* is T-invariant and Jfdµ = Jf*dµ. In addition, ifµ is ergodic then f* is 

constant µ-a.e. As a consequence, ifµ is ergodic, then for any w E 2<w: 

n 

µ { xl lim _!_ "\:"' 1 [ l cT'x) = µ[ w]} = 1. 
n-7= n L.,., W 

k=l 

Below, we shall also need the Shannon - McMillan - Breiman theorem: 

6.4 Theorem (see Petersen [21,261]) Letµ be an ergodic measure on 2ro, H(µ) its 

entropy. Then for µ-a.a. x: Jim _ log2µ[x(n)] 
n-7= = H(µ). 

n 

The main result of this section is the computation of the constant H such that 

. l(x(n)) 
lim --- = H µ-a.e. 
n---700 n 

We saw in 4 that this constant exists, due to the subadditivity of I; but we couldn't compute 

it. 

6.5 Theorem Letµ be an ergodic measure, H(µ) its entropy. Then for µ-a.a. x: 

lim I(x(n)) = H(µ) 2. 
n-7= n 

Proof Theorem 5.3 says that µ{x IVm::Jn I(x(n)) > [-log2µ[x(n)]] - m) = 0. Using the 

Shannon - McMillan - Breiman theorem, 

. . . I(x(n)) . l(x(n)) 
1t follows that limmf -- ;::: H(µ), for µ-a.a. x. To get limsup -- ~ H(µ) for 

n---700 n fl-700 n 

. . I(x(n)) . - l(x(n·k)) 
µ-aa. x, we remark first that, for each x and for each k, hmsup -- = limsup k . 

n---?oo n n---700 n · 

Indeed, by the subadditivity of I, there exists a constant c such that for all k: I(x(n)) 

I(x(n0·k + r)) ~ I(x(n0·k)) + I(x k 1,. . .,x k ) +c. 
no· + no· +r 

. I(x(n)) 1. l(x(n·k)) th . Ii . . . 1 Clearly, then, hmsup -- s 1msup k ; e converse mequa ty is trivia. 
n---700 n n---700 n. 
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We now use lemma 4.20, slightly rephrased: 

which implies 

I(x(n·k)) 1 "( 1 ~ ..,.j·k ( 1 ~ ..,.j·k )) 
(*) n·k $ -k LJ ;L..Jl[w](1· x)log2 ;L-il[w](1 x) 

wel j=l j=l 

Sinceµ is stationary (although not necessarily ergodic) with respect to the Tk, the ergodic 

n 

theorem implies that f (x): = lim 2." 1[ ]ciJ·kx) exists µ-a.e. and that Jf dµ = µ[w]. 
w n....- nL..i w w 

j=l 

Taking limsups (with respect ton) and integrals (with respect toµ) on the left hand side and 

right hand side of(*), we get, for all k: 

I. I(x(n·k)) 1" f 
hmsup k dµ $ --kLJ f logi dµ; hence by Jensen's inequality 
n---?oo n· k w w 

we2 

. . I(x(n·k)) . l(x(n)) f. I(x(n)) 
Smee hmsup k = hmsup ---,we have, for each k: hmsup~µ $ 

n~oo n. Il---700 n fl---700 n 

-~Lµ[w]log2µ[w]. Letting k go to infinity, we see that f ~.T~up l(x~n)) $ H(µ) and 

wel 

th d · d 1 " 11 · 1. I(x(n)) · T · · h e esrre resu t 10 ows smce 1msup -- 1s -mvanant, ence constant µ-a.e. D 
n....- n 

6.6 Remark Use of Solovay's formula ( 4.13) immediately gives lim K(x(n)) = 
n---?oo n 

= H(µ) µ-a.e., but employing I instead of K reduces one half of the proof to a triviality. 

We now interpret the preceding theorem as a result on the amount of computer power 

necessary to predict the outcome sequence x(n), given x(m), where m < n. This problem 

arises for instance in the study of dynamical systems (r,S) on which we perform a 

measurement given by the partition A0,. .. Ak-l: we have observed the state of the system 

(i.e. one of the numbers O, ... ,k-1) at instants t = 1, ... ,m and we wish to predict the state at 

instants t = m+ l , ... ,n. For notational convenience we take k = 2, but the general case is 

treated analogously. 

To calculate x(n) from x(m) we may use the evolution S, but other algorithms are also 
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allowed. We impose but one restriction: the algorithm should not be too large. So we fix 

some constant c (representing the size of a program too large for practical purposes) and we 

call x(n) unpredictable given x(m) if l(x(n)lx(m)) >c. 

We now show that there exists a close connection between entropy and unpredictability. 

Since c has been chosen so large, we may use the fundamental properties of I given in 4 to 

write the following chain of equivalent inequalities: 

I(x(n)lx(m)) > c <=> 

I(x(n)lx(m)) + l(x(m)) > c + l(x(m)) <=> 

I(<x(n),x(m)>) > c + I(x(m)) <=> 

I(x(n)) + l(m) > c + I(x(m)) <=> 

(*) l(x(n)) > c + I(x(m)) - l(m). 

Since l(x(m)) ~ m + I(m) + d, with d«c, (*) surely helds if l(x(n-)) > c + m . 

d. "th H( ) d l" l(x(n)) H ) Now let µ be an ergo ic measure w1 entropy µ an suppose im --- = (µ . 
n~oo n 

Assume H(µ) > 0, choose e > 0 small compared to H(µ) and let n0 be so large that 

I(x(n)) > n(H(µ) - E) for n ~ n0. 

c+m 
Then (*) is surely satisfied if n > ----., an inequality which can thus be taken as a 

H(µ)--£ 

sufficient condition for unpredictability. If E << H(µ), then this condition is approximately 

the same as the one given in the introduction for the average unpredictability time t0 . 

But note that this condition can be significantly improved if we assume in addition that µis 

computable. In this case we may replace the upper bound I(x(m)) ~ m + l(m) + d by 

l(x(m)) ~ [-log2µ[x(m)]] + l(m) +d. By the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem (6.4), 

there is ffio(E) such that form~ m0(E): [-log2µ[x(m)]] ~ m(H(µ) +E).For suitable choices 

of n and m the above sufficient condition for unpredictability can thus be sharpened to: 

c + m(H(µ) + E) 
n> . 

H(µ)-E 
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c 
If E<<H(µ), then this boils down to: n > m + H(µ) 

We thus see that investigating unpredictability properties of dynamical systems via their 

trajectories leads to sharper estimates. 

6.6 Remark The above, sharper, estimate was derived under the assumption that the 

measure µ is computable. Some constructions of invariant measures, for instance those 

using (weak) limitpoints, do not automatically lead to computable measures. In such cases 

the result obtained above can be upheld using the technique of relative recursion. 

Notes 

1. For the subadditive ergodic theorem, see e.g. Y. Katznelson, B. Weiss, A simple proof 

of some ergodic theorems, Isr. J. Math.42 (1982) 291 - 300. 

2. Brudno [2,132] proved: ifµ is an ergodic measure, then forµ - a.a. x: 

Ii K(x(n)) H( ) 
n~up n = µ · 

The present formulation is theorem 5.5.2.5 in van Lambalgen [16]. 
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Lecture I: The Large Deviation Principle in Statistical Mechanics 

§ 1 I nt roduct ion 

In May, 1971, Mark Kac visited Oxford; he gave me a Xerox copy of some 

pages from his note-book (see [l]) in which he had calculated correlation 

functions for the free-boson gas. He asked me about the relationship between 

his results and those of Araki and Woods [2]. With the help of Joe Pule, then 

a graduate student at Oxford, I set to work. (The answer to Kac's question 

appeared in [3] and the full proofs were given in [4] .) This was my initiation 

into statistical mechanics viewed from a probabilistic standpoint. There began 

my collaboration with Pule which, I am glad to say, is still flourishing; 

in 1978 we were joined byMichiel van den Berg. Much of what I will say in 

these lectures will be a report on joint work with Pule and van den Berg; all 

three of us wish to acknowledge a debt of gratitude to Mark Kac for his warm 

encouragement, his generosity and his stimulating conversation. 

§2 The Grand Canonical Pressure 

Since the pioneering work of van Hove [7], the importance of proving the 

existence of thermodynamic functions in the thermodynamic limit has been 

recognized. We recall the definition of the grand canonical pressure: 

consider a sequence \At, ~ .(..::: 1,2., ... J of regions of Euclidean space 

Rd, and denote the volume of At by Vi ; associated with each region At, 
is a countab 1 e set .f:l..i , the set of configurations of part i c 1 es in A.t ~ on 

.n..e. are defined random variables Ht: ni~ 1R. and Nt: ..O.t-'> .Ni H (w> 
is interpreted as the energy of the configuration ll) and N{ (t.u) as the :.f. 

number of particles in tu . The grand canonical measure IP'{ with chemical 

potenti a 1 fJ is defined on subsets of .D..i by 

JP~[.Al = Si(l.i)-'12:' e.~l~Ntcw>-Htcw>} 
t.Jte.A 

here fJ = i\ I~ T is the inverse temperature and 

canonical partition function given by 

The grand canonical pressure is defined by 
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'Eel,U) is the grand 

(2. 2) 



(2.3) 

It is closely related to the cumulant generating function for the particle 
number density X-t = N.t/V.t- .i a straightforward calculation yields 
the formula 

j e~V.t.x.t\k"'[ol:x::] 
to)ro) ..e. 

(2.4) 

where U<~ is the di stri but ion fun et ion for X .t. defined by IK. ~ = IP~ oX ;". 
We have introduced the concepts associated with the grand canonical pressure 
in the simplest case, namely, when flt is a countable set. But the formula 
(2.4) linking the distribution function \\<~ with the grand canonical pressure 
holds in wider contexts; for example, when ..(l~ is an aribtrary measure space 
carrying a pair of random variables H-c. and Nt from whi eh a grand 
canoni ea l Gibbs measure can be defined, or when Ht. and Ni are commuting 
se lf-adjoi nt operators on some hi l bert space J-l,t. such that trace ( e.~i,.., N<. - H-t \) 
is finite. Our first assumption in the remainder of this note is that the 
distribution function lk~ satisfies (2.4) for some function f't (f>) 

Our second assumption is that p q..1) = Um .ito0 P.t. qn exists. From these 
two assumptions, much follows: the large deviation upper bound holds and, with 
it, the Berezin-Sinai criterion for a first-order phase-transition; the large 
deviation lower bound holds in the complement of first-order phase-transition 
segments; if the limit function p H>- !='et->> is differentiable at some ~o 
then f 1Kt0 : .t = 1}2.., ... 1 converges in distribution to the degenerate 
distribution concentrated at t:'lciv> 

In probability theory, it is natural to prove large deviation results for 
sums of independent, or weakly dependent, random variables: the Markov chain 
condition is an example of a condition of weak dependence. I claim that, in 
statistical mechanics, the natural condition of weak dependence is the 
existence of the pressure. In this lecture, we explore the consequences for 
the distribution of the particle number density of the existence of the 
pressure. 

§3 The General Setting 
For each pin some open interval D of the real line, let {IK~:..(.:{,l., ... \ 
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be a sequence of probability measures on [o/ co) satisfying 

(Pl) 

where { V-t : .t = 1, '1 1 ••• } 

to -roo. 
is a sequence of positive constants diverging 

(P2) The limit " ( "') ... ..(hri i..-to0 ~ (f.1) exists for all values of ~ in the 
interval of definition, D. t 

The first consequence makes use of Holder's Inequality and we omit the proof: 

Lemma 1 
Assume that (Pl) holds; then I' ~ p~C!'> is convex. Assume, in addition, 

that ( P2) ho 1 ds; then f' i-+ \"'~ > is convex. 

Lemma 2 
For al 1 p and V+'O(. 

measures R<. ~ 

where 

ct1c.x·r;1..> .(.. ) 

Proof: 

and IK"'+"' 
(,. 

in the domain of definition of IK.~ , the 
are mutually absolutely continuous: 

by (Pl); again, by (Pl), we have 
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The claim follows from the uniqueness theorem for Laplace transforms• 

Theorem l 
Assume that (Pl) and (P2) hold and that p is differentiable at µ then 

( l ) 

( 2) 

the limit 
the sequence 
distribution 

p = Ml'Yl..tto0 Sro,o01x.IK~ldxJ exists. 
[II("' : t'"' 1,'l., ... ) converges weakly to the degenerate 

t 
&p concentrated at p . 

The proof utilises the corivexi ty of the functions p ..c. , .t = ~ 1 1, ... 

established in Lemma l. This enables us to apply 

Griffith's Lemma 

Let ~ f ,e : t - 1, 2., ·· · ~ be a sequence of convex functions defined 
on a common open interval 

fx.t: -l= 1,'2.., ... 1 
point x of G. Then 

G converging pointwise to a function f. Let 
be a sequence of points of G converging to a 

f~ (X) ~ Um ll'\f (ft)~(X{,) ~ Um s~ <f.)~<.~{,)~ f~(.:C). 
{.. --? 00 .t ----'> QC) ,,. 

(See [5] and references contained therein.) 

Proof of Theorem l: 
By an elementary computation, S .:x:JK~(c(:x.J = p~Cp> since, by 

( o,oo) 
( Pl), the moment generating function s ~ S. esx II<?, ( cl.:x] of IK ~ is 

co,o0> "-
finite on a neighbourhood of zero. Since p is assumed to be differentiable at 
p, it follows from Griffith's Lemma that t.p{w> ! -t = 1,2, ... ~ converges to 
p1qJ) since, by (P2), lp{: -t=1,2 1 ... \ converges pointwise top on D. 

Thus (l) holds with p = \7'<p>· 
By (Pl), we have 

S esx IK" ,j ) _ s {Pt.< 1-1 + S/V-e) ~ PiCf.n 1/(S/V,) 
to,~) t(V\X - e (3.3) 

for s in a neighbourhood of zero. Fix s and 
put Pt. ::r p -t-S/Vt ~ for {, sufficiently large, 1-'-t, is in D; moreover, 
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. By the convexity of I.I ~ P.(f-'), we have 
t 

Since p is differentiable at p, it follows from Griffith's Lemma that both 

Hp,)~<p> J and l<p.(.>~lP.i' ~ converge to l' 1qn . Thus we have 

Um •.L.-. J e,sx IK~ ld~ l = e5 P · (3.5l 
: Vf"V' [01001 

But Sc.o)o0> es~ BP lttx.] .- e5P so that (2) follows by the continuity and 

uniqueness theorems for the Laplace transform 8 

Thus we have established that if the pressure p exists and is 

di fferenti able at V then the sequence { f< i: : ...t. = i J 2., ••. } satisfies 
the weak law of large numbers. 

§4 The Heuristics of Large Deviations 

Returning to the context of §2, we have the following reformulation of 

Theorem 1: 

Suppose that the pressure p = \A.mt1'£> \?.e. exists poi ntwi se on the 
interval D on which the \?~ are defined and that p is differentiable atµ 
then 

(1) the limit p .... l.A""'-t-f'ao IE.~[\J exists. 
(2) Let .9: lO/Xl) ~ IR. be a bounded function which is continuous at 

p; then IAM.ttoo.IE1[~tXtll = !jlp>. 

Proof: (1) is a straight translation: 

To prove (2), choose E>O ; by the continuity of g at p , there exists a 

neighbourhood Ip of p on whi eh I ~ex> - 9 ( p) I < e . Now 
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~ (f'> - JE~ L~ C.Xt> J -· S ( ~cp> - ~(x)) IKµ[ax] ( 4. l ) 
t0/:.0) .t 

Thus 

I ~lpJ - lE~[j <Xt)] I ~ S I 0<P> - 3<:x:.) I IK~[dxl 
Ip 

+ J c I ~ ( p) - ~ ( x) I IK ~ [et :x.] 
IP 

~ E + 2M IK~U;) , (4.2) 

where M = Sl.l.l>., s<:r..) . But by Theorem 1 J II< "'t --7 811 j this means that (01 C().1 r 
there exists ..t. 0 such that, for all !>to , we have lK~Cl~l -<e. Hence, 
for a 11 .t > to , 

(4.3) 

but ~ was an arbitrary positive number, so that 

(4.4) 

It sometimes happens in statistical mechanics that we find it interesting to 
introduce a perturbed grand canonical measure f~ which is conveniently 
defined via its expectation functional ~~ ! 

IE ~ t A e f> °"<}·'-<Xt)] 

IE.~ [ e ~vt 'IA.(X.t.)) 
( 4. 5) 

where 'U. is a continuous function on [ o .1 co) whi eh is bounded above. Can we 
say anything about 
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If the -Y-t- factor were absent from the exponent, we could conclude that the 
limit would be the same as before: ~<p> • However, the presence of the 
factor 'Vt causes the fluctuations in Xi to contribute to the limiting 
value; we expect that the answer will be gcpJ where P4'P , in general. 
There are two ways of proving this; they are closely related, as we might 
expect. ,.... 

We can introduce a perturbed Hamiltonian H,i (<.J > = 

and use it to define a perturbed pressure ~t l µ) 

manipulation gives 

Since 

proof of the existence of the pressure 

-~q.1> = 

amounts to proving the existence of the limit 

He<"n + V-t ('l.loX<Hw> 
A straightforward 

(4.6) 

(4. 7) 

conditions on { IK~: .(.. = '\,'2., ••• 1 sufficient to ensure this were 
given by Varadhan [6] in a general setting, and we will give a precise 
statement of them in the next section. Roughly speaking, they are that there 
exists a function P't·) ~ [011:()) ~ (o.,oo] such that IK'i,.(°'x)....,, e:PvtIPc~~ J.J; 
in our case, the only zero of I"' is at .x; =P=\> 1(~) so that I"'«) 
determines the rate at which IP~ CAJ goes to zero if p is not in A. 
Intuitively, one would expect that 
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SUf> { 1H:c) - IPcx;>1; (4.8) 
[O,tl\l) 

this is the conclusion of Varadhan's First Theorem. It follows that the 
perturbed pressure p ( p > exists and is given by 

pq.n :: 1=7q;) + SUf> { U.l:C > - I"(x> \ 
[ 0 J cQ) 

I (4.9) 

provided that u.. and {II<~ J satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. If p is 
differentiable at ~ , it follows from our previous argument that 

( 4. 10) 

..,, "'! where now p = p (f.>) · 

Another way of computing this limit is via Varadhan's Second Theorem: if 
the supremum sup lU.l:c) _ l,.,txJ} is attained at an isolated point x*, then 

[O; o()) 

M\'V\ E~['jCXl)) = ~l:X:~) . 
.(, -+ 0\) 

We shall see, in our case, that the supremum is attained at an isolated point 
if and only if p is differentiable at Jl and then .:l'.:* == p1l µ > • 

We have seen that large deviations from the mean (deviations on the scale 
of ~ ) are of importance in the evaluation of 

lE~ [ t3CXt> e~~U.lX~)J 

It is for this reason that we are interested in the rate at which the 
degenerate distribution is approached; those distributions which approach the 
degenerate distribution exponentially fast are said to satisfy the large 
deviation principle. Next, we turn to the precise definition of this concept. 

§5 Varadhan's Theorems 
Donsker initiated the study of singular perturbations of partial 
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differential equations by means of functional integration; he showed how, in 

the case of Burger's equation, a transformation introduced by Hopf can be used 

to convert the equation to a linear equation which can be solved as a function 

space integral. The perturbation problem can then be studied by an analysis of 

the asymptotic behaviour of function space integrals; in the case of Burger's 

equation, the asymptotic analysis was carried out by Schilder [8]. Varadhan [6] 

showed how a class of such problems can be treated using more general families 

of measures on function space whose asymptotic behaviour is to be investigated; 

in §3 of [6], Varadhan gave an account of the asymptotic analysis in an 

abstract setting. Subsequently, in a sequence of papers, Donsker and Varadhan 

applied these methods to a wide variety of problems involving stochastic 

processes (a full bibliography can be found in Varadhan's monograph [9] ). The 

method is a far-retlching generalization of the saddle-point method (Laplace's 

method) for one-dimensional integrals. It is our experience that whenever, in 

statistical mechanics, an author claims to use the saddle-point method, an 

efficient way of giving a rigorous proof is to check that the hypotheses of 

Varadhan's Theorems are verified. For that reason, we summarize here the 

results proved in §3 of [6]. 

Let Ebe a complete separable metric space; let { lkt : -t = 1,2, ... ~ 

be a sequence of probability measures on the <1"- field of Borel subsets of E 

and let { V t : ..t.. == 1,?.., ... 1i be a sequence of non-negative numbers such 

that V.1,,; ~ oO . We say that l IK t \ obeys the large deviation principle with 

constants l Vt\ and rate-function I ( • l if there exists a function 1: E ~ l o,,co] 

satisfying: 

( LDl): I ( • ) is lower semi-continuous on E. 

(LD2): For each finite m, l ::x: : l(x) ~ \'n 1 is compact. 

(LD3): For each closed subset C of E, 
..fA'm SIN\' ~ 1.4'\ IKt [CJ ~-in.filxl . 

.t --7' l70 vt c 
(LD4): For each open subset G of E, 

-tivn iMf ..!.. ~ IK-t.CQ1 ~ -~hf IC:i;l. 
-t ~00 V(; G 

For example, if I(.) is a lower semi-continuous function whose level sets 

are compact and m is a <r - finite measure on E such that x ~ e H::ci is 

integrable with respect to m, and {V<.' is a sequence of non-negative numbers 

such that v.(. ~ 0() ,J then the sequence l IK.i \ of probability measure defined 

by 
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SA e-"hic:x:>m c&xJ 

f E e-Vt Hx> mlolr> 

satisfies the large deviation principle with constants t Vt. \ and 

(5.1) 

rate-function!(•). The definition above has the advantage that it does not 
require the existenctof a reference measure such as m. We are now in a 
position to state 

Varadhan's First Theorem 
Let { IK t : ..t = 1 , 1., . . . 1 be a sequence of probabi 1 i ty measures 

on E obeying the large deviation principle with constants l V<.} and 
rate-function I(•). Then, for any continuous function G on E which is bounded 
above, we have 

si.vp l Gtx) - Icx.> l 
E 

The condition that G be bounded above can be weakened; it is enough to 

suppose that su.p ( (\ (:C > : :x: E: Ve. )I supp lK.t \ is finite. The theorem 
can be extended to cover the situation where the function G is replaced by a 
sequence of functions { ~t: -t."' 1, '2., ••• } ; this is Theorem 3,4 of [6]. -Let IK .(.. be defined by 

SA e Yt.Gl'JC> IKt.C.'h::J 

JE e Yt. G lx > IK{ [ cbc:J 

Varadhan's Second Theorem gives sufficient conditions for the sequence of 
perturbed measures to converge weakly to a degenerate distribution. 

Varadhan's Second Theorem 

Suppose that A = S~ { G C'C > - I ex>} is attained at a point x* 
of E and that E 

s IAf { ~ (X) - I (::c'.) ~ " /\.. 

{ ~ : d ex:, x:.it > jill e \ 
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for every e )' o 
then 

if g is a bounded function on E which is continuous at x* 

= 

§6 The Upper Bound in the General Setting 

In this section we return to the programme, begun in §3, of exploring the 

consequences of the existence of the pressure in the thermodynamic limit. 

Theorem 2 

Let i lK t. 1 t. = ") 2.) · · · } be a sequence of probability measures 

on [.o 1 oO) satisfying (Pl) and (P2); then (LD3) holds with rate-function 1~(·) 

given by 

P'lx> = pep> + fC.:x:> - 1-1x, 

where f(•) is the free-energy, the Legendre transform of p(->: fCl:.) = su.y>[p.r-~ct'J 

Proof: 

First consider an interval It :: [o, P~ J 

(since j.1 H> pep> is convex, the left-hand derivative p!q..>> 

and the right-hand derivative p+c,.,> exist for all pin 0). For each .l 

and each oi. <. 0 , we have 

= ( 6. l ) 

Thus 

Um Sv..-\0 v~. ~ \K~[LIJ ~ \?<p+~) - pq..>) - C(P1, o<.<O. (6.2) 
..(,7o<:1 v 

It follows that 
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= - ( pqn + sup l o<'p - \:' (o< 1>) - /VP ) 
o</<./o) 1 1 

(6.3) 

But 

su;p { o<..p1 - \JCol>J = Sl.Vf { d.f~ - plcl.)} 
« <p ~ 

p I 
since < p_q.1> ; hence 

L,i\IY'IS~ -2_ lM IK""[ I J ~ - P'<p1) 
.t ~cO v. t 1 

.(. 

(6.4) 

Next consider It fo 11 ows i n 

anal~gous fashion that 

Urn SU-\0 ~ lM IK~ [12 ] $ - Il->c p1) 

,t~oO i 

(6.5) 

Now let C be an arbitrary closed subset of [0,,oO) if C n [p~{,U) ,p~l,u>J 
is non-empty then 11Mf l'"'lx:) = 0 and the inequality holds trivially 

c 
since, for an arbitrary Borel set A, we have lk~ lAl ~ 1 ; on the other 

hand, if Cf'l(p_:<p>,p".f.Cp)] isempty,let Cp1 ,p'J.) bethe 

largest open interval containing [ p_"cµ),p;c,.,>] which does not 

intersect C so that C. c [ O, p1 J U [pl., <>0) and 

= - iN\+ lµ<x) ' (6.6) 

c 
since :x:.HI1"b:.)is decreasing on [O,l'~qn) and increasing on Lp~cµ),'JO)• 
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§7 The Berezin-Sinai Criterion for a First-Order Phase-Transition 
We call an interval [x1,x2J of the positive real axis a first-order 

phase-transition segment if the free-energy function -x.~ f<.~) is linear for 
:x:4 ~ x ~ x2.. Since fC'X:) = S~p { !JX" - pl~>~ , each first-order 

phase-transition segment corresponds to a point y at which the grand canonical 
pressure is non-differentiable: there exists p such that 

On such an interval, the pressure as a function of the density is constant. In 
[10], Berezin and Sinai established a criterion for the existence of a 
first-order phase-transition segment; Dobrushing [11) simplified the proof 
considerably, pointing out that the criterion reduces the question of the 
existence of a phase-transition to the question of a "violation of the law of 
large numbers" in the grand canonical ensemble. Here we point out that the 
proof of the Berezin-Sinai criterion makes use only of the large-deviation 
upper bound and this, as we have seen, holds whenever the pressure exists. 

The Berezin-Sinai Criterion 
Suppose that, for some Vo of ., , the rate function is symmetric about 

some point ~o : 

for ally. Suppose also that for some O>O: 

\P ~o f I X (. - :D0 I ~ S ] ~ c > 0 

for all .t sufficiently large. Then there is a first-order phase-transition at p0 

and the interval [-;x:0 -~, :x;:0 + SJ is contained in the 

phase-transition segment t p~l~>, 'p~tv0>] . 

Proof 
then, by hypothesis 

( 7. 1) 
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by Theorem 2, 

so that ;x:.0 -S 
therefore 

by the symmetry of 

§8 The Lower Bound in the General Setting 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

and 

We define the first-order phase-transition set F to be the union of the 
first-order phase-transition segments: 

F = U Cp'q»,p'qn] 
PE:S - + 

where 

Theorem 3 
Let l IK .t : .t = 1. 2..., • • · ) be a sequence of probability measures on 

to,oo) satisfying (Pl) and (P2); let G be an open subset of ran'Op'\.I=" 
where 'O'ptp) is the sub-differential of p ~ p; then 

Proof: 
Let y be an arbitrary point of G; choose b so that the neighbourhood 
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B~::::(y-&',y+o) is contained in G; then 

JK~(GJ ~ lK~fB~J= JI!<~tolxJ 
[7~ 

( 8. 1) 

for all µ in the domain D of lK~ (by Lemma 2 of §3). Now choose ot. so that 

y,,. 'ptqi+o(.l this is possible because, by hypothesis, y is in ran 9p'\ F. 
Then 

(8.2) 

and, by Theorem l, t IKvi.,.:) -;: Sy 
sufficiently large. Hence 

so that 11<, 11 +><- t Bs 1 > i for all l 
.(. y 2 

-I"cy> -~lo<I; 

but S was an arbitrary positive number and y an arbitrary point of G; it 

follows that 

§9 The Large Deviation Principle in the General Setting 

In this section we put together the results of §6 and §8. First, we note 

some properties of the rate-function stemming from the convexity of the 

pressure \ll-~ \:>C p> The free-energy f ( · ) is the legend re transform of p ( · ) : 

Hence 

fCX)"" Su.plpx -~Cl'>\ . 
fJ 

l"'L-:c.):: pqn + f<::c> - px ~ 0. 
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We may regard I"'<·> itself as the Legendre transform of the convex function 

o{ H> p C..!J +cl\) - t:np) ; it fo 11 ows that .:X: ....,,, I 11 ('x) is a closed convex 
function and hence lower semi-continuous, so that (LDl) holds. Since 

l"''t:c.l + plp+-ol) - pCd.) - o<.r ~ 0 , it follows that on the level set 

(9.2) 

we have 

(9.3) 

hence, for a > 0 

IA ::c = s l.Vp 0( x 
<>(,. <; [-1\,'1-] 

~VT\ + SU{J l'C.tJ+ol.) -pep> <CO . 
(9.4) 

oL 6- [-A,~] 

It follows that Lm is bounded; since ::tl--"" I~lx)is lower semi-continuous, Lm 1s 
closed; hence Lm is compact and so (LD2) holds. 

In §6 we saw that (LD3) holds whenever the pressure exists in the 
thermodynamic limit; on the other hand, it is clear from §8 that more is 
required for (LD4) to hold since it asserts the lower bound for all open sets 
while the existence of the pressure suffices to establish the lower bound only 
for open subsets of ran'Op\F . A sufficient condition for (LD4) to hold is 
that p exists and is differentiable on the whole of Rand that ran p1 = [01oo):, 
this is far from being necessary, however, as can be seen from the case of the 
free boson gas. Nevertheless, this condition is satisfied sufficiently often 
to make the following theorem useful: 
Theorem 4 

Let l\Kt ! ..t=~ 1 '2.., ... ~ be a family of sequences of probability measures 
on (01 0Q) defined for all values of f' ~ R and satisfying (Pl) and (P2). 
Suppose that p(·) is differentiable and that ran}?/= (o1 oo) : then, for each 
value of v , the sequence lK~: -t= { 1 '2.., .. .'~ satisfies the large deviation 
principle with constants lV.(,' and rate-function I"l-> given by 

wh.el"'e. 
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§10 Remarks 
I have attempted in this lecture to set out the results described in (5) 

in the framework established by Varadhan (6), thus showing the probabilistic 
consequences of the existence of the grand canonical pressure in the 
thermodynamic limit. Independently of (5), Ellis (12) proved a large deviation 
result for vector-valued random variables; his basic hypothesis is the 
existence of the limit of a sequence of cumulant generating functions, and 
Theorem 4 can be deduced from his theorem. 
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Lecture II: Large Deviations and the Boson Gas 

§1 I nt roduct ion 
In this lecture we review some large deviation results for probability 

distributions associated with the free boson gas and discuss briefly their 

application to models of an interacting boson gas. In §2 we describe the 

probabilistic setting; in §3 we review results on the free boson gas which we 

shall require; in §4 and §5 we summarize some large deviation results; in §6 

we sketch an application. 

§2 The Probabilistic Setting 
Our ultimate aim is to compute thermodynamic functions for certain models 

of an interacting boson gas. The physical relevance of these calculations will 

not be discussed here; we shall concentrate on the probabilistic aspects of 

the investigation. 
The probability space 0. on which the models are defined is the space of 

terminating sequences of non-negative integers: an element V.J of .11 is a 

sequence 

satisfying Lj;?;-1 wcj> < o0. 

The basic random variables, the occupation numbers, are the evaluation 

maps ()' j : ..(), ~ .N given by 

( 2. l ) 

The sequence ( H ..t : .t = ", '2., .•. ) of free-gas hamiltonians is defined by 

( 2. 2) 

where {'\.I j) : j = 1, 1. >. •. ) is a ordered sequence of real numbers 

associated with a region A-t of some Euclidean space Rd: 

0 = 'A l n ~ A t 2-) ~ · · • 
{ '{, 

(2.3) 
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The total number of particles N (W) is defined by 

(2.4) 

We define, for 1-1< 0 , the grand canonical measure !Pf [ · 1 on ..0 and the 
grand canonical pressure f'tl~) : 

( 2. 5) 

where 

e,~Vt.P/µ>= L e,(.3{pN£w>-H-tcwit. (2.6) 
WE .Q 

Because of (2.3), both (2.5) and (2.6) hold for ~<0. The mean particle 
number density 1E ~ [ Xi) , where X.t,., N /V..i and IE~ [ · J denotes the 
expectation with respect to the probability measure IP~[·) , is given by 

Using an identity known to Euler, we have 

so that we write 

where the partial pressure \'(!JI).) is given by 

Lemma l. For each µ<O , the occupation numbers are independent, 
geometrically distributed random variables: 

(2. 7) 

(2.9) 

m~<p-'.>.lj>) (2.11) 
IP~ ( 0--1 ? m1 == e. .i 
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Proof: For 0(1 ~ 0 ) 1 ::: oi I 2.) ' '' we have 

[."' l e,~I.;~1 o<~<ri] n (1 e~lµ-'>..,(.Li' '> 
• = .(. 

~~· ( '\ eP>lf' -t-Ol.j - \tp>) 

It is convenient to introduce the distribution function 

( 2. 12) 

with respect to this, (2.9) can be rewritten as 

(2.13) 

the mean particle density is given by 

(2. 14) 

We note that, for each t , fJ "' P.c.. l rJ) is a convex function defined on 
(-tf\l, O) ; we define 

= +ex:) (2.15) 

and 

( 2. 16) 

Then each ft is a closed convex function defined on the whole of IR; its 
essential domain is 

In order to prove the existence of the pressure in the thermodynamic limit, it 
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is necessary to make some assumptions about the ~<lj) and the\[~ 

<P.ll~):: .f e-~>. dFt('A) we formulate conditions: 
co,"°> 

( Sl) 

exists for all f!> in (O, oO). 

(S2) cj;(~) is non-zero for at least one value of~~ (OJoO). 

These conditions are weak restrictions on the sequences; their 
verification in a particular instance can involve some hard analysis. 

§3 Results Concerning the Free Boson Gas 

putting 

In this section we review some results on the general theory of the free 
boson gas; the proofs can be found in [l]. 

Proposition l. Suppose that (Sl) and (S2) hold; then the following limits 
exist. 

( 1 ) 

( 2) 

They are related by 

Moreover, we have 

p<1-1) = Llwi P.tcµ), 
.(.7oO 

FO,l = Um ~('AL 
,{...,co 

}J < 0 ) 

fltJ) = f ptµl).)o\F{~). 
[01CIO) 

I p ( ,_,) = 

The standard example is the following one: let h.(= - ~~ in A-r, with 
Oirichlet conditions on 1JA<, where (/\..{: ...(,=:: 1,1> ... 1 is a sequence of 
dilations of a convex region in Rd which eventually fills out the whole of ~d; 
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let E.i<-t) ~ e<..l'l.) ~ •• · 

At lj) = €LlJ) - 8.c..lO 

be the eigenvalues of h1 and put 
C l\.J./'J.. 

then (Sl) and (52) hold and F ('A)= ~ " · 

Next we define the critical density Pe : 
if '). ~ p/c o l '>. > is integrable on i: o, O<J) with respect to F, put 

J p1co\.X)&\FC'-); ( 3. l ) 
t.o,ao> 

put Pe-::. oO otherwise. 
It follows from the dominated convergence principle that if Pc is finite 

then 

Clearly, if r('A)""' 'Atr 
then 1=(),)_,,0 asA~O 

€.>o> i=co < ~€ e~E: Pc 
finite if and only if d > 2. 

with c:t'> '\ then Pc is finite; if Pc is finite 

(In fact, we have the more precise estimate: for 

Note that in the standard example, Pc is 

Again it is convenient to follow the standard conventions for convex 

functions in extending p to the whole of R: we define p(O) = limµ~o plp) 
and put p qn = +o0) IJ /' o . Si nee p is convex and differentiable for 

fJ<O I r.:to) = U111,oto p'c IJ) ... fc . Define P:lo) to be + 00 and p_'cp) = r: l}') =-too 
for p>o . Then p is a closed convex function on the whole of R. 

The sub-differential '3\' is given by 

(3.3) 

For fixed£, the function tJ ~ p£q;) is strictly increasing on (-oo,.o) and 

pitµ)~ 0 as p-;.-aO while p~q.>l ~ oo as /J-7' o since \_in=: O . It 

follows that the equation 

(3.4) 
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has a unique solution PtlP) in (-0010) for each(> in (o,oa) On the 

other hand, for Pc < r:10 , the function µ ~ p1(1.J > increases from zero to Pe-
asp ranges through c-oo, o) It is convenient to define pep> for p in 

(o,oo) to be the unique root of 

p1c,n = P (3.5) 

if p <. Pc and to be zero if P ~ Pc 
Defining 

so that Jl/ p) is the pressure at mean density (J and JI :: p o /J , we 

have 

Proposition 2. Suppose that (Sl) and (52) hold; then 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

µ ( p) ' 

I.AM J1itPJ = JTrpJ , 
~ ~00 

t(X) ~ s~ l µx.. - pq .. n; = X}JlX.)-J(tX). 

,., <. 0 

Thus we have a first-order phase-transition when Pc is finite; the 

first-order phase-transition segment is (Pc, 0\1). 

§4 Large Deviations of the Particle Number Density 

Let IK~ = !P~ o X~' be the distribution function of the particle 

number density X.i.= N/V-c It follows from Theorem 1 that, for,U<O,l"\l<~} 
converges weakly to the degenerate di stri buti on 0 p concentrated at p = r'c"'). 
It follows from Theorem 2 that the Large Deviation upperbound (LD3) holds for ~<0 

with rate-function r (.) given by 

( 4. l) 
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However, the existence of the pressure is not sufficient to ensure that the 

Large Deviation 1 owerbound ho 1 ds for an arbitrary open subset of to, <>0) when fc 
is finite; although ran op= [o,oc) the existence of the first-order 

phase-transition segment [fc, oe) prevents an application of Theorem 3 to the 

whole of [O,oo) . Nevertheless, as we shall see, special features of the free 

boson gas enable us to establish the Large Deviation lowerbound (LD4). 

Theorem f Suppose that ( S 1 ) and ( S2) hold; then, for v <. O , the sequence 

satisfies the Large Deviation Pri nci p 1 e with constants \ Vt · . ..t = 1, 1., ... ~ and 

rate function r~(•) given by 

I"cx) X<O. (4.2) 

Proof: 
It was proved in §9 of Lecture l that (LDl), (LD2) hold and in §6 that 

( LD3) ho 1 ds; it remains to prove that, for each open subset G of ( o,. o0) : 

.\ 'lK""'[Gj ~_:Mr 111C?C). 
'PV{ lM t , G"t" ( 4. 3) 

Let y be an arbitrary point of G; choose S > 0 so that B~ = ( y- & • 1 + & )C Cl 
and tt such that p_f<p+tt)='j. Then,asin§8,wehave 

IK~(GJ ~ e{>Vil~ilp+t.i) - P-c.lp>-t.ty- ott.1,,i1 IK"(tt[Bp 

so that 

UIY\ iM+ _1 lM IK~ ( G l ;?:. 
A. .., <><:) p, v {, 
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We now have to distinguish two cases: if y<p, then ~tyJ<.0 and we make 

use of the fact that 1'...,l'lt·'> is differentiable for tJ ..:.o ; then, by 
Theorem l, for a 11 ).. sufficiently large II<.'"' -rt .c. t B 0) > .1. and hence 

.(.. y 2.. 

\,itw\ \n.f _1_ ~ U<.""-rtt [ e,o 1 = 0 ~ 
t_,, oo ev<- t Y 

(4.4) 

on the other hand, if y ~Pc we have pty > = 0 and we must proceed 
differently. 

Lemma2 Let N1 and N2 be independent non-negative integer-valued random 

variables with means m1 and m2 respectively. Suppose that N1 is geometrically 

distributed and that o ~ \ ; then 

(4.5) 

Proof: 
The interval e>,, = (m +rn -1, m4 + rn + l) m,+-M'I- 1 2. l. contains a unique 

integer 110 ~ m I t-Wl2. • Now 

no 
~ .L. IPL N4 = n 0 - ~ 1 IP [.'V\1.,,. \'\ J • (4.6) 

""'o 
Since N1 is geometrically distributed, YI rl IPlN1=VI) 

function so that 

ho 

is a decreasing 

'r. \PtN~=n0 -\1}IPCNi.=nJ ~ {P[N, .. Yl0 ] \P[Yl'l."'°n]. (4.7) 
n-o 
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Now 

(4.8) 

and 

m. ----, 
"lr\ 1 +- M4 

(4.9) 

by Markov's Inequality. Hence 

Returning to the proof of Theorem I,, it fo 11 ows from Lemma 1 that O"" is 

geometrically distributed; applying the Lemma with N1 "'01 and N1. = N-cr1 , 

wehave "'' =e.~(~+t,, and ro 1 +m'2.•V.y ; thus 
m. +- 1 ... 

f e~tp+t,c.H\/l.~+1) 

YtY ' 
(4. ll) 

~· for Vt ~ g . It follows that 

Urt- \~ - 1- kt \K y+tt [ B~ 1 = O 
l~OQ ~VA- t,. 

(4.12) 

since, for 'j ~fc 1 ., + t.(. ~ 0 . Thus we have, in both cases, 

(4.13) 
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for all y in G, since 8 was arbitrary. Hence 

§5. A Large Deviation Result for the Occupation Measure 
We introduce a measure-valued random variable 

(4.14) 

where SX [B] = 1 if ?<. is in B and is zero otherwise. Then L,t maps.(), into 
the space E"" Mt ( R~) of positive bounded measures on the positive real 
1 i ne. Let JK>t = IP~ o L~ 1 be the induced probability measure on E; in terms 
of this we can express the expectation of a functional of Lt as an integral 
over E. For example, 

where ~(m) = -!!- llmll.._ and 
'2._ 

deviation result without proof: 

= 

. We state the large 

TheoremQ Suppose that (Sl) and (52) hold and that the density of states is 
strictly positive on (ojoo) ; then, for ._,< o , the sequence H<l:t = IP~oL~'} 
of probability measures on IV\~(IR+) satisfies the Large Deviation Principle 
with constants f Ve J and rate-function J /J [,] , given by 

1"[\'lf\1 = Sl.Vf> l < 'tn ,t > - C:"'[t1 l ( 5. l ) 
t € -&"' 

where 

c ""tt1 = r l pltJ+tt'>dl?\) - p(IJ 1'->)o\FO.) ( 5. 2) 
( 0 J 00) 

and 

{,"' ::::. l t E CC.RT): .Sl.Uf> ~ t().) - "' < -tJl (5.3) 
[.01oO) 
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§6 An Application 
In this section, we sketch an application to the statistical mechanics of 

a model of the interacting boson gas. We consider the diagonal model [4] for 
which the hamiltonian is 

Cl() oO 

+ ..t Er; U('>.ltl,">dJ>)O"i(c.>)G"jC~). (6.1) 
2V<, -t=I ,j .. 1 .t t 

The last two terms in this hamiltonian have different asymptotic behaviour for 
large i. The hamiltonian 

IWI. ~ ! :1. OI') '1. 'L 
H. (tu) = H.(.(t.l) + - i 2..N(/.U) - .r: ct3(W) J 

'- 'l.V<. )=1 

was introduced by Huang, Yang and Luttinger [3]; the model has been 
' investigated, using large deviation methods, by van den Berg, Lewis and Pule [2] 

Here we report a result on the perturbed mean field model obtained in [5]; the 
hamiltonian is given by 

'i. 

If we assume that \11 IR_,Ris continuous, bounded and positive then we 
can use Theorem2 of §5 to obtain the following result (see [5J): 

' Theorem Suppose that (51) and (52) hold and that the density of states is 
strictly positive on (0.100); the'n the ;;;;sure pPMF (p) corresponding to the 
sequence of hami 1 toni ans £ HP~F J is given by 

bPMF 
r lP) = 

PMF 
- f (\tr\1 i ) 

(6.3) 
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where 

r?Mr 
,. ('('I'\ 1 = 

and 

+ ~ f S vc:>.,l'> tn<.:;l.>.J tn<.il>. 1> 
to,oo) ro,oOl _ ( J (Sop)('>..> JF(,.\) 

l0.10C) 

(6.4) 

5(:X::l (\ + x)l-t-.C\ + :x:) - x\Mx ..:, (6.5) 

here 

(6.6) 

is the Lebesgue decomposition of m with respect to ol F O.) 
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Lecture III: The Large Deviation Principle for the Kac Distribution 

§1 Introduction 
In 1971, Kac discovered that, for the free boson gas, the canonical and 

grand canonical ensembles are not strictly equivalent although they give rise 
to the same equation of state. This manifests itself in the fact that, above 
the critical density, the grand canonical distribution of the particle number 
density is not asymptotically degenerate; in the standard example (where the 
single-particle hamiltonian is a constant multiple of the Laplacian with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions in a star-shaped region and the thermodynamic 
limit is taken by dilating the region about an interior point, holding the mean 
number density fixed) the distribution is exponential; in general, when the 
distribution converges, it converges to an infinitely-divisible distribution. 
For a full discussion of these aspects of the free boson gas, see [l] and [2]; 
using their terminology, we shall refer to the grand canonical distribution of 
the number density as the Kac distribution. 

Kac conjectured that the lack of equivalence of ensembles in the strict 
sense was a pathology of the free gas which would disappear in the presence of 
a repulsive interaction, however weak. To test this idea, Davies [3] studied 
in great detail a mean-field model of an interacting boson gas. He proved 
that, if the mean-field potential is strictly convex, the Kac distribution is 
asymptotically degenerate. In [4], a general result was proved, from which it 
was deduced that the Kac density is asymptotically degenerate whenever the 
free-energy exists and is strictly convex. In §2 of this lecture, we adapt the 
arguments of [4] to prove that the Kac distribution satisfies Varadhan's Large 
Deviation Principle whenever the free-energy density exists in the 
thermodynamic limit; in §3, we provide an alternative proof to that given in 
Lecture II of the result that the Kac distribution for the free boson gas 
satisfies Varadhan's Large Deviation Principle. The result proved in §2 
applies also to mean-field models, even when the mean-field potential is 
non-convex; in such cases, it is possible for the free-energy density in the 
thermodynamic to be non-convex; nevertheless the Kac density satisfies the 
Large Deviation Principle, albeit with a non-convex rate function (examples of 
such rate-functions were given by Ellis [6], see also [7].) 

To illustrate the situation which can arise with a non-convex 
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rate-function, we investigate in §3 of this paper the model discussed by Davies 
in [3). In s4, we describe in detail possible asymptotic distributions for the 
Kac distribution in this example. 

The results described in this lecture are based on joint work with 
Zagrebnov and Pul~ [Jll. 

§2. A Large Deviation Result 
Varadhan's Theorem [5] concerns the asymptotic behaviour of integrals 

with respect to a sequence of probability measures satisfying the Large 
Deviation Principle and extends Laplace's Method to infinite dimensional 
spaces. Even in the case of a one-dimensional space, it has advantages over 
Laplace's Method: it applies to a wider class of measures and to a wider class 
of integrands. 

Let E be a complete separable metric space and f IK.< : .{ = ~, '1 1 ... ) 

a sequence of probability measures on the Borel subsets of E: let { V {' .e, .. 1, z, ... ) 
be a sequence of pas it i ve constants such that V1.. ._,. c0 • We say that ( IK t l 
obeys the Large Deviation Principle with constants f Vd and rate-function 
I(•) if there exists a function I: E-.:;. to)oo] satisfying: 

(LD1): I(•) is lower semi-continuous on E. 
(LD2): Foreachm<oo,theset f;x::!(z>~m) 

(LD3): For each closed subset C of E, 

U"" su..ip _'\_IM IK cc l .$ 
.(.1'00 V1.., t 

(LD4): For each open subset G of E, 

·Iii\+ l ( ::x; ) • 
c 

'e;+ l (:C.) • 

is compact. 

A version of Varadhan's Theorem adequate for many applications in statistical 
mechanics is the following: 
Varadhan's Theorem 

Let t \l<..d be a sequence of probability measures on E satisfying the 
Large Deviation Principle with constants lV'i1 and rate-function I(•). Let 
G : E-+R be a continuous function which is bounded above on the set U SUfp \K . 

<~1 <. 
Then 
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In [4], Pule and I proved a large deviation result whose main hypothesis 
was the existence of the free-energy in the thermodynamic limit; at the time 
we were not aware of Varadhan's work and so our result was not formulated 
within that frame-work. Here we reorganize the proof given in [4] to establish 
a result within the Varadhan scheme; this enables us to give a simpler proof 
of the free-boson gas result proved in Lecture II. 

Let t{:.t: ~ =1,'l)···) be a seque~ of functions f{ ~ t0 1 a;:i)_,,.\R 
Satisfying f.t (O) = 0) the grand Canonical preSSUre r {tJ) determined by 
f .l is defined by ..(, 

_1_ , . f 0 ~ vt l tJ x - fi. t x. n rt un == \M v m{ \. &<x-] 
~Vt ro1 ao) 

where, for each Borel subset A of (c,,<XJ) 

n·\tA1 = 2: &\'l (A1 
YI~ 0 Vt 

l ~ :c ~ A , 
:ic ~ Ac) 

and S [A 1 x 
::: 

and ~ Vt) is a sequence of positive constants J Vt ~ oo . 

For each \J for which 'Pt qJ) is finite, the Kac distribution lK~ determined 
by f is defined on the Borel subsets of [ o 1 oo) by - t 

e:-~Vif'tl>'> f e~Vd.vx 
A 

We prove the following theorem: 

Theorem l 
Suppose that, on each compact, the sequence l f. .c. ~ .t. = 4, 2..J ... ~ is 

bounded below and converges uniformly to a lower semi-continuous function f. 
Let \J<lO be defined by 

Then for each p<po0Jthe grand canonical pressure 'Pl!J) = ~ f'-ttf'-') exists 
{.-l>o<l 

and is given by the Legendre-Fenchel transform off: 



Moreover, the sequence t!K>'t: .t~ 1,1.., ••• } satisfies the Large 

Deviation Principle with constants lV-~) and rate-function I~(.) given by 

Proof: 

Put and 3tx> == JVX -fl") so that we can 

write 

= 

Choose A such that p <. A <. t'oo j choose m such that 

~~ ( .i iM.f fkl:ic'I) 
:X:.-t-o() :X:. k?J;WI 

7 A 

then there exists x1 such that ~ <.x:) ::>Ax for a 11 ;x:.';:. X-1 and all { >\"('I j 

hence ~.t.{.JC) "'-(A-!')~ for all X > 'l:1 and .t >m, and 9c~>~-CA-µ)x 
for all :x:: > x 1 • But g ( 0) = 0 so that 

Now g is upper semi-continuous 

supremum of g on C OJ x 1 ) is 

and bounded above on compacts, so that the 

attained at some point x 0 in to 1 X 1 l ; hence 

f M ~ 
( \.> '> = Sl.ll\> 

. to,oo) 
'3 (~) = < oO 

Furthermore, given e > O, there exists o > 0 such that '3 (X'0 ) - ~ex:)<~ 
for x in C :c0 - ~ , x.., + 8) by the uniformity of convergence on compacts 

which was postulated for {f-t\, there exists m' such that, for all ..t? m', 
~l'JC} - ~(lXl < j: for all x in t x0 -S 1 X. 0 + S] . Thus 

we have, for all .(, sufficiently large, 
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si nee eventua 11 y ( X-11 - S , X0 +- o ) contains at 1 east one point of 

{ n ,, t . Since e > o was arbitrary, we have 
- :Vl.,,,0,1, ... )"'J 
Vt 

-t IM ~ e~V-t<.'.h'x)m-<rdx;1 
~V-t c.o,oo) 

On the other hand , 

for all t sufficiently large; hence, since 3<x0)~ o and (A- fJ)X 1 7 0, 

we have 
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and the statement concerning the pressure is proved' si nee ~) 0 was 

arbitrary. 

We turn to the proof of the assertion concerning the sequence 
llK~: .f..:.i,-z., ... ~. 

(LDl) holds by the hypothesis that x~fc~1is lower semi-continuous. 

It follows that, for each\'\'\ <«J , the set Lt11 = {x:I'lx)i;;m}is closed; 

for :ic"' Lm , we have 

on the other hand, we have shown that, for X:>x1, foe) ~Ax, Hence, either 

::c ~ 'X-t or x ~ ""A-,!~> so that Lm is bounded and (LD2) holds. 

For a closed set C, we have, given ~>O, 

IK~lC) ~ e~Vtp{,lV) e~V.c{~~o,:ril'j{X) + e) 5 lnt,(c:{'CJ 

Cl) (O,X1.J 

+ r 

for all .t sufficiently large and all x2 in (OJoo) • 

Si nee SI.Np j ex) ~· s~ 1 <;c) we have 
CntoJ~:i C 

for a 11 iv sufficiently 1 arge. Now choose ::x:2.?: x 1 such that 

S~ ~ (~) + (A - µ) .xi. ~ 0 . 
c 
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Hence 

= - ~ 11\x) 
c 

and (LD3) holds. 

Let G be an arbitrary open subset of to 1 cQ) given E-7 O and ~ 

in G, choose O such that (':f- 6 ,y+S >= 'O~ c G and 9ty)-_5(X:l..::. { 

for all x in B~ (this is possible since g is upper semi-continuous). Thus, 
for .(,. sufficiently large, 

= 

But eventually By'& contains at 1 east one point of t ~ : 'r1 = "'?.. > '"J 
V<. 

so that nit l ~~) ~ 1 and hence 

l.MviiM+ .2.-~U<~tG1 ~ -pqn-t-~Vy) = -l"'ty>) 
.t, if' ao ~ Vt 

since this inequality holds for each point of G, we have 

~ ~ _ 1_ l\i\ IK~ r G 1 ~ s~ l - l~'t'i > )-= - '\N\-( l,.,tyl 
~~~ ~~ G G 

and (LD4) holds. 

Let N(r.>) ~ I.,. c::r-j· lw) denote the total number of particles in the 
a~I 

configuration w ; then the canonical partition function Z{ L\'\) is defined by 

Z ln) 
{ = 

- f3\-\.t(l'.Al) 
e 

(w~.D..:NCc.:i):nj 
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It is convenient to put Z.tLo) =< 1 

is defined first on the 

The free-energy density f ~ l:.01 0'J)-+ IR 
(, 

by 

then extended to the whole of [.o,iio) by linear interpolation. Using the 
methods of [ ~ I and the results of [ 1) one may prove in the case of the free 
boson gas, (see the Appendix): 

Theorem 2 
Suppose that ( S 1) and ( S 2) ho 1 d; then on each compact subset of ( o J ooJ 

the sequence if t l is bounded and converges uniformly on compacts to a convex 
function f satisfying flo)-=. 0 ; moreover, JJoo = o. 
Putting together this result with Theorem 1 of the previous section, we have 

Corollary 
Suppose that ( S 1 ) and ( S 2) ho 1 d; then, for each t' < o , the sequence 

\IK~ ~ -t .. t 1 2. 1 ... ~ satisfies the Large Deviation Principle with constants {V(.1 
and rate-function IP(.) given by 

P'('lCl = -t*<.v) +foe) -JJX (3.4) 

and pcµ' :::: f * t i-> > • 

Remark 
It may seem surprising that no use appears to have been made of the 

special features of the free boson gas, while the earlier proof of this result 
made fairly delicate use of the fact that the occupation numbers 

-t c::i-0• : j = 4> 2.J ... j , in the grand canonical ensemble, are independent 
geometrically distributed random variables. It is worthwile, perhaps, to 
examine this point further. The grand canonical measure IP~ is defined by 

-P.Vtf.-LI') A { µNli.>) - \-1<.(t.l>} 
lP~(<..>) = el"' "' er 

for each p < O an easy calculation, see [l) for instance, yields 

(3.5) 
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By expressing N as cs--1 t- (N- <S"-1) and using (3.5), a lower bound was 

obtained for P ~ [. X.(.. e 'O~ l , where >\,= 1'< /y.(. and y == Et 1: X.( 1 .i 
this was required for the proof in Lecture II that (LD4) holds. However, the 

use of (3.5) can be detected in the proof of Theorem 2: the convexity of the 

functions ::c i-+ .ft t:e> was used to prove the uniform convergence of the 

sequence [f-<- 1 on compacts; the proposition that ft is convex is equivalent to 

the proposition that the inequality Z.{("')'2.;_;,. Zt<V\H)Z{.t\'\-1) 

holds for each n -;::;1 , but this is equivalent to the proposition that 

VJ i-+ IP~ [ cr-1),::......,, IN-= YI J is an increasing function in view of the 

result, proved in [gJ, that 

- W\ ~" t_i) e <- Z.t (V\-1'\'\) 
} 'm .:$ Y\ ) 

!P t' lcr· 3' tTl IN= n] 
..e., j 

0 

Z.t LYI) 

Following Davies [3), we consider the hamiltonian 

) 

where H.e,, is the free-gas hami 1 toni an of ( 3. 1) and x t = NI v{,, is the 

(3.6) 

particle number density; unlike Davies, we require only that w ~ 'l.01 00)....,, IR.. 

be lower semi-continuous and satisfy 

Wlo) = 0 J + oO ( 3. 7) 

it then follows that 

(3.8) 
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Using Theorem 2 and (3.7), we verify that l t<: .t=~,'L .... 1r satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem l with 
result follows from Theorem l: 

VOil = cO we conclude that the following 

Theorem 3 
Suppose that (S l) and (S 2) hold and that the mean-field hamiltonian 

(3.6) satisfies (3.7); then for each IJ<CO the grand canonical pressure 
p<.v1 = U"" l'. (I}) exists and is given by the Legendre-Fenchel transform ,..._, .... ...~o() 1. 

f* of f, where 

.f (:x: ) = f (x:) -1- w l x) (3.9) 

and f is the free-energy density of the free boson gas, and the sequence 
tK"'t: t= l,'l.., ... \ of Kac distributions determined by {:f.t: .(..{,'l, ... j 

satisfies the Large Deviation Principle with constants f\.'l} and rate-function 
I (p) given by 

( 3. l 0) 

N rJ N 

It follows that p* = f** = conv f, where conv g denotes the convex envelope of 
g; hence the intervals [ ~_::q.n, p~lµJ] of discontinuity of the 
derivative of p correspond to the linear segments in the convex envelope of f. 
We cone l ude once more that { lK ~} is asymptoti ea lly degenerate whenever w is 
strictly convex. 

§4 The Asymptotics of the Kac Distribution 
"" In this section we examine the consequences of the non-convexity of f for 

'"' the asymptotics of the Kac distribution. We consider the case where conv f has 
precisely one linear segment Cp_ 1 P+1 and f(:ic)-;.- Conu-.fc:ic) for x in (P._,P+) 
the general situation should be clear from this discussion. We recall that the 
asymptotic Kac distribution lK" =Um lK~ gives the decomposition of the ..t .:iooO 

grand canonical limiting state < ·>"' into extremal (canonical) limiting 
states < . >p 

<·>I-'= S <·>plK.v[cAp1 
ro/oo) 

( 4. l) 
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In general, if IK µ = 4~o.JK~ exists its support is contained in the 

set l :x:: 1 I"< '.lC > = o} however, if this set consists of more than one 

point there is no guarantee that the sequence { K"-t ~ .e. = -<, '2., • · ·) 

converges. Nevertheless, by the Helly selection principle, { lK~ •.t = 1,1, .. ,) 

contains at least one convergent subsequence; in the case under consideration, 
,..J 

where conv ?'has precisely one linear 

we have three cases determined by Pc 

hence ~~ < f'c} = P+ ) so that l'c 
conv f: 

I : ~< 1-'c 
-p -I> 8 
IK-t - ll<. = p<p> 

1[ : p::. 1-'c. there exists 
exists and 

segment t p_ , P+ 1 and f is non-convex, 
whi eh is defined by p _''c l'c) .:. p_ (and 

is the slope of the linear segment of 

~/ 

pqJ) = ~ (IJ) . (4.2) 

such that 

(4.3) 

..._I 
pcµ> = \' qn . ( 4. 4) 

We sketch the proof of II; the 
cl ear. Choose p0 such that 

proof of the remaining cases should then be 

p_ < Po < P+ ; 
A+ = (p0 ,co). Then l K~c lA_H is a let A_ :: [ o / Pa ) and 

bounded sequence of real numbers and hence contains a convergent subsequence 

l R /.le [A 1 : k = 1,'.t ,. •• 1 
t1< -

Consider the case in which 

Then 

S -t x. - Pe 
e. II<. .t l dx 1 

[o1 oo) k 
= tKl'c lA 1 ( -tx L- [d.x1 

-t1<.. - JA_ e I<.. 

- ( -t:>c I -1- o\ 1 + ( \ - lK Pc l A 1) J e I- L l x: 
-4.. - A "' + 
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where 
-k 
IKt: r AnA_J 

lkl'' [A 1 
t" -

Now lL~\ and l L~! satisfy the large deviation principle with 
N ~ M 

rate-functions r- and r+ respectively, where r· (I+) is the restriction of I to 
A"(A+). Now 1- has a unique minimum at P.. and 1+ has a unique minimum at 
hence 

-tp_ 
o< e + 

so that converges weakly to 

The remaining cases are clear. 
It remains to consider case II in more detail: we investigate the possible 
dependence of 0(,, on the subsequence f £j : j = 1, 2, ... J . We remark, in 
passing, that if we adopt the quasi-average approach of Bogoliubov [9], we get 

(4.5) 

On the other hand, the generalized quasi-average procedure 
scan the whole interval o ~ <>< ~ <\ : here we put p{ == 
and get the following limiting values: 
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where = 

1' >I 

Note that 

& p_ 
o<. e 

o< />p_ +Cl - <A) l•P+ 
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(4.6) 

(4. 7) 

(4.8) 



Now we can choose B and l 0 sufficiently large so that 

+ 

for x..;t.B and {;p . Th·isfollowsfromthefactthat 

and the fact that {t (X) ;;y -- x for x > B and .{ > ,£ 0 

) '?-- ( t: - 6 
[B,oo) 

\im W(Xl ::: c0 
:x:...,oo x 
Then for t ?; o) 

-~Vt.P('1lf -(:t-6vt-1" 1)x ~Vdt>c.X-W(X.)-f{p:.l\ 
e ,<, c e e mt r d.xJ 

LB i oe) 

< 

Therefore 
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and the proof of (4.7) and (4.8) follows as for (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4). 

We end with some remarks on boson condensation in this situation; it is 

only necessary to comment on the case in which the Bose-Einstein critical 

density Pc. lies between p_ and P+ . In this case we have, in the standard 

example described in the introduction perturbed by the mean-field term \/{ '\\f(X~> 

the following result for the occupation of the ground state. 

tE /J ( O"'A ] 
t Vt 

(4.9) 

Appendix: The free-energy density of the free boson gas 

Here we prove the results about the free-energy density of the free boson 

gas which we used in the body of the paper. First, we remark that, as 

so that \' t C. I.I) ~ oO as p increases to zero. Moreover, it was proved in [ l ] 

that when (S 1) and (S 2) hold. we have p(f.>) = lAW> h q.n exists for )J<O 
r .\. .... oo rt 

and is given by 'pqn = [ p( !JI 'A )c\'F(>.) 
O;Ol:I) 

where pc'"' 1 "> :: e.~ 1 w, ( 1 _ ~ - ~ t :>.- "") ) - ~ . 

It was proved also that 

:::: 

is given by 

"" p l.. JC) 

where plx)"" O 
for x. < Pc: 

defining 

X f.J<X) 

for :c.;;>- Pc and \J(X) is the unique real root of .J: = r'< pl 

the function pq1), defined on c.-oo,o) is extended 

= p q..1) = 
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Lenuna 1 
The function ~ t+ f,<~> is convex. 

Proof: It is enough to prove that, for each n, 

+ .!.f.(n+\) 
2. -t Vi 

that is, that 

z (\'\ - 1.) 7.. ( \'\ + ") 
(. t 

where 

We proceed by induction on the number of levels: .et 

k z.(, {n) 

Fork= 1, the result (*) holds trivially. 
Assume that 

so that 

Now 
Zk+o\ 

t C n) 
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for a 11 YI ~ 1 , 



where 

so that 

== s + 

where 

s = 

while 

= s 
Thus 

, zk+ 1 )2. 
\ -t (h) 

k+ i kt1 
Z-t ( " - 1) Z.t ( 11 + 1 ) 

• 
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Lenuna 2 

For the free boson gas, the finite-volume free-energy density is a 

decreasing function: 

for all x '?:-:f • 

Proof: 

Since x ~ ft{X) is convex, it has a line of support at each point: 

for each y, there exists a!(y) such that 

for all x. 

Suppose there exists a point x0 where \(x0 ) > O; then, for each IJ < o , we 

have 

) 

But 'pttVl-? cO as jJ '1' o 
and 

contradiction. Hence a-t{Y) ~ O for all y 

for a 11 x ~y 11111 
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Lemma 3 

For all 
lf 

1 i m i nf f ( x ) ~ p ( :c ) = 
l ~"° .(. 

sup \ )JX - pCp>} • 
IJ<O 

Proof: We have 

for 0 < x < oO . 

e!?>V.tl?itJJ> = ~ ef3V.tlf.c(~t) - >'~-t} 
11~0 

for each n. 

Since f-tlX:) is defined for all x in (OJoo> by linear interpolation it 

follows that 

p.t.tp) ~ - f{, (:JC,) 
for all x in (o,ro) 

+ /J .:x: 

thus 

ft t~> ~ I-' :JC - f{ ltJ) 

so that 

\,kn ~t ft (X.) 3 )J :JC - 'P q.11 
Hence 

{. ~ o() 

Um ln.f { pq>) 3 * f.tl?C) ~ s IA.f> !J :c - == pc::c> 
-t""oo /J<O 

II 

Lemma 4 For a 11 \Awi SL\...\° f (:C) * ::ic < fl c. ) ~pCx:). 

t -") co 
.{ 
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Proof: For the measure IK ~ defined in § 2 we have 

Now for the free boson gas if tJ< O , (see [l] ), 

Pt un - I' .t c 1.1 - o t > 

&i. 
= 'p I ( f.J) 

Therefore {IK~ 1 converges weakly to s\>'on . 
Let x e to, Pc J and SE (0 1 (1.)) ; 

. IK!J(?C)-0 I 
11 m ~ [ ( p (f.1cx: l - 'lo ) _, :x:J] = 1 . 
t +«:l 

then 

eiu.t_,by Lemma 2 , 

~ ?>~.t IMV{ (x - p~ycx>-16) + 1) - ft(xl 

+ ( pt'X) - & ) p1( pcx > - '26) - P.t ( }J [:C) - & ) 

Thus lim sup ft<x> :::; (!J<x>-O)\:/q.1c::c1-2o) -ptfJ<X>-O'> . 
.t ~ 00 

Si nee p and p' are continuous ( [ l]) and o is arbitrary, this proves the lemma. 

Lemma 5 For all 

Proof: By Lemma 2, for every e > o and x ~ Pc , we have 

.ftcx.) ~ +le Pe - €.) 
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hence 

Umst,vf fC'JC) ~ 
t,co t 

But, by lemma 4, we have 

~ S"{> ft tpt - E) 
..(,~oo 

so that 

lM-n s~ ftCPc. - f:). 
t ~ cO 

< P~ < Pc. - € > , 

si nee e is arbitrary and p is continuous 1111 
Si nee p•( x) ==\:>*<Pc.) for x. ~ Pe. , we have by Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 

that 

lim sup f (:x:J ~ l',lf(x) for :x: :;?:- o · 
.t _., 00 t 

Combining this with Lemma 3, we establish Theorem 2:lim f p::) = )'*cxJ Cilno {ft\ 
t~ao l 

is bounded on compacts>by Lemma 2. 

Since f<.{:x:) .-so , tJao ~o From the inequality ftlx> ~ 1-JX - p-tqn 
for I-' <.O in Lemma 3,we get !Joo ~O 1111 
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Lecture IV: Limit Theorems for Stochastic Processes Associated 

with a Boson Gas 

§1 Introduction 
In this lecture, we discuss the density of particles having energy less 

than 'A in a boson system as a stochastic process indexed by A . Recall that 

the hamiltonian for the free boson gas is given by 

( 1. 1 ) 

where 0 = '.A.tln ~At( 'l.) ~ • '· 

the grand canonical pressure ~((p) 
For a system in a region of volume '\/{, 

is defined for }' < o by 

pt (/..1) = ~ ~ l L e.~ ( p N<c • .>l - H.«w>)} 

~v{ wdl 
( 1. 2) 

In Lecture II, we recalled results (proved in [3]) on the existence of the 

pressure in the thermodynamic limit: 

Um "(J.J) . 
t 'co t 

( 1. 3) 

In order to discuss the phenomenon of boson condensation, we introduced in [3] 

the family of random variables {Xt(»'.A.): 'A~OJ defined by 

(l.4) 

For the free boson gas, we have the following result: 

Theorem l 

Suppose that (S l) and (S 2) hold: then, for Pc finite, 

= (p ( l. 5) 
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Here IE.~[·] denotes the expectation taken with respect to the grand canonical 
probability measure IPr [ ·] with fJ .. J.lilP> ; it is the expectation at 
fixed mean density. 

Proof: 
From the definition of X{ ('A) , we have 

== J \? 1q.1<p>l>.>dF('A) =P- f1' 1l}~<p1l>.)olrc.\).(l.6} 
tO,_) t -l [i.,oo) t l 

I J 

But, for I' .t: \ , the sequence 

converges uniformly in 1-J on compacts to 

s 

Hence, by Proposition 2 of [2], we have for A:::> O: 

= P - r pcµ1>.)a'F(A) 
u,oo) 

But, by hypothesis, Pc is finite so that we may invoke the dominated 
convergence principle to conclude that 
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(l. 7) 

( l .B} 

(l.9} 

> f <: f'c I 

I f ~ l°c ' 



Thus we have 

IMvi 
.t...,, 00 

:::: 
+ l f - f'c) w 

In the free boson gas there is a second effect, discovered by M. Kac 

in 1971. We saw in Lecture II that the free-energy has a first-order 

phase-transition segment Cfc.100> j it follows that for p > fc there is no 
guarantee that the weak law of large numbers wil hold for the distribution 

IK P - IP P o X .- i of the number density X = N /V.. . In fact, there is 
t - t "' .(. ..... 

no guarantee that, for p ;> Pc. , the sequence l IK ~ ~ t= 4 1 1.., •.. ) wi 11 

converge; nevertheless, by the Helly Selection Principle, a subsequence will 

converge, but the limit distribution will depend on the detailed behaviour of 

the corresponding subsequence of the sequence l Ai ( ·) : -l =- 1,'L) •.. } In 

other words, it is possi b 1 e to have two sequences, O.,e..' ·) : .t"' <, '2.1 • • • t and 
"' l '>..(.L·): .t= 4,l) ... 3 , each satisfying (S 1) and (S 2) and having the 

same integrated density of states F(•) but having limit distributions 1<,e and 
"" Ke which are distinct for P > Pc . (For p < fc , they must both be 

equal to Op, the degenerate distribution concentrated at p , by Theorem 1 of 

1 .) For example, Kac showed that in the standard example the limit l..e.vt:UHC 

di stri buti on is the exponenti a 1 di stri but ion supported on [ Pc , ao) with mean p 
for p> ee ; other examples are investigated in detail in [3]. We shall see 
in the next section that, in the mean-field model, this phenomenon disappears: 

there is no first-order phase-transition segment, the grand canonical pressure 

exists for all values of v and is a differentiable function; the weak law of 
large numbers holds for Xt for all values of the mean density p ; 
nevertheless, condensation persists. In these circumstances it becomes 

interesting to regard A I-'> X .t ( · j 'A) as a stochastic process and to enquire 

about the convergence in distribution of a re-scaled, centred version of it. 
This we do in §3. 

§2 The Mean Field-Model 
To describe the mean-field model, we define a sequence of hamiltonians 

lHMF: l::-i12.1···~ by 
~ 

( 2. l ) 
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a N1 with a> 0 . The term 2.V~ 1 which provides a crude caricature of the 

interaction, can be understood classically: it arises in an "index of 

refraction" approximation in which we imagine each particle to move through the 

system as if it were moving in a uniform optical medium and so receiving an 

increment of energy proportional to the density )(.f.= N/y.t.;since a is 
positive1 the interaction is repulsive. 

First, we compute the pressure ?t'lµ> , as explained in §4 of kct.~ I _; 
writing UlX\ = (tJ- c<.>::ic - ~ :t:1 , a straight-forward manipulation gives 

'l. . 

(2.. 2) 

for each ~<0 , where IK{ ==Pt 0 Xi' . But ~~ U.l:t:.) is continuous 

and bounded above and { IK~: l= ~, '2., •.• } satisfies the Large Deviation 

Principle with rate-function I""C:ic.l. pld..l + fcx>-~-x,by Theorem l of Lect~rclf. 
Hence, by Varadhan' s First Theorem, ~Mf p> = li~ \:t''l 111 exists and is given by 

.(.~"° t 

l°M[t>) = f>Co<) + S\.l,\O {uc:c>-lcx.>} = Su.f> {U(.X) -f""~xl~) (2.3) 
[ o, C()) t o,co) 

}Ill"" 
where the mean-field free-energy f (.x:)iS given by 

(2.4) 

Thus we have proved: 

Theorem 2 

Suppose that (S l) and (S 2) hold; then the mean-field pressu~e exists 

for a 11 rea 1 v and i s given by 

p""tl-') :: S\A.f {. px - fM[:x:.> \ (2.5) 
to,oo) 

,.MF MF f a .,,..1.. 
where x ~ t· \.:X:) is the mean-field free energy, given by f t:ic > = C :x: > + 2:""' · 

Next, we introduce the mean-field expectation functional tE~[·] 
defined by 
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IE~ [ . e.~MtJ 

1£~ [ e,~M.t-] 
and the associated probability measure 

Corollary 

(2.6) 

, where 

(2. 7) 

MF 
The mean-field pressure v ~ p <~> is differentiable for all values 

of I' . The sequence of distribution functions { lK~ = lP~ oXt1 \ 

converges weakly to the degenerate di stri buti on Op concentrated at (' = \:>'on 
and satisfies the Large Deviation Principle with constants {Y'{} ~ 

- MF F rate-function I"<x) = p (p) + fM (x) - px. 

Proof: 

Since x ~ f(x) is strictly convex for o~ :r < f'e and constant for 

f c. ~ x < oo and x 1-7 % ::x: 1. is stri et ly convex for o ~ x < oo , the 

function :ic ~ f MF{:ic) = f (X) + i :r2. is strictly convex for O ~ x < oo , 

hence there is no first-order phase-transition segment; equivalently, p ~ pl<\F(p) 

the Legendre transform of :x:17fMF{X) , is differentiable for p <oO It 
- Ml=' 

follows from Theorem 1 of [ l] that Kt-» Op , where p = p /t1-1> , and from 

Theorem 4 of [1] that UK~ :.(.::1,2, ... \ satisfies the Large Deviation 

Principle with constants lVd and rate-function :f"'t ·) Will 

Although the first-order phase-transition segment, which was present in 

the free energy function of the free-gas, has disappeared, the phenomenon of 

condensation persists: 

Theorem 3 

Suppose that (S 1) and (S 2) hold: then, for fc finite, we have 

\M-vi ft~ [X.c.<'A)] ::: ( f - Pc.)+ , 
.t ...,o0 ( 2. 8) 

it=-~[·] JL..~ is the mean-field expectation functional and where 
MF / 

p =lf> )(pl. 

Proof: 

First, we remark that an elementary exercise yields the following 
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alternative formula for the mean-field pressure 

(2.9) 

where ~tcl.l is the free-gas pressure. The idea of the proof of (2.8) is that 
we compute the cumulant generating function of X~l~) ; since 

(2.10) 

we get 

where E,is,\)•Vt · 1 is the mean-field expectation functional for which the 
free-gas hamiltonian has been modified by the addition of the term I: sa-1 . 
These considerations yield the formula {j: ~ttj))'),} 

where 

and 

.. , ,,. r 
= ""'-" oe.<o 

l 

{ (p+s-ct) + ~ p {c(j s,>..) 
2. a. 

(2. 11) 

r p (o( \ ") aF ( ~ ) + I p (cl \ s + '>.) o\f" ( ~) 
tO,~) t~,oo) 

A standard argument , using Griffith's Lemma, yields the result• 
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§3 Fluctuations in the Mean-Field Model 
Fluctuations in Xt = N IV..e in the mean-field model in the 

thermodynamic limit were studied for the standard example by Davies [4], 
Wreszinski [5], Fannes and Verbeure [6] and Buffet and Pule (7]. The 
mean-field model in the general situation, where the only assumptions about the 
single-particle spectrum are that (S 1) and (S 2) hold, was investigated in [8] 
we have summarized the results of [8] in §2 and now go on to investigate the 
fluctuations in )(~ . In fact, we do rather more; we regard A~)(<(~) as 
a stochastic process and prove a central limit theorem: 

Theorem 4 
t ..... IJ 

Let Z..c.C~)=Y-t 11 lX-Ll'A)-JEttX..e<i11\ then, forµ<i..pc.,Z-<l>.)~Zc?-.) 
where Z ('A) is gaussi an with mean zero and covariance r O,, 1 ). 1 ) given by 

where 

1 + a. J"t:, 

r \'.t< c<.Cp> I '),) c.!F< '>-) 
[O~>.) 

'Z. 

and O{(IJ) is the value of o<. at which ~n+. { (IJ- o<) + pCoO 1 
o(< 0 '2. a. 

Sketch of Proof: 

( 3. 1 ) 

(3.2) 

is attained. 

The result follows from a routine, but somewhat tedious, calculation of 

~ £» (e~<s,Z.(.{'- 1>+s1Z.tl"-i.)>) 
.t..,.oo t 

along the lines of the proof of Theorem 311 
It is interesting to identify the process Z(·) in terms of a standard 

process. 
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Theorem 5 
Let B(·) be a BM(l), a brownian motion in IR1 starting at zero; then, for 

µ < 'dfc. J 

Bt 0~ +~ta) . (3.3) 

Proof: 
A routine computation shows that the mean of the right-hand side of (3.3) 

is zero and the covariance is the same as that of Z(·), given by (3.1). Hence 
the two gaussian processes are equal in distribution 1111 

The process (3.3) is a modification of a time-changed brownian bridge; 
it never reaches the point at which it is tied-down but, as a increases, that 
point comes closer to ::r~ . This shows how, as the strength of the 
interaction increases, the fluctuations in Z (oo) are damped down. 

It is a little more difficult to deal with the case JJ> ~Pc we 
introduce 

(3.4) 

and prove in anal gous fashion: 

Theorem 6 
(,{) 

For 1J 7 ape_, W.f.l"A) ~ W('>..) where Wt·) is a gaussian process with 
mean zero and covariance rcxt1A:1.) given by 

(3.5) 

where 

r ,, 
) ~ Col?do\F{)..) (3.6) 

t'>.100) 
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In this case, 

Wti) (3. 7) 

The method by which we discovered the representations may be of some 

interest. The stochastic differential equation satisfied by a process (X-1:, \;i11 0 

with filtration (Ftl is discussed by Nelson [91; see also McGill [10]. 

Suppose that a process (X1;,F-t) satisfies the stochastic differential 

equation 

then 

and 

t 
+ S <J(u, XIA.> dB lu.> s 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Assuming that the processes 2(·)~ WC) satisfy stochastic differential 

equations, the corresponding coefficients O" and ~ can be computed using (3.9) 

and (3.10); this is a routine exercise starting from the expressions (3.1) and 

(3.5) for the covariances since the processes are gaussian. Obvious 

time-changes then give the stochastic differential equations for a brownian 

bridge and a brownian motion respectively. 
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DYNAMICS OF THE DISSIPATIVE TWO-STATE SYSTEM 
H. Dekker, Physics & Electronics Laboratory FEL-TNO, Den Haag 

1. The two-state quantum system is of ftnlamental importance both in physics 

and in chemistry, for example, in the sttxly of magnetic impurities in metals or 

molecular transltlons in liquids. It also presents an interesting mathematical 

problem, both in the weak dissipation regime (where the destru::tion of quantum 

coherence can be sttxlied in its purest form) and in the strong dissipation regime 

(where at zero temperature a symmetric - "freezing" - transition occurs[i] ). In 

some cases it can be considered as a Hilbert Slbspace description of a more 

complicated S)'.Stem, su::h as for a quantum mechanical particle moving in a double

well potential l21. The recent interest in this model has originated, in particular, 

from progress in ~rcond1.rting techmlogy (quantum interference devices: 

SQUIDs). Indeed, in the deterministic limit the dynamics of the magnetic flux ~ 

threading a ~1.rtlng ring interrq>ted by a Josephson-type weak link (e.g. a 

thin oxide layer) can be described in terms of a mullistable potential U(x) (with 

coordinate x=t) which is experimentally realised by virtue of the nonlinear 

current-voltage characteristics of the weak link plus an externally applied magnetic 

fleld[3]. In addlllon, the Josephson jlJ'lCtlon ls an inherently dissipative element of 

ohmic type, so that the classical equation of motion may be written as 

mx+2Ai<+U'(x)=O. However, in view of its small mass (i.e. its capacitance) the 

system ls essentially quantum mechanical rather than classical. Also, thermal 

effects may not be ignored. 

2. From a fllXiamental point of view dissipation arises from interactions with 

the environment, for example the phonon system of the solid state device. If one 

considersl41 the microscopic model of two pieces of BCS-type ~1.rtlng 
material separated by a thin insulating layer, described by means of a standard 

tl.l'll'leling Hamiltonian, and one investigates the imaginary lime ft.relional integral 

for the partition ft.retion, then it turns out that there is in fact only one 

dynamically important degree of freedom, namely the phase jump et> of the "Cooper 

pair wave fll'lClion" across the jlJ'lCtion. If this system ls irrorporated in an 

electrically closed loop, then the Aharooov-Bohm relation 4>+(2e/li)~2irm (m= 

0,1,2, ···) provides the comection between the phase jump and the embraced flux. 
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Trac~ out all "irrelevant" degrees of freedom, one ls left with a relaUvely 
simple fl.R:tional integral over 4i (or t) only, which inwlves an effective acUon 
with a Fe:ynman influerx:e fl.R:tional effectively describi11t dissipaUve sh>t ooise. 
One then observes that in the small BCS energy gap and Gaussian n:>lse llmlt this 
effecllve action colrx:ldes with that obtained from a less detailed model, where the 
potential system ls C0t4>led to an inflnlte set of harmonic oscillators[S) (labelled 
by k=0,1,2,···). The interaction Hamiltonian ls taken to be linear both in the 

particle coordinate x and in the bath coordinates '\• i.e. Hint = Uic<\'\• The 
C0t4>li11t strqths define a spectral density J(<U) = i11'~t«'1< 2 /11\~cS(~, which 
suffices for a recb:ed quanllm staUsUcal descripUon of the particle. For ohmic 

dissipation one must have J(<U) = 2">..<Mfc(w/<M,}, where fc ls a cutoff fl.retlon and 

<Mc-+ a>. 

3. Now let U(x) lrdeed be a perfectly symmetric bistable potential, with 
mlnlma at x::±a and a high barrier ar x::O (i.e. l\,> )flc.>0, w0 ~ the harmonic 
frequencies at the local minima). In that case the energy levels &l"Ot.f> into distinct 

dot.i>lets with an exponentially small spllU~ AEin=E2n+1-E2n (n=0.1.2.···). In 
particular, for the gl"OU'd state dot.i>let the associated tt.mel111t freql.l!IC)' becomes 

AcJ=Ci.Jof11')exp(-So/fi) 1 where ~o=2aw0(11'mwofti)iexpwOTO ls called the attempt 
frequeooy. and where s0 and 2T0 are the lnstanton action and llfeume. respecUvely 
(6, 71. If (1) the pertinent initial condltion does not lnwlve the excited state 

dotblets and if (11) the temperatt.re ls sufficiently small 0<8 T «flc.>0), then a 
simpllfyl11t two-level description ls ~ on the basis of this lowestly~ 
dot.i>let. It has, h>wever, been indicatedl21 that one should rather require 

k8T«flwc', where we' ls a (somewhat arbitrary) adiabatic cutoff with Ao«<Mc' 
«w0• (See also the next secllon.) In the usual spin representation one then 
arrives at the so-ailled spln-boscn Hamiltonian 

(1) 

The polarisation "z ls taken to have the eigenstates 1±) with eigenvalues ±1, and 

auz oow represents the particle's coordinate. 
4. In the displaced-bath oscillators basis I'\,±) the explicit interaction term 

in (1) vanishes at the expense of dressi11t the bare tt.mellllt matrix element Ao· 

The adiabatically rerorrnallsed value reads ll'(wc') = Ao"k>k' ('\,+I'\.->. 
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wOOre "'\• = "'c' ~ .1.'("'0 '). Momentarily conflnlllt ourselves to the grcxni states 
IOk,±)=exp(±!i~)IO), where ~=(2ac1/hmk'"\2)(\• we firxl the follow!~ results 

deperdi~ on the infrared nature of the spectral density J(w) :: 2'A5 ws. For a 
Slbolmic spectn.m (O(s(i), letti~ wc'-K> always yields A'(O)=O, i.e. 

localisation of the particle (absen:e of any tUTieli~. For ~le spectra 

(s) 1) one firxls A'(0)=.1.oexp(-FC), wOOr-e FC is a finite Frarx:k-On:lon factor. 

Finally, for ohmic dissipation (s=t) the result reads A'(wc')=(wc'/w.Ja~, 
where we> )we' is the physical .ultraviolet cutoff of the bath spectn.m[8f and 

a:tt'Aa2/rm. Herx:e, if a)t one has ~'(0)=0, but if a(t the limit we-Kl carrot 

be taken adiabatically (as w ' catches t.p with A'(w ') in the remrmalisation 

process) and one rather obtai~ the finite result A'(A');(~/wc)a/(1-a) A0. That 

ls, there appears to be an ohmic dissi~tive phase transition (at T=O) from a 

localised to a delocalised state at a=t l9,iOJ. The dynamics generated by (1) 

yields a further rerormallsation of the tUTiel frequerq (in consequen::e of 

Kramers-Kronig causality) which neatly fits into the above picture. Namely, with 

the adiabatic cutoff we' as (a somewhat arbitrary) ultraviolet cutoff for the 

remain!~ tUTiel~ dynamics, one finds a dynamic reronnalisation A"(wc")= 

(w "/w ')aA'(w ')with (at least in the weak rniinllno limit[tt)) w "-+A". Notice c c c -..,... ''b c 
that in effect A"(w ")=(w "/w \aA so that the intermediate w ' becomes c c C' o• c 
irrelevant. In the sequel we define A= A"(A"). 

S. The dynamics of the two-state model (1) has been discussed by Leggett et al. 

usi~ instanton-type path integral tecfnlques [ 1). Integration over the envirormental 

coordinates in the real-time dot.ble path integral for the density matrix yields a 

Feynman-Vermn influerx:e flllCtional, the rema~ integrations bei~ over 

particle trajectories only. The problem of two paths comecti~ two states 1±) 

can be reformulated in terms of a si~le path comecti~ four states A= (+,+), 

B=(+,-), C=(-,+) and D=(-,-). The pertinent trajectories then switch instantaneously 

between diagonal (A and D) and off-diagonal (B and C) states. Calll~ a path in a 

diagonal state a "sojourn", and the excursions to off-diagonal states "blips", one 

then observes a bllp-selfinteraction that tends to sh>rten them relative to the 

sojourns. If this selfsh>rteni~ is sufficiently effective, the blips form a dilute 

"gas", and one introdlCeS the so-called "noninteracti~-blip approximation", its 

justification bei~ the main sd>ject of (1). The analysis is sd>tle, and the corx:lu-
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sions are given here only in a rather abbreviated form. That is, the noninteracting

bllp approximation (for (1), i.e. at zero bias) can be justified (i} in the extreme 

weak COLt>ling limit for all spectral densities, (ii) for superohmic spectra in 

general (1 (s(2 only at zero temperature) and (iii) in the strong COLt>ling regime 

in the "Golden rule" limit (incoherent relaxation) provided the latter exists. 

Presumably excluded ls the ohmic case with !(a(i. 

6. The noninteracting-blip formulae can also be obtained in a much simpler 

way, namely directly from the Heisenberg dynamics in the displaced oscillator 

basis [iZJ. In this basis (1) reads 

H _ .U.A ( -iQ iQ ) t ~- 2 2 2 
--2iu.i0 e a++e a_ + 2 .Lf<~ /mk+mk"'k xk), (2) 

where a± = !(ax±at. Note that (2) ls diagonal when l\0=0 (or in the strong 

COLt>ling limit). The Heisenberg equations of motion for a±(t) are easily obtained. 

Substitution of their formal solutions into the equation of motion for uz(t) and 

approximation of the boson displacement operators by the free bath dynamics, 

yields a first-order differential-integral operator equation for az(t) only. The next 

step is to average this equation with respect to the bath, decorrelating the spin and 

the free boson exp(±iQ). The thermal average of the latter ls most easily found 

invoking the simple Baker--Hausdorff theorem for operators which commute with 

their commutator, and using a cluster (or cumulant) expansion. Since the free bath 

is a linear Gaussian system, only the second cumulant contributes. The 

convolution-type result is conveniently Laplace transformed to yield 

(~(s)) = 1/(s+f(s)) , (3) 

where f(s) is the transform of the memory kernel f(t), which may be specified as 

f(t) = l\o 2 cos[Ql (t)/trfi] exp[-Oz(t)/trfi] 

where 

0 1 (t) = [ dw sinwt J(w)/w2 , 

and 
CX> 

02 (t) = 1 dw coth(!Pw) (1--cosc.>t) J(w)/w2 , 
0 
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with P=i/k9T. These formulae are identical to the "oorunteractl~-blip" results. 
Apparently the t.nlerlyi~ physical assumption ls that the tl.IT!eli~ process does 

rot dynamically disturb the environment too s~ly. The above analysis ls rather 

easily exten:led to lrclixle a oonzero bias energy (asymmetry in the dot.ble-well 

potential). See [13). 

7. In the case of the ohmic environment 01 (t) ard Q2 (t), ard herx:e f(t), can be 

evall.Bted analytically. Disregardi~ terms of order Ao 2 /we 2«1, the Laplace 

transform then becomes 

f(s) = Aeff {Aeff/11} 1-2a r(a+s/11)ff(1-a+s/11), (7) 

where Aeff - A (apart from factors of order t.J'lity[1]) ard 11 = 2ni<8T/fi. A special 

case, namely a=! (con-espordi~ to the koown solution of the Toulouse-Hamiltonian, 

describi~ a localised resonarce level at the Fermi energy, related to the Kordo 

problem) is easily spotted to yield (uz(t))=exp(-Aeff t) , with Aeff = i'lrA ard 
A=AcJ 2 /we. At high temperatures, Sl.Ch that av))s, it Sliflces to employ f(O), 

which leads to the Goldert-rule result (uz(t)) = exp(-f(O)t). Internal consisterx:y 

then requires that av))f(O), so that the Golden rule appears to be jusltfled for all 

T if a)1, but only for ak8T/M))1 lf a(l. At strictly zero temperature one has 

fcs) = Aeff2 (1-a)s2a-l if a(1, ard essentially f(s)a> if a)1. This oo::e again 

demonstrates the symmetry break!~ transition C'freezl~" if a)i). For a(i the 

result for (u (t)) can even be presented as a stardard Mittag-Leffler fll'lCtlon, z . 
which for a(i involves a damped oscillatory part with an actl.Bl frequercy Aeff 

cos6 ard decay .rate AetJ5in6, where 6 = i'lra/(1-a), ard a power-like l~ time 

behaviour - (Aeff tf 2 (1-a). However, this result has been questioned recently (at 

least for a« 1) by secord order perturbation theoryli 41, suggesti~ a ql.Brtle 

rather than a ql.Bdrallc tail. Finally, at intermediate temperatures there ls a 

* crossover from oscillatory behaviour to pure relaxation at T (a); one has 

* * * k8T (a-+0)/Meff:: 1/Jra ard k8T (a~)/Meff - 1/Jr, while T (a)i) = 0. 

8. If a bias energy ± ie is added to the localised states 1±) , by means of a 

term !eu in ( 1), then the above neglected responsce of the boson system to the 
z [13) 

actl.Bl preserx:e of the spin must be carried al~ . The nonlnteracti~-bllp 
result (3) generalises to (~(s)) = [1-h(s)/s]/[s+g(s)] , with g(t) = f(t)cos(Et/#1) 
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and h(t) = f(t)sin(Et/h) . For the long time behaviour it suffices to consider h(O) 

and g(O), which can be shown to have the equilibrit.DTI property h(O)/g(O) = 

tanh(E/2k8 T) for all spectral densities. Since <az(oo)) = -h(O)/g(O) , this 

predicts symmetry breaking at T=O for any infinitesimal bias, even for a(i where 

it is known to be absent. That is, the noninteracting-blip approximation gives 

qualitatively incorrect behaviour at long time for a(i, when E ls nonzero but 

small. Only if kl»Merr , but of course still kl «nw0 for the two-state model 

to apply to the double-well problem, the polarisation az essentially determines the 

total energy of the spin, and hence can be expected to relax to the thermal 

equilibrit.DTI value. Despite such apparent limitations, it is generally felt that the 

above outlined analysis provides a proper picture of the typical dynamics of the 

dissipative twcrstate system. Unfortunately, cryogenic experiments to date are not 

yet in the appropriate regime to test the predictions. 
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THE QUANlUM LANGEVIN EQUATION AND ITS STATIONARY STATE 
Ph. de Smedt, lnstituut voor Theoretische Fysica, K.U. Leuven, (Belgium) 

The classical Langevin Equation (LE) is a pheoomenological equation which 

describes the motion of a particle interacting with its environment. The particle 

can dissipate energy to this environment, but also experiences a random force from 

it. The LE reads: 
2 

d q dq 
M -,- (t) + 11- (t) + V'(q(t)) = W(t) , 

dt dt 
(1) 

where q(t) denotes the position of the particle, M is its mass, 11 is the friction 

constant (11)0) and V(x) is some external potential. W(t) denotes the classical 

white noise, i.e. it is a Gaussian process with covariance given by: 

(W(t)W(s)) = (211/fJ) cS(t-s) , 

(J being the inverse temperature of the bath. 

The LE has been stu:lied in detail in the literature. In particular, we know its 

stationary state. Whatever the initial distribution of position and momentum of the 

particle, when tlme teRls to infinity the distribution of q(t) tends to the Gibbs 

distribution of the indepement particle: 

c5t exp( -(J{ P2/2M + V(q) } ) 

Note that this state does not depend on 11· 
The following questions are now natural: 

Can this pheoomenological equation be obtained from an l.l'lderlying microscopic 

model? 

What is the quantum-mechanical equivalent of (1) ? 
The answer to these questions was given in a famous paper by Ford, Kac and Mazur 

(FKM : J, Math. Phys. §. (1965) 504). They consider a model with Hamiltonian H, 

describing a particle in an external potential V and interacting with a set of 

harmonic oscillators (These oscillators form the "bath".) Moreover, they assume 

that at time t=O the system is in thermal equilibrium with respect to the 

Hamiltonian H0 = H - V(q) . Let us denote this equilibrium state by w. FKM show 

that in a certain limit, where the runber of particles in the bath is infinite while 
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the cot.t>li"5 between the particles are rather sl~ar, one obtains for the 
equation of motion of the particle the L£ by projectl~ out the degrees of freedom 

of the bath. This can also be done in the quantlD'll-mechanical case, an:I they this 

obtained what is now called the quanll.m ~vln equation (QL..£). This equation, 

h:>wever, ls ln some respects less well-behaved than its classical couterpart. In 

particular, one faces a problem in defi~ the momenllm operator because 
2 

w(p(t) ) = +a> for all t. 

If we define q(f) = J q(t)f(t)dt for all f in Schwartz's class with 5t4>P0rt contained 

in R\ then the QL£ ls alternatively written as: 

q(Mr - l)f') + J dt f(t) V'(q(t)) = W(f) , 

where the noise W(f) ls now an operator with the followq properties: 

+a> -

[W(f),W(g)] = -2rfa f dk f(k) g(k) k 

an:I -c:o 

w(expiAW(f))=exp{-'A2rfa f dklf(k)l2 k } , 
exp(plik) - 1 

where 

f(k) = (211fi J dt f(t) eikt • 

The follow!~ question remained manswered. 

(2) 

A. What ls the stationary stale of the QL£ ? Until now, this was only known in 

the case where V is quadratic and there it depends explicitly on 'I• contrary 

to the classical case. 

B. What ls the precise meanl~ of (2) ? In particular, does lt have a solution 

when the potential V ls not quadratic ? And related to this ls the followl~ 

question: How do the initial conditions sh:>w ~ in (2) ? The FKM paper ls 

rather vague on this point. An answer to this question has already been 
provided by Maassen (J. Slat. Phys. 34 (1984) 239), but our approach is 

somewhat different, bei~ essentially more clear in the role played by the 

initial condllions. 

Together with D. Di.in-, J. Lebowitz and C. Liverani, I have tried to answer 
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these ql!!Stions, arxl the results have been written down in a preprint. Here I shall 

just review the priociple result of this paper. 

We consider a simple model consisting of a heavy particle and 2N light 

particles evolving according to the Hamiltonian 

V 2 N 
HN,L = p 0 /2M + 2:i=-N 

i:fO 

* * (qN+ 1 =q_N) with ml =m /L and kL =k L. At time t=O we thermalize the systeT 

at temperature {F1 with respect to the Hamiltonian HKN,L =Hy N,L-V(q0)+ 2Kq0 . 

We denote the corresponding Git>ty state by wK N,L (similarly we write w V N,L for 

the Gibbs state with respect to H N,L). 

In the classical case, one obtains the LE in the limit N--+m followed by the 

limit L--+m. It is therefore natural to sttrly this limiting procedure also in the 

quantum mechanical case. 

With regard to question A, we remark that, since the QLE is obtained for this 

system in the limit N--+m, L--+m (at least for initial states wK N,Ll, we 

conjecture that the stationary state of the QLE is given by the restriction of the 

state (,/ 00 = limL--+oolimN--+oo w V N,L to the heavy particle. (This ls indeed the 

case when Vis quadratic.) 

Using the Feyrunan-Kac formula, we find the following result: 

i) w V 00(exp(iAp0)) = 1\o ; 

ii) w V 00 (exp(iAq0)) = f dx exp(iAx) p V (x) . 

where 
EG{exp(-f / V(w(s)+x) ds} 

pv(x) = 
J:, dx0 EG{exp(-f / V(w(s)+x0) ds } 

and EG denotes the expectation with respect to the Gaussian process G living on the 

paths w(t) (O~t~P> with w(O) = w(p) = 0 , having mean zero and covariance: 
_2 _I 1h,. -1 

( - h M 6. + h 1J (-il) ) 

Here 6. denotes the 1-dimensional Laplaclan with Dlrichlet botn:lary conditions on 
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the interval [O,p]. 
With respect to question B, we write an integral equation for the operator 

llN,L (t) defined by: 
_I V _I V 

llN,L (t) : exp( lfl t H N,L ) 'IQ exp( -lfl t H N,L ) . 

This equation can be written in the form: 

t 

~.L (t) = B(r N,L (s)) - J ds r N,L (s) v 0 • CllN,L (s)) , (3) 
0 

where we have 8SSllTled that V(x) = i lrx 2 + v 0 (x) with v 0 • E CO a> (R). Here r N,L 
is a specific flllCUon dependi~ on~ which has its SlffOrl on [O,t). 8("1) (with "1 
in a certain set of ftretions t) is an operator dependi~ on the flllCUon "1 ard on 

the position ard momentum of all the particles at time zero only. In this operator 

B(l#I). we can disurwash a part which will play the role of the noise W(l#I) as well 

as a part pert.a~ to the position ard momentl.m operator of the heavy particle 
at Umezero. 

We next constn.ct an abstract von Naunam algebra M generated by the 

operators exp(iµB(l#I)), ;Et. The program we carry out consists of the followl~ 

steps. 
(i) We show that on this von Naunam algebra exp( iXllN,L (t) ) converges s~ly 

to exp(i~(t)), where <1a,(t) ls the solution of (3) with r N,L replaced by 

limL-+a>llmN-+a> r N,L' This limlli~ equation is equivalent to the QL..E. 
(ii) Next, we show that for all A in this von Naunam algebra : 

K K 
w N,L (A) -+ w a>(A). 

(ill) From this we conclt..de that: 

lim lim wK N L ( exp( lAllN L (t) ) = wK a> ( exp( iACJa, (t) ) • 
L-+a> N-+a> • ' 

I corx:ltde this summary by remarkl~ that the main merit of this result ls to 

make quite explicit (contrary to the FKM paper) what we mean by the statement 

that our microscopic model yields the QL..E in the limit N-+a>, L-+a>. It also 

shows that for a relatively large class of potentials V, the QL..E has a solution. 
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LARGE SYSTEMS Wllll LOCAl..l.. Y INTERACTING COlvlPONENTS 

A. Greven, Institut fur Angewanclte Mathematik, Universitat Heidelberg (BRO) 

Uolnt work with T. Cox, Department of Mathematics, Syracuse University, USA) 

1. The models. 

We want to study the lime evolution of large systems with locally interacting 

components. The focus is on the behaviour for large time. More precisely, consider 

a Markov process with: 

~ d ( } + state space: S , with EN=[-N,N] and S= 0, 1 , N or R , 

transitions: ~·at rate fx(I)}, where xE~, q(z)=q'(z) for all zE~\{x}, 

fx('l) depends on l)(Z} only for z in a "neighbourhood" of x. 

We always start our system off in a measure µ on sz:i or its restriction to S ~, 
and µ is translation invariant and shift ergodic (with /q2 (x}dµ ( o> usually). 

The process on zd is denoted by Cf t>tER+, the finite system by (l)Nt>tER+. The 
parameter N ls considered to be large (which in computer simulations means 

typically N))30). Examples are spin-flip systems such as the stochastic Ising 

model, voter model, branching rardom walks, contact process etc. 

2. The problem. 

The fl.l'ldamental question for large N is: How do we describe the process for 

large t? A reasonable description could n.n as follows. The finite system has a 

lllique equillbril.m state, denoted by nN. If the infinite system also has a lllique 
equilibrium, say Il, then one usually has nN=)Il as N-+a> (see Spitzer [4]). 

Therefore a good description of a finite system could be: 

(*) .l( (l)Nt+s>sER+) ~ .l( (qn s>sER+) N,t large. 

This turns out to be reasonable indeed. However, many interesting systems do not 

have a lllique equilibrium for the infinite system (phase transition ls the key 

word here!) and we shall be concerned with such systems here. In this report it 

will be pointed by what to replace (*) in that situation. 

Since the answer depends on the particular model one considers, let me first 

describe the problem informally: An observer watches a simulation of our finite 

process on a computer screen. The simulation runs for a few weeks, and each day 
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he watches the system for a couple of minutes during his lllrli break. He 

compares his observations from different days. What does he see? In other words, 

we want to follow the system both on a microsoopic and on a macrosoopic scale. 

Mathematically speaking, for some appropriate time scale T(N): 

N 
.l( (I} sT(N)+t>tER+) => ? 

N4o:> 
microscopic picture 

=> ? 
N4o:> 

macroscopic picture. 

3. The recipe. 

First we shall introdu::e the objects needed to describe our system and then we 

shall give the analogLE of (*). Consider a system where the infinite system has 

several phases (so it is oon-ergodic). 

Definitions. We associate with the system the following objects: 

--N A 

T(N); I; (Qs(.,.),(Ys)seR+]; [6 t•6l· 

Here: 

(1) T(N) is the scale fll'X!tion T: N4R+, T(N) increasing to oo. 

(2) I describes the ergodic components of the system. That ls, the infinite system 

has a set (v0)0EI of extremal invariant measures. 

(3) B: Sz;J. _.. I ls the conserved quantity or first integral of motion of the infinite 

system, and we aSSlBTle that µ({11lfJ(11)=0})=1 implies l(f t)=>v0 as t4m. 

(4) eN t = eN(l}N ills ~ slowly varyll]{ variable of the system, eN: S ~ _.. I, and 

we aSSlBTle that e =t-0 as N4o:> for anyµ. 

(5) (Ys>seR+ ls the macroscopic observable and its law ls Qs(.,.), i.e. Ys is a 

Markov process on I with transition kernel Qs(.,.). 

With these definitions we can now state the analogue of (*). 

On a microscopic scale: 

N v(s) 
(**) l( (I} sT(N)+t>teR+) ::::> l( (I} t>teR+) ' 

N4o:> 

where v(s) = fQs(0',d0)v0 with 0' determined by l(f t> ==> "e• as t4m. 
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On a macroscopic scale: 

(***) l( (~N T(N)) R+) ===> l( (Y ) R+) 
s SE N~ SSE 

l( 'lNsT(N) I eN('lNtT(N» = 0'N) N~ f0s-t(0',d0)v0 if 0~-+6'. 

In words: On a microscopic scale the system looks like the infinite system in a 

certain "randomly chosen" equilibril.DTl. This equillbrilDTl is determined by the path 

of the slowly varying observable, which describes the evolution on a macroscopic 

scale. Note that this means that we can detect a phase transition for the infinite 

system by observing the finite system on a macroscopic scale! 

Let f be a local flllCtion on configuration space am 'fx the shift by x. Let 

-1 
MN(f)(I}) = l~I LxE~ (f.'fx)('l)· 

Then for any t(N) increasing to a> St.eh that t(N)=o(T(N)) we have: 

(****) ( 1 (N) f t(N)~(f)(I} T(N)+Jdu _. J Qs(0',d0)(v0,f) in probability, 
0 s N-+a> I 

where <v0,f) = J f dv6 and 6' is as above. The results (**) and (***) in most 

cases imply(****). The latter deals with measurements of global observables. 

4. The results. 

In section 3 we have outlined a general recipe for describing the large time 

behaviour of large but finite systems. We believe this recipe should work for very 
general models, but at present we have been able to verify its correctness only for 

a few special examples [1]. Some of these will be discussed below. There are two 

main classes: models with I continuous and models with I discrete. 

A. Models with I continuous. 

Here we shall be concerned with critical branching and with the voter model. 

Let us write down the definitions for these processes. 

critical branching: state space Nzd 

transition 'l -+ ri+ox 
'l-+ ri-Ox 
11 __.. IJ+o -o y x 
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at rate l}(X) 

at rate 11Cx) 
at rate 11(x)p(x,y), 



where p(x,y) is an irredocible translation invariant 

transition kernel on zdxzd with finite range. 

voter mcxlel: state space {O, 1} 
zd 

transition I} _.. IJ+cS 
x 

I} _.. lfcSx 

at rate LyP(x,y)q(y) if q(x)=O 

at rate t'yP(x,y) (1-q(y)) if q(x)=i. 

As finite systems we consider the restrictions of these to the torus of size N, i.e. 

~ with identification of !xxn:Jary points. It ls well known (see Liggett [2]) that 

both infinite systems for d~3 have a set (v0)8EI of extremal equilibria, with I=R+, 

respectively I=[0,1], and that /q(x)dv0=e. 

Theorem 1. For critical braoching in d~3 the relations (**) and (***) tx>ld with: 

d + T(N) = N , I = R , 

-'N -1 "N " e = l~I ~x~q(x), e => e, 
Ys' Qs(.,.) : diffusion on R+ with absorption at 0 and generator 2x(c3/c3x)2. 

Theorem 2. For the voter model in d~3 the relations (**) and (***) tx>ld with: 

T(N) =Nd, I= [0,1], 

"'N -1 "N "' e = l~I ~x~ q(x), e => e, 

Y , Q (.,.) : diffusion on [0, 1} with absorption at 0 and 1 and generator 
s s -1 2 

2G x(1-x) (c3/c3x) , with G = expected # of visits to 0 of the 

symmetrized random walk with transition kernel ![p(x,y)+p(y,x)]. 

Theorem 3. In d~2 the only invariant measure of critical branching ls o{q=O} and 

of the voter model are o{l}=O} and cS{q=l}" We have for every T(N) _.. (X) that: 

l(qN T(N)) N:a, o{q=O} , respectively 0' cS{q=i} + (1-0') cS{q=O} . 

Remark: Theorems 1 and 2 tell us that for observation times >)Nd we will see the 

ergodicity of the finite sytem. For times <(Nd the system behaves very much like 

the infinite system, and for times anx.nd ~ we begin to see its finiteness because 

the associated slowly varying observables begin to floctuate. 
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B. A model with 111=2. 

Here we consider the contact process in d= 1, defined as follows: 

z state space {0,1} , 

transition 11-+ q-cSx at rate 1 if 11Cx)=l 

11-+ l}+cSx at rate A#{ z I 11Cx+z)=i, lzl=l } if 11(x)=O. 

It is known [2] that there is a critical value AcE(i ,2] SlCh that for A)Ac the 

system ms two extremal invariant measures 11 and cS{q=O}• while for A<Xc the 

only invariant measure is cS{q=O}' Moreover, 11 ls the limit of the evolution started 

in cS{q=l}' The following theorem uses results of ScOOrmam [3] (and of Durrett 

and Schirmam, private commlllication). 

Theorem 4. For the contact process on Z with A)Ac the relations (**) and (***) 

hold with: 

N -1 
T(N) is the expected extinction time of 'l t• N logT(N) -+constant, 

9N "' I= {0,1}, (11) = 1 {11(x)=i for some x4 • B(q) = 1 {11(x)=i for some xEzd} ' 

Ys, Qs(.,.) : Markov jwnp process on {0,1} with absorption at 0. 

N 
For >.<>.c, on the other harxl, we have: l(q T(N)) ~ cS{q=O} for all T(N)4m. 

5. Outlook. 

The main open problem at present is to prove (**) and <***> for the stochlstic 

Ising model below critical temperature. We expect T(N)=eyN, y constant, and Ys 

a jwnp process on {0,1}. The hardest part is to prove an ergodic theorem for the 

infinite system and to identify the slowly varying variables. It would also be 

interesting to analyze examples •re one ms several conserved quantities. 
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